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". the spread, both in width and depth, of the
.
muitifarious branches of knowledge during the
last hundred odd years has confronted us with a
queer dilemma. We feel clearly that we are only
now beginning to acquire reliable material for
is
total
that
together
the
of
all
sum
welding
known into a whole; but on the other hand, it
,
has become next to impossible for a single mind
fully to command more than a small specialized
portion of it.
"I can see no other escape from this dilemma
(lest our true aim be lost for ever) than that some
of us should venture to embark on a synthesis of
facts and theories, albeit with second-hand and
incomplete knowledge of some of them -and at the
risk of making fools of ourselves.
"So much for my apology."
Erwin Scbrodinger,

2

1944.
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ABSTRACT

This researchaddressesto someof the fundamentalproblems in systemsscience.The
aim of this study is to:
(1) provide a generalconceptualframeworkfor systemsevolution;
(2) developa formal model for evolving systemsbasedon dynamical systemstheory;
(3) analysethe evolving behaviourof various systemsby using the formal model so far
developed.
First of all, it is argued that a system, which can be recognized by an observer as a
These
discourse.
level
is
by
certain
of
at
a
some
emergent
properties
characterised
system,
but
interactions
between
the
the
the
not reducible
systeas
components
resultsof
properties are
to the individual or summative properties of those components. Any system is such an
described
be
defined
this
as an emergent
can
and
and
whole
and
organized
whole,
emergent
attractor. To maintain the wholenessin a changingenvironment, an open systemmay undergo
radical changesboth in its structure and function. The processof changeis what is called of
systemsevolution.
On reviewing the existing theoriesof self-organization,such as "Theory of Dissipative
Structure", "Synergetics", "Hypercycle", "Cellular Automata", "Random Boolean Network"
it
is
based
for
has
been
framework
and
outlined
systemsevolution
et al., a generalconceptual
on the conceptof emergentattractorfor opensystems.The emphasisis placed on the structural
aspectof the processof change.
Modem mathematicaldynamical systemstheory, with the study of nonlinear dynamics
as its core, can provide
(a) the conceptof "attractor" to describea systemas an organizedwhole;
(b) simple geometrical modelsof complexbehaviour,
(c) a completetaxonomyof attractorsandbifurcation patterns;
(d) a mathematicalrationalefor the explanationsof evolutionary processes.
Based on this belief, a formal model of evolving systemshas been developed by using the
languageof mathematicaldynamical systemstheory (DST). Attractors and emergentattractors
by
be
described
is
defined.
It
formally
that
the
one of the
can
state
of
any
systems
argued
are
four fundamental types of attractors ( i. e. point attractor, periodic attractor, quasiperiodic
be
behaviour
level.
The
systems
can
of
open
a
certain
evolving
attractor)
at
attractor, chaotic
full
in
For
loss
by
looking
the
the
analysis of
systems.
a
at
of structural stability
analyzed
inner
dynamics
is
the
the
which governs
on
nonlinear
put
emphasis
systems evolution,
evolving systems.
In trying to apply this conceptualframework and formal model, the evolving behaviour
in
Benard
Among
discussed.
levels
have
been
different
them
cells
are
of various systemsat
hydrodynamics, Brusselatorin chemical systems,replicator systemsin biology (hypercycle),
dynamical
The
in
complex
neural
networks.
predator-prey-foodsystems ecology, and artificial
behaviour of thesesystems,like the existenceof various types of attractorsand the occurrences
In
have
been
discussed.
bifurcation
the
most of the examples,
when
environmentchanges,
of
the results in previous studiesare cited directly and they are only re-interpreted by using the
conceptualframework and the formal model developedin this research.In the study of artificial
been
has
three
neurons
only
network
with
simple
cellular
automata
neural networks, a
formal
dynamics
has
been
the
to
model.
the
according
analysed
activation
constructed and
Different attractors representing different dynamical behaviour of this network have been
identified ( point, periodic, quasiperiodic,and chaotic attractor). Similar discussionshave been
applied to a coupledWilson-Cowan net.
It is believed that the study of systemsevolution is one of those attempts to bring
be.
it
in
its
to
ought
not
stage
which
systemsscienceout of primitive
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Systemsscienceis still in a primitive stage,evenmoreprimitive than it ought to be.
PeterCheckland, 1991

Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Focus of Study
Not everybody agreesthat systemsscienceis a legitimate field of scientific
inquiry. For some people who usually are associatedwith the so called systems
community, however, the legitimacy of systemssciencehas beenjustified [Klir, 1991;
Rodriguez-Delgado, 1992]. The objects of study for systemsscienceare systemsand
associated problems. It is argued that systems science has developed within a
movement starting early this century which is usually referred to as systemsmovement
[Checkland, 19811.The developmenthasled to thecurrent situation: professionsof the
so called systems scientists have been created, educational institutions devoted to
systems science established,conferencesregarding systems science held regularly,
systemsrelated academicjournals published. All these seem to justify that systems
sciencehas beenlegitimated.:The affirmative view regardingthe legitimacy of systemsscienceis accepted in
this research:systemsscienceis a legitimatefield of scientific researchand its objectsof
study are systems. It studies the concept, properties and taxonomy of systems; it
explores principles and mechanismconcerningthe structure,function and evolution of
systems;it developsmethodsand methodologiesfor the understandingof systems;it
applies ideas, techniquesand methodologiesabout systemsto solve problems arising
from sciences,engineeringand humanactivities. The scopeof systemsscienceinclude
systems philosophy, systems theory, systems methodology and techniques, and
systemspractice (for the structureof systemsscience,chapter 2 gives a summary in a
diagram). The focus of this study is about concepts,principles and models of systems
evolution and it belongsto the categoryof systemstheory.
However, systems science is still in a prin-dtive stage, even "more primitive than

it ought to be" [Checkland, 19911. Compared with classic sciences like physics,
chemistry, and astronomyetc, systemssciencestill lacks rigourously defined concepts,
12

fundamental laws and principles, well establishedmethods which can rival classic
sciencesin generatingtestablehypothesisandproduceuseful predictions [Flood, 1990;
Checkland, 19911.One notableexampleof the unmaturedsystemsscienceis the lack of
a rigourously defined and universally acceptedconcept of "system". For different
people, even the samepeople at different time, the concept of system meansdifferent
things.
This researchdoesnot intend to solve all theseproblems in systemsscience.It
mainly concernssystemsevolution at the theoreticallevel and hencecan be categorised
as the fundamentalstudy in systemsscience.

1.2 Objectives

of Study

Systems evolution is not a totally new concept. The idea that systems can
evolve can be traced back, at least , to one of the early holistic thinker C. J. Smuts
[Smuts, 1926]. Of course, discussions about the evolution of specific systems, i. e.
biological systemsevolution, have beenwidely known since Darwin [Darwin, 1859].
Another important work relatedto systemsevolution is Bergson's"Creative Evolution"
[Bergson, 19111,it advocatesa generalargumentabout evolution at the philosophical
level. Before Bergson, Spencer discussed this problem in his "First Principles"
[Spencer, 1971 (edited version) ].
This study does not aim to continue the argument originated by those work
mentioned above. It aims to study the fundamentalconcepts, mechanism,principles
and models of systemsevolution within the domain of systemsscience.In general, a
systemis an entity which is regardedas an organizedwhole. It will changeits internal
structureto maintain its entity asa whole in a changingenvironment.This is defined as
systemsevolution. Certain conditions must be met if a systemis to evolve: it must be
open, nonlinear, non-equilibrium, with microscopic fluctuations within the systemand
external perturbations from its environment. This topic has been touched by several
important strandsof thinking in modem systemsresearch,like the theory of dissipative
structures,synergeticset. al.
In this study, the objective is to establisha conceptualframework and a formal
model for systems evolution. It starts with the careful examination of several definitions
of systems. It is accepted that a recognized system is an organized whole. Starting from
this, a dynamical model is employed to described a dynamical system so that the system
can be defined and described by an attractor which is the result of the interactions of the
system's parts. A system is always an emergent whole. To maintain the organized
whole, the system will evolve in a changing environment. This is what systems
evolution is all about. Systems evolution defined as such is different from the concept

13

Spencer
Systems
defined
by
does
et.
al.
evolution
not necessarily mean
of evolution
that systems evolve progressively, i. e., evolve from lower stage to higher stage,
because"progressiveness"is very difficult to justify, especially from the functional
A
is
in
El
that
system
survive
of
view.
can
environment
not necessarilysuperior
point
than a system that survives in environment E2. However, the grand tendenceof the
evolution of the universeis towardsthe increaseof complexity.
It is believed that there are some generalprinciples, mechanismsand patterns
underlying all processesof systemsevolution. Severalschools of thought about selfin
discovering
have
made
progresses
patternsand establishingprinciples
organization
about systemsevolution, like "order through fluctuations", "slaving principle" etc. It
will be desirable to construct a general conceptual framework of systemsevolution
based on the concept of emergent attractor and it should embrace all the known
principles and patterns.
It is also the aim of this study to constructa formal model of systemsevolution
by using mathematical dynamical systemstheory (DST). The.recent development in
mathematical dynamical systemstheory has beennoticed by its progressin nonlinear
dynamics and its pervasionsin such diverse field as physics, chemistry, ecology, and
economics etc. [Stewart, 1989; Thompson, 1986]. It provides a means to study the
complex dynamical behaviour of nonlinear systems. For the study of systems
evolution, DST can provide a dynamical model which is often usedin systemsscience.
It can also provide a fon-naldefinition and classificationof attractorswhich correspond
to different state of systems.The techniquesof bifurcation analysis in DST are also
for
useful
exploring pattems and stagesduring systemsevolution. Above all, the
very
concept of structural stability seemsto be the essential concept related to systems
evolution. For the above accounts, this study sets out to build a formal model for
systemsevolution by using the languageof DST.
Another aim of this study is to apply the conceptual framework and formal
model so far developedto analysethe evolution processof systemsin various fields or
at different space-time scales. Systems to be considered include some well known
examplesin hydrodynamics,laser,biology, ecology and neural networks.
To summarise,the objective is to explore the concepts,principles, models and
examplesof systemsevolution. It includes the constructionof a conceptualframework,
the developing of a formal model and the discussionof someapplications.

1.3 Scope and Limitations

of Study
14

The study of systems is often confronted with the problem of choosing between
description
functional
description
19871.
[Kampis,
A
or
a
of
systems
structural
a
is
in
description
this study to avoid the pitfall of the
method
adopted
structural
discussion
functional
description
biological
The
the
of
evolution.
around
controversies

is centredin exploring the structuralchangeof dynamicalsystems.
Usually, any discussionof systemsevolution can not avoid using conceptslike
"entropy", "order" and the relations betweenthem.This is touchedbriefly in this study
only to describe systemsevolution explanatorily: an open systemcan changefrom a
less ordered state to a more ordered one by absorbing negative entropy from its
environment. Study of the thermodynamicsof systemsevolution is another line of
researchworth pursuing [Weber et. al, 1988; Swenson,1989a], but it is not the main
concern of this study.
The structural description of systemsevolution is basedon the belief that, in
principle, the stateof any dynamical systemcan be describedby relations betweenits
internal variables [Thom, 1975]. However, this methodhas beenattackedand rejected
by some people like Berlinski [Berlinski, 1976]. Although Belinski's argument that
early dynamical models do not describethe complexity, discontinuity and nonlinearity
of complex systemshas beenresolved by the progressin mathematicalDST, some of
his critical comments are still appropriate for the study of systems evolution. In
practice, not every dynamical system can be described by a group of dynamical
equations as stated in chapter 4. This is especially true for some social-economic
systems which are usually difficult to describe mathematically. Even if dynamical
equations are given for some systemsby related classical sciences,they may not be
always in the standardform statedin the formal model. Mathematical DST itself needs
development: it is not always possible to find solutions for a particular system,
especiallyanalytical solutions.
Apart from the limitations of the formal model arising from describing systems
and from DST, there are serval restrictions set by the developmentof systemsscience
as a whole. Although every effort has been made to ensure that, in this study, the
consistenceof the meaningsof someof the important conceptslike systems,emergent
properties, attractors, order, evolution etc is maintained,there still lacks a consensus
on universally acceptedfundamentalconcepts.They may still meandifferent things for
different people, not only in referencescited, but in some other current discussion on
this topic as well.
In trying to apply the conceptualframework and formal model so far developed,
someexamplesin various classical areasof sciencehave beencited directly. For those
examples, they are only re-interpreted in this thesis and hardly any new results are
15

formal
in
Two
to
the
original
examples
networks
studied
according
neural
are
reported.
is
However,
the
this
to
some
novel
study
results
are
achieved.
aim
of
and
model
fundamental
i.
the
properties
of
of
systems,
e. systemsevolution, the two
explore one
original models are chosenand analysedonly to show that neural systemscan evolve
when environment changesand the framework and formal model developed in this
fully
be
For
their
thus
to
they
applied
can
analysis.
reasons
mentioned,
are
not
research
"big
Lorenz
The
the
as
some
other
much
studied
models
such
as
model.
analysed
pictures" of the evolution processof thesetwo systemshavenot beenobtained.
It will be a very bold and unjustifiable claim that this study has establisheda
general theory of systemsevolution, but it is true that this study tries to contribute to
systems science at the fundamental level by addressingto one of the fundamental
problems concerning the properties of systems,Le systemsevolution. It is an attempt,
amongmany others,to get systemsscienceout of its presentprimitive stage.No matter
how far this study has coveredtoward that goal, the study of systemsevolution is one
of the most important areaof researchto bring systemsscienceto its maturation

1.4 Outline

of Study

After a brief introduction to basic conceptsof systems, systemsdescription,
systems science, evolution and systems evolution etc. in chapter 2, the scope of
systemsscienceis mentioned.The problem of systemsevolution is viewed within the
framework of this new dimension of our modem sciences.The conflict between the
pessimistic view of the universeimplied in the secondlaw of thermodynamicsand the
optimistic one provided by Darwin's theory of evolution is believed to be solvable
when we take an open systems'point of view. The stateof an open dynamical system
is jointly decidedby the inner dynamicsof the systemand the interactionsbetweenthe
systemand its environment. Evolutionary behaviourof systemsis the necessaryresult
of the joint action of both the inner dynamicsand environmentalimpacts when certain
conditions are satisfied. It is argued that systems evolution is one of the general
properties of open dynamical systems.
In chapter 3, various schools of thoughts about self-organization have been
reviewed which have provided with the general framework for discussion of systems
evolution. Brussels school's work on non-equilibrium thermodynamics, Eigen's work
on hypercycle, Varela et. al's work on autopoiesis, Haken's work on synegetics,
Wolfram etc. 's work on cellular automata, they all look at the same problem, i. e., the
evolutionary behaviour of open systems, but from different points of view. Although
these work are originated in different fields, like the theory dissipative structures in
non-equilibrium thermodynamics, autopoiesis and hypercycle in biology, synergetics

16

in
in
criticality
and
cellular
automata
physics,
mathematics and
and self-organized
have
they
simulation,
all
reachedthe sameconclusion that open systemscan
computer
behaviour.
Different
have
been
the
evolutionary
of
complex
aspects
process
exhibit
stressedin different schools,they all have contributed to lay the foundation for talking
from
the systemspoint of view. By synthesizing these
the
evolutionary
process
about
strands of thought, a more general conceptualframework about systemsevolution is
establishedbasedon the conceptsof attractor,emergenceand organizedwhole.
The developing of a formal model of evolving systemis reported in chapter 4.
With the mathematicalpreparationsintroducedAppendix 1,the effort is put to construct
a formal model of evolving systems by using the language of dynamical systems
theory. An open system can be modelled by a group of dynamical equations with
parametersrepresentingthe constraintsof the environment.The invariant setsimplied
in thesedynamical equationsdecidethe macroscopicallystablestateof the system,Le,
attractors that prescribe the macroscopic behaviour of the system. An evolutionary
processis characterizedby the loss of structural stability of the dynamical system and
describedby various bifurcation patternsthroughwhich one type of attractoris replaced
by another. It is shown that generalpatterns,principles, and fundamental mechanism
can be manifestedin this formal model.
In chapter5, severalexamplesof the application of the generalframework and
fon-nalmodel are reported. Somewell studiedexampleslike Benardcells, Brusselator
etc are re-interpreted by using the proposed model. Structural aspects of systems
evolution are stressed
Chapter 6 is devoted to the discussionof the complex behaviour of (artificial)
neural networks as adaptingand evolving systems.A simple 3-neuroncellular network
is shown to exhibit evolution behaviour:it changesfrom one type of attractorto another
while the network as an organizedwhole is maintained.Sameanalysis has been done
for a coupled Wilson-Cowan nets.
The last chapter concludes this thesis by reviewing the progress that has been
made in this study towards the understanding of the complex behaviour of open
systems. Further problems worth studying are mentioned. It is argued that systems
research is a new kind of human endeavour which fits our modern times. In a

constantly changing world, to understand the transformation of the world is very
important'llie study of systemsevolution can help us understandthe evolving universe
of which we are only a part.
Appendix I is about the introduction of modem mathematical dynamical
systemstheory. The last twenty yearshas seenthe developmentof dynamical systems
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Chapter 2 Systems Research and Systems
Evolution

2.1 Systems and systems science
2.1.1 The concept of systems
The terin "system" has different meaningsunder different circumstancesfor
different people. It is often loosely defined as a group or combination of interrelated,
interdependent,or interacting elementsforming a collective entity or organic whole.
Two points are quite essentialin any definitions of systems:the first is that there are
componentswhich are interrelatedor interacting,the other is that a systemis a unity, an
organizedwhole. In a formal way, a systemS is defined as:
S= (E, R)
where E representsa group of elements,R the relationsbetweenthem.
A more easily understoodverbal definition of systemcan be given asthis:
A systemis an assemblyof components,connectedtogether ill
an organized way. The componentsare affected by being in the
systemand the behaviour of the systemis changedif they leave
it. This organized assembly does something and has been
identified as a particular interest. ["SystemsBehaviour", Open
university, pp18]
In this definition, the dialectic relationship betweencomponentsand the whole
is stressed.
What is not explicitly expressedin this definition is that the whole usually
possessessome properties which do not come from the properties of individual
elements, or the summative properties of all the elements. These properties, not
reducible to the parts or the sum of parts,arecalled emergentproperties.Thus a system
is such an organized and emergentwhole. It becomesconceivable that "the whole is
more thanjust the sum of theparts" only when theseemergentpropertiesare taken into
account.
Stressing the emergent properties of systems, Swenson gives a lengthy
definition of emergence,or how emergentpropertieshaveemerged:
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Emergence
The spontaneous transformation of a set of components
(generalized 'atomisms'or ýarticles)Jrom an incoherent state,
where the space-time correlation betweenthem is confined to
meanfi-eepath and meanrelaxation collision times,to a coherent
behaviour,
dynamical
global,
space-time
state exhibiting novel,
viz., space-timecorrelations, betweenatomisnismany orders of
magnitude greater than mean free path -relaxation times,
inaccessible to, not locatable in, and not reducible to the
individual or summativebehaviourof the separateatomisms;the
spontaneouscreation of a new set of macroscopic constraints
that reduce accessiblemicrostatesfrom some initial set Mn to
level
irreducible
Ms
to
yield
a
of
smaller
subset
new
somemuch
dynamical space-timebehaviour. By the transformation Mn to
Ms emergence is always a progressive asymmetrical timedependent transformation of matter away from equilibrium.
'Spontaneous" means 'goes by itself without exogenous
(outside) 'Mak-er'.e.g., since Newtonian machinesare explicitly
specified and constructedfrom without, they are not emergent.
[Swenson, 1989a].
This definition stressesnot only the irreducibility of the emergentproperties to
in
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of
process
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parts,
also
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is assembledfrom separateparts.According to this definition, Newtonian machinesare
explicitly excluded from having emergentproperties.This restricts the meaning and
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car
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transportation
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composed
any the component parts have this property. It would be more appropriate to call
Swenson'sdefinition of emergenceas the definition of 'self-organization' process for
natural systems.Emergentproperties of a systemcan be defined as what are resulted
from the interactions of the parts, but "inaccessible to, not locatable in, and not
reducible to the individual or summativebehaviourof the separateatomisms".
Arthur Koestler expressedhis view on the definition and meaning of the term
of systemsin a book "The Ghost in the Machine" [Koestler, 1967]. Considering the
property of a system as a whole, he proposedto define a system as a "holon" which
meansa whole of elementsfunctioning as an elementin a larger whole. In that case,a
system is a whole, coming into existence through the organizing of elements and
become
(system).
It
has
in
holon
bigger
a universally
not
serving as an element a
Recently,
in
definition
systems
community.
or
a
popular
word
accepted
of systems
Checkland arguesthat the confusion arising from expressingsystemsideasin systems
literature should mainly be blamed for the use of the word "system": it meansboth for
(like
'the
be
the
to
educationsystem')and
complex
whole
perceived
real world
parts of
for the abstractnotion of a whole (a model) [Checkland,1988,1991]. He advocatesthe
use of "holon" for the abstractnotion of a whole.
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The term "system" discussedso far is apparentlyabout the abstractnotion of a
in
It
is
this study to meanan organizedwhole about somereal-world entity
used
whole.
perceivedby humanbeings.It needsto be stressedhere that
(1) a system is an emergent whole, the whole results from the
interactionsof many interdependentelements,or parts, or subsystems;
(2) a systemis alwaysa model of a certainperceived entity.
The secondpart is stressedby Ashby, Checkland and many others. It reflects
the perspectivism in talking about systems:systemsdo not exist in the real-world and
they are only modelsof certainentitiesperceivedby certain observers.Gainesdefines a
system as "what is distinguished as a system" [Gaines, 1979] and this definition,
soundstautological, reflects the essentialfeature of the term "system". The properties
discovered in a model, however, are believed to representthe properties of the realworld entity modelled.
Rosenanalysesthe term "system"from anotherstandingpoint. He arguesthat
"the word 'system' is never used by itself; it is genet-ally
accompaniedby an adjectiveor other modifier: physical system;
biological system; social system, economic system; axiom
system;religious system;and even "general" system.This usage
suggeststhat, when confrontedby a systemof any kind, certain
of its properties are subsumedunder the objective, and other
properties are subsumedunder the "system,' while still others
may dependentessentiallyon both. The objective describeswhat
is special orparticular; i.e., it refers to the specific "thinghood"
of the system;the "system"describesthoseproperties which are
independentof the specific "thinghood." [Rosen, 1986]
Parallel to the thinghood, he coined a word "systernhood" to describe those
systemrelated properties.He goesfurther to arguethat systemstheory is the study of
systernhoodrelatedproperties.
Another term is proposed in this study to describe a special kind of systems
whose state changesover time, i. e. dynamical systems.The term suggestedis called
"attractor". Originally it is a mathematicalterm defined for a special invariant set for a
flow on a manifold, it hasbeenextendedto describethe stateof generaltime-dependent
systems [Thom, 1975; Ruelle, 1989; Swenson, 1989a]. An attractor is a timeindependent(time-asymptotical) statethat attractsinitial conditions from someregion
around it. To use attractors to represent a dynamical system stems from the use of
dynamical modelsto describethe stateof a system.The formal definition of an attractor
will be given in chapter4, but the following propertiesof an attractorcan be mentioned
briefly here: it is invariant, i. e. time-independent;it reflects certain emergentproperties
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2.1.2 Systemsscience
Once it is clear what a systemis about, the domain of study for systemsscience
can be defined. The definition given in a recentlypublishedtextbook of systemsscience
by Klir is appropriate
Svstemsscience is a science whosedomain of inquiry consists
I- those
of
properties of systemsand associated problems that
emanatefi-omthe general notion of systemhood[Klir, 19911.
Systems science,if it exists, has grown from an intellectual movement which
startedin 40's this century and is usually referred as "systemsmovement" [Checkland,
1981]. There are many strandsof thought each with a different background that have
formed this movement. One common and essential characteristic of all these ideas,
methods,models etc. which appearedin this movementis that it is acceptedthat some
properties of a conceivedentity can not be reducedto its composing elements,all the
elementsand their relationshipsshouldbe consideredsimultaneouslyand the entity can
only be understood as a whole as a result of theserelations. A prototype of such an
entity is the organic unit in a biological system.The striking feature of this systems
movementis that problemsrelatedto "systemhood"havebeenstudiedand stressed.
As to the characteristicsof systemsscience,Klir argues that it is essentially
different from classical sciences,such as physics, chemistry, biology and astronomy
et.al. Those classical sciences study problems related to thinghood, i. e., problems
associatedwith specific physical properties. In contrast, systems science addresses
problems which arisefrom acrossa wide rangeof domainsand are independentof their
physical traits. Classical sciences study entities, systems science studies relations;
classical sciences study thinghood while systems science is concerned about
systernhood.He arguesthat systemsscienceand classical sciencesare orthogonal to
each other and they togetherform a two-dimensionalscienceswhich characterisesthe
present informational society [Klir, 1985b]. It is stressedin this study that systems
scienceis about systemhoodand it is principally different from classicalsciences.
As to problems that systemsscienceis trying to study, two of them are very
important: isomorphismbetweensystemsand the relation betweenparts and whole.
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Isomorphism, or isomorphic relation among systems,was the central problem
for general systemstheory -- one of the most important schools of thought in systems
in
days
[von
is
Bertalanffy,
1968].
It
early
about the equivalencerelations
movement-interest:
if
isomorphic,
two
then they share
systems
of
systems
are
proved
all
among
the sameproperties,Le, understandingone meansthat the other is also understood.In
the terminologies developed so far, isomorphic systemshave the same systernhood
relatedproperties.Isomorphic relations are proved to exist in many cases,for example,
is
isomorphic
to an electrical circuit with certain structure and
as
a
system
a pendulum
their behaviourscan be describedby the sametype of dynamical relations. However, if
isomorphic relations are extendedto embracetoo broad a spectrumof systems,as they
become
is
This
they
are,
will
meaningless
or
one of the reasons
either
useless.
usually
that generalsystemshas beensharplycriticized [Berlinski, 1976].
The most important relation betweenparts and whole is about emergence:how
the emergentproperties of the whole haveemergedfrom interactions of the parts. Due
to the emergencein all kinds of systems,systemsare recognizedas systemsand these
systems are organized in a hierarchical way: systemsat certain level are emergent
entities from subsystemsat one level below which are emergent entities of subsubsystemsa further level below. The problem of emergencein dynamical systemswill
be discussedin the following chaptersby resortingto a dynamical model.
Another relation betweenparts and whole is called "self-similarity" or "selfisomorphic" in structure.It is argued,notablely in Miller's "Living SystemsTheory",
that certain properties of the whole are isomorphic to that of parts as a sub-whole
[Miller, 1978]. Miller has discovered that at different levels of living systems, i. e.,
cells, organs, organisms, groups, organizations, societies, super-nations, the same
types of subsystemscan be identified, such as reproducer, boundary, distributor,
encoder,and decoderetc., totally 19 subsystems.Another isomorphic relation between
the whole and parts has also been discovered recently: the self-similarity in spatialtemporal behaviour between parts and whole. In fractals, the shape of a whole is
identical to that of the part, asdiscoveredby Mandelbrot [Mandelbrot, 1983]. In chaotic
systems,chaotic attractorsare discoveredhaving Cantor-set-likeself-sin-lilarstructures
[Zeeman, 1988; Thompsonet. al, 1986]. However, the isomorphic relation in structure
betweenparts and whole is not as universalas the emergenceproblem in systems.
To my own opinion, the scope of systems science is very broad and it can be
structured as having the following epistemological levels: systems philosophy, systems
theories, systems methodologies, and systems practices:
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Systems philosophy is about systems thinking and general discourse
based on ideas about systems. It concerns about problems like holism
versus reductionism, synthesis and analysis etc.and it is the overview of
systems thinking and standing point.
Systems theories are about ideas, conceptual frameworks, general
principles and models concerned about systems. They include theory of
general systems (GST, Cybernetics, Living Systems Theory etc), theory
of systems evolution (Theory of dissipative structures, Synergetics,
Hypercycles etc.), and concepts of systems. They discuss the following
problems.
ElementM

concepts: system, structure and function, subsystems
and supersystems, information and entropy, systems description etc.

Properties of systems: emergence, wholeness, stability, adaptability,
hierarchy, equifinality, instantiality etc..
Typology of systems or taxonomy of systems.: according to what
criteria what kind of systems can be grouped together, or forming a
hierarchical structure.
Evolution of systems: how systems change: patterns of changes,
mechanism underlying changes, general principles etc.
Systems methodologies: methods and techniques, Operational Research
(like Mathematical

Programming, Networks and Flows etc. ), Game
Theory, Decision Theory, Systems Analysis, Systems Engineering
approach, Soft Systems Methodology et. al.
Systems practices: applications in various fields, like engineering
systems management, ecological

systems analysis, man-machines

systems et. al..
The structure of systems science can be illustrated in figure 2.1.1.
In this study, special interest is paied to the dynamical behaviour of open
systems: how a system changes its structure in a changing environments, what is the
mechanism for that change, what the general principles for all those changes. These are
problems to be discussed in the following chapters. This study is hence about the

evolution of systemsand it belongsto the categoryof systemstheory.
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2.2 Systems science and the science of complexity
2.2.1 Organizedcomplexity
Systems science is sometimesdescribed as the science of complexity [Klir,
1985a, 1985b; et. al, 1988]. Although there have been discussions centered around
is
definition
for
there
about what
rigourous
many
years,
still
no
complexity
"complexity" actually is. It can only be understood intuitively. The concept of
"complex
is
"a
large
to
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and
number
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complexity
by
Klir
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The
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of
complexity
of
multi-facets
relationships"
[Klir, 1985a], and other concepts like "hierarchy", "emergent property" are closely
for
is
important
What
the
to
the
of
complexity
more
concept of complexity.
related
discourse of systems scienceis the concept of "organized complexity" proposed by
Weaver in an important paper"Scienceand Complexity" [Weaver, 1948].
According to Weaver, the complexity of a systemdependsboth on the number
of composingcomponentsand the randomnessinvolved. The degreeof the complexity
of the system is decided by the number and degree of interrelations of these
components, and the degree of randoms involved. He identified two types of
complexity: disorganized complexity and organized complexity. Sciences, with
different domains of study, addressto the problems of simplicity and complexity.
Weaver classifies three categories of study according to the degrees of complexity
involved and this classificationis illustrated in figure 2.2.1 asfollows:

a
E
0
C.)
0

E

0
C)
ci

increaseof randomness

Figure 2.2.1 Different typesof complexity
Physics mainly deals with systems possessingorganized simplicity where
physical laws, found or to be found, are believed to exist to govern the movement of
systems, like Newton's kinetic laws, gravitational law etc.. The non-organized
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biological systems,social systemsetc. This problem has not been touched effectively
by classic sciences,at least not until recently, and, as to be shown, the problem of
organizedcomplexity is what systemssciencesetsto attack.
Rememberwhat has beensaid about systemsand systemsscience:systemsare
organized wholes of parts. What is important is how those parts interact to each other
so that a whole can emerge to exhibit some novel properties. When the number of
components becomefairly large and the interdependentrelations between them very
it
As
fact,
be
has
be
to
to.
a
matter
of
will
addressed
complex, organized complexity
shown in the forthcoming chaptersthat even a systemwith only few componentsbut
complex relations can exhibit complex behaviour.This belongsalso to the problem of
organizedcomplexity, but unforeseenby Weaver.
Dealing with systemswith organizedcomplexity can be tracedback to the early
stage of the development of systems science.From the theoretical aspects,general
find
looking
(GST)
has
to
theory
of
at the problem of
set
out
a
new
way
systems
biological systemswhich could not be describedproperly within the domain of classic
sciences [Bertalanffy, 1968]. To study a biological system, usually many variables
must be consideredsimultaneously:the complex behaviourof a system arisesfrom the
interconnectionsbetweenits forming componentsand all of them have to be taken into
account. This was one of the main concernswhen Weaver introduced the concept of
"organized complexity". In Bertalanffy's GST, he meant to establish a general theory
which, in principle, can deal with the problem of organizedcomplexity arising from all
is
Among
"equafinality"
those
a conceptwhich
systems.
propertiesof generalsystems,
illustrates the characteristicsof organizedcomplexity [Bertalanffy, 1968].
Systems engineering is regarded as another important contribution to the
developmentof systemsscience.According to Checkland[Checkland, 19811,systems
engineering belongs to the "hard way" of systems thinking in systems science. It
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concerns about the principles, methods and techniques applied in organizing large
engineeringprojects from the systemspoint of view: problems of technology, finance,
manpower and their managementare intertwined with eachother and all of them must
be considered together simultaneously. This is another example of organized
complexity. The techniquesand skills of the managementof one large scaleengineering
problem are transferableto othersand here fies the generalprinciples and techniquesof
systems engineering. The techniques of operational research belong to those
mathematicaltechniqueswhich form the hardcore of systemsengineering.
In the mean time, there is a strand of thought which is called "soft system
methodology" (SSM). The essence of it is that human factors are involved in
conceiving, modelling, analysing and designing systems. On account of the "soft"
aspectof systemsscience,anotherfactor of the complexity of systemsis touched: the
subjectivenessin describing systems.As arguedby Flood, the concept of complexity
has its subjective meaning [Flood et. al, 1988]. The complexity of a systemis always
conceived by human beings and therefore, apart from the number of componentsof a
systemand the interrelationsbetweencomponents,the viewer's standingpoint must be
taken into account when talking about the problem of systemscomplexity. This is of
vital importance when systemsthinking is appliedto analysesocial-economicsystems.
However, the subjectivenessof complexity is not the main concernin this study.
Systems scienceis about the organizedcomplexity of systemsand hence the
organized complexity is sometimescalled systemscomplexity. In discussions about
properties of a system, it is imperative to look at the complexity the systemexhibits.
Growth, adaptability, evolution are behavioursresultedfrom the organizedcomplexity
of biological systems.Large spatialspan,long time duration, large financial and human
involvement are the characteristics of organized complexity of large engineering
systems. The growth, equilibrium-seeking, recession are phenomena observed in
modem economic systems, which intrinsically involve natural and human source,
industries, agriculture, education and many other sectors,and political system which
strongly influences the economic behaviour.They are complex not only in the spatialtemporal scale that goesbeyond the scopeof classic sciences:they are complex in the
sensethat they can not be understoodby merely resorting to the properties of their
components.The macroscopicbehaviourof a national economydo not merely depend
on the behaviour of one or a handful of commercialfirms or companies,it is the result
of the how all different sectors, -- agricultural, industrial, comericial etc. --, are
connectedto each other and also how they are affected by the international economic
environment. These complex behavioursare the reflection of the systems' organized
be
by
and
adaptinga systemspoint of view.
can
only
analyzed
complexity
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When the components and interactions of components are changing in the
passage of time, the problem of complexity becomes more complex: dynamical
complexity of systemsis henceenteringdiscussion.
In Benard hydrodynamics experiment, when a thin layer of viscous liquid is
heateduniformly from below, with its uppersurfaceexposedto a cooler air, organized
spatial-temporal patterns, Le, the hexagonal cells, can emerge from the previously
homogeneousstateif the temperaturegradientimposedexceedsa critical point [Haken,
1983a; Swenson, 1989a].
In Belousov-Zhabotinskyreaction,the reactantsare pumpedin and productsare
flowed out constantly. When certain critical state is reached, chemical waves can
appearsuddenly and may be sustainedby constantinflow and out-flow [Nicolis et. al,
1977,19891.
In the osmosis experiment, certain inanimate chemical reactantsare put into
certain chemical liquid. In the time spanof minutesto hours, amazingly somecomplex
patterns like trees,mushrooms,vegetables,and beardedgoat et. al can be observedto
grow up and they are reminiscent of the complex biological forrns which have been
found in the natural world [Klir et. al., 1988].
In biology, self-aggregation phenomenonhas been discovered in the insect
population. In an experiment mentioned by Prigogine, larvae of a coleoptera are initially
distributed at random on two sheets of glass. When an artificial nucleus is introduced in
a peripheral region of the system, a cluster appears and the density around the imposed
increases.
When the initial density of the population is high, the system will
centre
choose a centre itself and the population grows at that point [Prigogine et. al 19841.

In the social economicfield, it hasbeendemonstratedthat urbanizationhappens
in a way similar to the self- aggregation process in insect population. Commercial
centres appear from a homogeneous area becauseof some random factors and they then
start to attract people to immigrate there and further develop to large centres [Allen,
1986].

In the computer experiment of cellular automata,the random initial conditions
can lead to organizedspatial-temporalpatternsby following simple deterministic rule.
Further more, artificial lives can be createdby setting up simple initial conditions and
simple rules and this is believed to provide some new insight into the emergenceof
in
the universe [Wolfram, 1984;Langton, 1986,1989].
systems
complex
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2.2.2 Systemsscienceand the scienceof complexity
Although systems science deals with the problem of organized complexity, it

does not do so exclusively. Since early 70's, the complex dynamical behaviour of
systemsin a wide range have beennoticed and addressedby some classical sciences,
Re physics, chemistry, biology etc.. Examplesinclude thosecited in last section, e.g.
Benard Cells, Belousov-Zhabotinsky reactions etc., they were originally discovered,
incidentally, by physicists,chemistsand biologists who were puzzled when fist seeing
them. Especially when the developmentin nonlinear dynamical systemsstudies have
revealed that many systemscan exhibit complex dynamical behaviour as such, the
problem of complexity hasbeennoticed and studiedin almost all the classical areasof
science.This study of organizedcomplexity is called the "scienceof complexity".
Institutions bearing the title like "complex systems", "nonlinear systems" etc.
have appeared rapidly in recent years. One well-known example is the Santa Fe
Institute in USA where physicists, chemists, biologists, computerists etc. are all
involved in the study of organizedcomplexity. Different from systemsscientistswhose
main concern is about the complexity of abstractsystemsarising from the interactions
of components,or systemscomplexity in general,scientistslike those in SantaFe are
looking into some specific systemsand study their dynamical complexity arising from
the nonlinear relations between systemscomponents.Problems under consideration
include: nonlinear dynamical behaviour of physical systems(fluid, chemical waves,
catalytic networks in gene dynamics etc.), emergent computation of certain model
systems (cellular automata, neural network, replicator systems etc.), computer
simulation exploring the mechanismunderlying natural evolution (artificial life). The
core of the "scienceof complexity" is aboutthe nonlineardynamicsof systemswhich is
sometimesreferred to as the study of chaos [Stein, 1989; Jen, 1990; Langton, 1989;
Langton et. al, 1992].
Systems scienceis overlapping with the science of complexity, but they are
different. Systems science may discuss systemscomplexity from a general point of
view, like emergentpropertiesetc., the scienceof complexity concentrateson specific
systems.Systemsscienceis systernhoodorientatedwhile the scienceof complexity is
more thinghood inclined. The best line of researchseemsto look at complex systems
from both classical sciences and systems science point of view: through systems
science, the general properties of complex systemscan be applied in the study and
some knowledge about other systemsmay be transferable, like dynamical models;
through classical science,the problems associatedwith thinghood can be addressedby
resorting to the specific physical form of systems.For a specific system,its organized
complexity essentiallydependson both systernhoodand thinghood.
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To study how a system's components are related to each other so that the
system can exhibit rich complexities and to know what the state a system is in at a
is
time
regarded as the study of the "being" of the system: its structure,
particular
organization, state etc. What is of special interest in this study is the dynamical
behaviour of open systems,especiallythe processwhen an open systemchangesfrom
one level of complexity to anotheror how a systemin an disorganizedstate becomes,
with the impact of its environment, organized. In other words, the main concern is
about the "becoming" of systemsin this study. The following section will trace the
history of the study of becomingof various systems.

2.3

Evolution and Thermodynamic Equilibrium:

two extremes

2.3.1 Reversibleand irreversibleprocess:the role of time
It has been argued that one of the striking characteristics of Newtonian
mechanismis that time plays no constructiverole in all the processeshappeningin our
machine-like world. Time is merely a parameterwhich has no direction [Prigogine et.
al, 1984]. In the mechanicalmodel of the universe,every systemstartsat certain initial
conditions, follows certain trajectory defined by some universal laws, like the
Gravitation Law, and goeson and on for ever.To know the future is just the sameas to
know the history: you just need to follow the trajectory prescribed by the equations
along the time rather than to retrieve the trajectory by changethe sign of time. The fate
of the universeis defined for ever and what can be done is to try to find thoseuniversal
laws and write the dynamical equations.The process of changesthat happen in the
universe is reversible in the sensethat to changethe time from t to -t in the equations
does not change the form of equations, i. e., laws that govern the behaviour of the
system remain the same. This is the picture of the world from the Newtonian
mechanicalPoint of view.
Thermodynamics studies the absorbingand dissipation of energy of systems.
For the first time, time is assigneda direction along which the energy flows one way.
It is common sensethat when two iron bars, with one "hotter" than the other, are put
together,they will eventuallychangeto, throughheatconduction,a stateat which they
are at the same temperature.No one has ever witnessed the reverse process in the
nature,Le, the heat flows from one bar to another,which were at the sametemperature
at the beginning, and leads to the rise of temperaturein one and decreasein the other
without any constraints imposed from outside (say, deliberately introducing a heat
gradient). The natural processof heat transferis irreversible. Thermodynamicsdepicts
a picture of the universe which is irreversible in the sense that "useful" energy is
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constantly digested and the universe is moving to the "heat death" as the second law
says.

Irreversible processis also observedin the biological world, in galaxices etc..
Even before Darwin's theory of evolution brought about human's attention to the
evolutionary process observedin the biological world, some people had argued that
Newtonian mechanismwas inadequatein describingthe organisationof living matters
[Prigogine et. al, 1984]. The processesof changein Newtonian world is reversible but
the process of the growth of plants as well as the development of human organs are
characterised by irreversible complexification. Those challenges to the doctrine of
Newtonian mechanical view of the world have been noticed and stressed since
Darwin's work on biological evolution. With the picture of a mechanicalworld on the
one hand and an dynamical,complex world rich of changing behaviourand innovation
on the other hand,there is a split imagine of the universeperceivedby human beings.
Systems science has been trying to portray a different picture of the world
which can, quite possibly, provide some insights to bring to the end the confusion

about order and disorder,reversibility andirreversibility.

2.3.2 The secondLaw of thermodynamics
Although the secondlaw of thermodynamicsis regarded by some physicists
like Eddington as holding the supreme position among the laws of nature, it is too
pessimistic a conclusion from the human's point of view. The claim that entropy
always increases in every closed system implies that the universe is doomed to head for
a 'horrific'

state, i. e., the state of thermodynamic equilibrium: maximum disorder, the
complete destruction of any structure and organization, and hence the system is both
spatially and temporally homogeneous. It is extremely disappointing for people who,
encouraged by the triumph of scientific rationality brought about by the classical
believe
They
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human
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the
the
the
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nature.
sciences since
placed
on
in the unlimited power of human rationality inspired by classical sciences and tend to
use it to create an ideal world with order, efficiency and justice. It is especially true for
the twenty century people who are indulged in the success of the "industrial
civilization".

Thermodynamicsis the macroscopicdescriptionof natural processes.Insteadof
describing systemsby specifying the kinetic statesof its components,it concentrateson
the tendencyof the changeof stateat a macroscopiclevel. It is the processnot the state
that is stressed.The SecondLaw, as formulated by Clausius, was originally about the
energyconsumptionof closedthermodynamicsystemsbut it is generally interpretedas
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that free energy is spentand leveled out in any natural process.Entropy changeis the
quantity which characterisesthis process.As arguedabove,time is assigneda direction
in thermodynamicsalong which free energyis alwaysconsumedand dissipatedand the
thermodynamic processis irreversible. This thermodynamicview has challenged the
view of a static, reversible world representedby Newtonian paradigm. However, the
tendencyof evolution to disorder statedby the secondLaw is obviously contradictory
to our observation that order and structure are growing in the biological world. This
brings to the conflict with Darwin's evolutionarypicture of the biological systems.

2.3.3 'Me growing of order in the biological world
Prigogine hasarguedthat our scientific heritageincludestwo basicquestionsto
which till now no answer was provided [Prigogine et. al, 1984]. One is the obvious
contradiction betweenthe static view of classicaldynamicsand the dynamicalparadigm
of thermodynamics,i. e., the direction of time [Coveny etc., 1990]. The other one is the
relation between order and disorder. The famous law of increaseof entropy describes
the world as evolving from order to disorder while, biological or social evolution
shows us the complex emerging from the simple. It has been a dichotomy facing
philosophersand natural scientistsfor a long time.
Unlike the tendencyto go to disorder and stablethermodynamicequilibrium as
claimed by the second law of thermodynamics, evolution, diversification, and
instability are found common in the biological world. Darwin has been undoubtedly
credited as the founder of the theory of evolution. This evolutionary paradigm has been
strengthenedand extendedby somegreat discoveriesin this century. The discovery of
genes leads to the so-called Neo-Darwinism, Stanley L Miller's experiment on
"primordial soup" which is believedto haveexited on the surfaceof the earth hundreds
of millions of years ago provides new clues about how life might have come into
existence in this planet [Hogan, 1991]. Eigen's Hypercycle adds one new link to the
evolutionary chain of the biological world, and the conceptof Big Bang and the theory
of an expanding universecomplete the evolutionary continuum of the universe [Eigen
etc., 1979; Hawking, 1988].
In recent years,phenomenaof the emergenceand growing of order have been
observed in diverse fields ranging from simple physical system to complex human
societiesand a general awarenesshas beenraised about the becoming of the universe.
This has enteredthe researchscopeof humanenquiring and it is believed that systems
science holds a unique position to study the generalpatterns, fundamental principles
and the basic mechanismunderlying the evolutionary behaviour exhibited by various
systems.
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2.4

From Being to Becoming: the shift of emphasis in systems science

2.4.1 Seeking a dynamical equilibrium

As arguedin Gao et al.[Gao et al, 1990], in the early stageof the development
of systemsscience,the main interest was aboutthe static organization and equilibrium
stateof self-stabilizing systems.This can be illustratedby analysingthe developmentof
one of the most important theoreticalcontributionsto the systemsscience:cybernetics.
Since its inception, cybernetics,was more or less identified as a scienceof selfregulating and equilibrating systems.The threebasic conceptsin early cyberneticsare
"feedback", "stability", and "state". It has beensuccessfullyarguedthat the mechanism
underlying those "equilibrium seeking" systems,whether they be natural or artificial,
biological or inanimate, is characterisedas having a "negative feedback" loop (see
figure 2.4.1). A quick look at the classic monograph on cybernetics, i. e. Wiener's
"Cybernetics:infibi7nationand communicationin animal and machine" [Wiener, 1948],
or preferably, Ashby's "Designfor a brain" and "An Introduction to Cybernetics", will
reveal this view [Ashby, 1952,19561.Thermostats,physiological regulation of body
temperature, automatic steering devices, economic and political processesetc. were
studiedunder a generalmathematicalmodel of this negativefeedbackloop.

SYSTEM
equilibrating

INPUT

OUTPUT

FEEDBACK

Figure 2.4.1 Equilibrium-seekingSystem

Homeostasis is a concept originally introduced for living organisms which
describes the phenomenathat a stable state of the organism is maintained by some
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organic regulating mechanism in such a way that they occur in an opposite direction to
what -a corresponding external change would cause according to physical law. It is
extended to phenomena of seeking equilibrium in any systems and serves as a synonym
of "seeking for equilibrium". A system which reveals a purposeful, goal-seeking
behaviour is usually described and analysed under this general framework. Related
mathematical models have been developed to describe these phenomena. For example,
asymptotic
a dynamical system can be modelled by coupled differential equations. 717he
behaviour of the solutions of these equations is employed to describe the system's
behaviour of seeking a steady equilibrium state. Application of this framework can be
found in physiology, biology, sociology, economics, the design of various
serviomachines etc. [Buckley, 19681.

However, less attention has been paid to the emergenceand development of
new ordered statesin systems,either in early cyberneticsor in the domain of systems
science,until recently. The study of "becoming" occurring at all levels of the universe
has greatly enriched our knowledge about the mechanismunderlying theseevolving
behaviours.

2.4.2 From homeostasisto emergentattractor
Derivation-counteractingfeedbackhas beenservedas the foundation of a selfregulating model which has beenwidely usedin explaining, describing and designing
huge ranges of systems seeking dynamic equilibrium. However, there are systems
which changetheir structuresand functions significantly over time. Thesephenomena
include the outbreak of war betweencountries,the evolution of organisms,the rise of
cultures of various types; in short, all processesof mutual causal relationships that
amplify an insignificant or accidentalinitial kick, build up deviation and diverge from
the initial condition. It is not fair to say that the phenomenaof the breakdown of a
system'sstructure and the appearanceof a new one by deviation-amplifying feedback
has totally escapedthe cybemeticians' sight. Maruyama'spaper in 1963 "The second
cybernetics: deviation-amplifying mutual causalprocess" was the first, at least to the
authors'knowledge, to discussthesephenomena[in Maruyama, 1968]. Examplescited
in that paper include international conflict, the coming of a new town from a
homogeneous area, the appearanceof new type of culture in human history and
morphogenesis in biology. These ideas have been shared by later thinkers in their
discussions about the general evolution patterns except the terrn "initial kick" was
replaced by other nameslike "fluctuation" [Nicolis et. al, 1977], "ignorance" [Allen,
1989a]. More detailed discussionabout this evolutionary behavioursin open systems
appearedin later 70's after the appearinganddevelopmentof severalimportant schools
"Order
i.
Through Fluctuations" [Nicolis et. al,
thought
e.,
of
on self-organization,
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1977; Prigogine, 1980; Prigogine et. al, 1984], "Synergetics" [Haken, 1983a, 1983b,
19881,"Hypercycles" [Eigen et. al, 1979], "Autopoiesis" [Maturana and Varela, 1980;
Zeleny, 19801,and "Theory of GeneralEvolution" [Swenson, 1989a,1989b].
The statementthat every systemtendsto move to its thermodynamicequilibrium
with maximum entropy and non functionary structureis obviously contradictory to the
observedevolving world where order grows over time. Early cyberneticswas unable to
answer this question while it can analyse and describe the mechanism by which a
systemmaintains its orderedstructureandconvergesto a predeterminedgoal. This was
noticed by somephysicists like Schrodingerand systemsthinkers like von Bertalanffy
[Schrodinger, 1944; von Bertalanffy, 1968]. Distinction between closed and open
systemswas made that an open systemcan possibly evolve to higher ordered state on
the expense of the environment's negentropy while a closed one is doomed to its
maximum disorderedstateas indicted by the secondlaw of thermodynamics.This was
the first programmetrying to fill this gap betweenthe decreaseof order in the universe
predicted by thermodynamicslaws and the increaseof order observedin the biological
world by adopting systemspoint of view but theseideashad not beenfully developed
in Bertalariffy's GST due to the lack of rigourous conceptual framework, intensive
empirical study and powerful mathematical techniques.His main concern there was
mainly about a system's structure, function, dynamic interaction between system's
components,and equafinality behaviourof systemsin generaletc. In later 70's, studies
on the spontaneousoccurrence of coherent functioning structure from previously
incoherent setsof componentsand the maintenanceof the new orderedwhole at a nonequilibrium state shednew lights on the evolutionary processobservedat all levels in
our universe [Nicolis et. al, 1977].
Independently developed in different fields, these schools of thought are all
basedon the principle that in a systemwhich is opento the exchangeof matter-energyinfon-nation (or matergon-information) with its environment, order can increase by
importing negentropy from outside. In Prigogine's "theory of dissipative structures",
for instance,the entropy changeof an open systemdS is split up into to two parts, i. e.,
entropy increasedSi, due to the irreversible processwithin the system,and the second
part, dSe , the entropy import from its environment. Although in a systemfar from its
thermodynamic equilibrium, dSj >0 always holds, when the negentropy excess
certain level, say dSe< dSj' the total entropy of the systemdecreases,i. e.,
dS = dSi + dSe<0The crucial role of microscopic fluctuations, or "initial kick" in Maruyama's
term, within a system has been recognised and explored in depth in these theories
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fluctuations are constantlytesting the stability of the system.Below somecritical point,
they are absorbed by the system through its multiple feedback and feedforward
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complex inherent dynamicswhich are characterisedby nonlinear interactions between
components(including feedbackor forward networks).When someof the fluctuations
are amplified, the old structureof the systemmay collapse and new ordered state may
emergespontaneously(without a recognisableexternalfactor deliberatelydesigning the
new structure). This phenomena,i. e. self-organization,is observedat all levels of the
universeand is regardedasthe fundamentalproperty of all evolutionary process.

2.5 Systems evolution

(progressive change: unavoidable)

2.5.1 Evolution in the Darwinian tradition
Although CharlesDarwin is regardedas the founding father of The Theory of
Evolution, he himself, as Gould argues,had never used the term of "evolution" to
imply any superiority of the new speciesover their ancestors. Darwin's theory of
evolution goesnothing beyond"descentwith modification" [Gould, 1975]. All species
merely adjust themselves to fit the changing environment (if all anloeba is as well
adaptedto its environmentas we are to ours, who is to say that we are higher creatures?
Spencer
Gould,
1975,
).
be
It
Herbert
pp36.
should
credited with the one
was
who
-who advocatedof the popular vision of evolution as"progressivecomplexification". In
his First Principle, he definesevolution asfollows:
Evolution is an integration of matter and concomitantdissipation
of motion; during which the matter passesfrom an indefinite,
incoherent homogeneity to a definite coherent heterogeneity
[Quoted from Gould, 1975,pp36].

Darwin's theory is about evolution of biological species,Spencerextendedthis
inanimate
in
from
describe
the
the
the
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concept
processof
universe,
world
to human society. If it is admitted that the current planet, including human species,has
evolved from a primordial earth before the appearanceof any biological molecules, it
must be accepted that the general tendency of evolution is towards a progressive
complexification although in some special cases,like in certain biological species,
evolution does not necessarilyalways lead to the increaseof complexity in systems.
Some other people like Henri Bergsonand J.C Smutsalso sharewith Spencerthe view
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of universal evolution towardscomplexification [Bergson, 1911 (1975); Smuts, 1926].
The avoidanceof defining evolution as progressivecomplexition is mainly causedby
the concernthat this kind of interpretationof evolution is highly controversialespecially
when is applied to the domain of human society which has inspired the Social
Darwinism. Later in this study the conceptof evolution will be discussedmainly from
the structural point of view and it will be found that it is closer to the original meaning
of Darwin's rather than that of Spencer,but systemsevolution is defined to happennot
just in biological systems, but in all systems at various level, such as physical,
chemical, biological social systemsetc..
The old theme about the evolution of biological species,in public's eyes, is
implied in the famous doctrine "the survival of the fittest". In brief, the mechanismof
evolution can be surnmarisedas:
Natural selection

Random small variations

) Evolution of species
( emergence of new species)

It is implied in Darwin's original writing that the reason for evolution of
biological speciesis to adapt to a changingenvironment, so there is no guaranteeof a
generalimprovement in the structureand function of the biological species.Evolution
has no direction: only thosewhich fit to the changingenvironment are selectedand the
nature is a "Blind WatchMaker" [Dawldns, 1986]
Three points need to be mentioned here about Darwin's theory of evolution
which are related to our study of systemsevolution.
First, the source of evolution is from the random small variations in species
(gene drifts). This can be comprehended from the open systems point of view:
evolution is originated in the system's inner microscopic fluctuations (random
variations). Second, natural selection is to what kind of species is to survive in a
changing environment. The emergence of new species and the selection by the
environment can be understoodfrom a broadersenseabout the relationship of systems
and environment: the structureof systemsmust be compatible with constraints set by
environment. The last point is about the time duration of evolution. It has been
discovered that evolution is a gradual processfull of "punctuatedequilibrium" points,
i. e., the time required for a speciesto evolve from one stateto another is significantly
short compared with the time it stayedin a stable state [Gould, 1975]. It implies that
evolution is a "catastrophicevent" and thereis a break of the continuity of species.The
mathematics to be used in this study, or catastrophetheory and dynamical systems
theory in specific, will be able to reflect the abruptchangeduring evolution.
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2.5.2. Systemsevolution
In early days,cybernetics,or systemssciencein general,was mainly concerned
with the static functional analysis of systemswhich pen-nitsunderstanding of selfstablizing mechanismunderlying various systems,and exploring the relation between
systems' structure and function. Due to the development of sciencesresulting from
continuing scientific explorations, it has now reachedthe stage of understanding the
forces, forms, and main stagesand phasesof universal evolution. The philosophic
climate is also createdfor the study of systemsevolution. Even within the domain of
systemsscience,evolutionarythinldng hasemergedat all epistemologicallevels.
Systems science consists of systems philosophy, systems theory, systems
methodology and techniquesand systemspractices(seefigure 2.1.1). Development at
all four levels havecontributedto the formation of a new evolutionary paradigm.
At the philosophicallevel, a systemevolving as a whole was alreadynoticed by
some philosophers at late last century or early this century, like Spencer, Bergson,
Smuts [Spencer 1971; Bergson 1911; Smuts 1926]. In the 20th century, physicist
Schrodinger argued, in his small book "What is life", that biological systems can
evolve to higher orderedstatebecausethey are opento their environment[Schrodinger,
1944]. The pioneersof this century'ssystemsmovementlike, Bertalanffy stood firmly
on the ground that entropy can decreasein opensystems.Latter thinkers like Prigogine
et. al have contributed further to the evolutionary thinking of open systems [Jantsch,
1980; Prigogine et. al, 1984].
At the theoretical level, concepts, principles, and models of evolutionary
systemscan be found in various systemstheories,especially in later contributions to
the study of self-organization, or, "becoming" phenomenain the universe, i. e., the
Theory of Dissipative Structures, Synergetics, Hypercycles, Autopoiesis, Cellular
Automata, and Artificial Life et. al [Wolfram, 1984;Langton, 1986; 1989]. They have
provided us with some conceptual frameworks and concrete plans for the study of
systemsevolution.
At the methodology level, methods, strategies, approaches, and tools are
available for the study of the forces,forms, and stagesof evolutionary processesin the
universe. It needs to be stressed about the role that the techniques provided by
mathematicaldynamical systemstheory (DST) can play in the effort to understandthe
mechanismof systemsevolution. This is one of the main concernsof this researchand
it will be discussedlater on. Other techniquesinclude Cellular Automata and the general
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Life" which tries to study the evolutionary behaviour
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research
of simple systemsgoverned by some deterministic rules. It is argued that computer
simulations of those discrete dynamical systemswill help to reveal the evolutionary
myth of systems in general.

At the practical level, great attemptshave been made in various field to study
various evolutionary processes,like in biological systems,ecological systems,socioeconomical systemsand humansocieties[Allen, 1986,1989a, 1989b;Schneider,1988
et. al]. The evolutionary behaviour of various systemsincluding neural networks will
be discussed. This is regarded as the first step for us to understand the evolving
universe at different spatial-temporalscalesby using the new evolutionary paradigm
that hasemergedover the last 10 years.
The time has arrived to establisha new chapterin systemsscience,the chapter
of systems evolution, by working at all levels, from philosophical level down to
practical level. This marks the shift of paradigm from self-stabili sing systems to
evolving systems.The study of systems'nonlinear dynamics by modem DST is of
special importance for this effect becauseit provides us with robust conceptsand solid
methods for some of the evolutionary processesas well as a dialectic attitude and a
complementarystrategy.
Viewing evolution as a special form of time discourseof open systemswhere
the qualitative changeof spatial-temporalbehaviourcan be observed,it can be defined
that: systems evolution is a process during which either a new system emerge by
association of formerly unconnectedelements(subsystems).or a system changesits
structure qualitatively to maintain as an organized whole, it happensin a changing
environment.
Several remarks should be made about this definition. It is apparent that this
two parts definition reflects two different types of evolution. The first one is about the
coming into existenceof a systemat a new level: unconnectedelementsare organizedto
form an emergentat a new spatial-timelevel. It is demonstratedby examplesin physical
systems, chemical systems, like Benard cells, chemical waves etc. This kind of
evolution is usually called "order out of chaos"or "order out of disorder". This kind of
evolution can be defined as systemsgenesis.Systemsgenesishappensacrosslevels in
the elementary particles -atoms -molecules -biological molecules -cells -organs organisms- species - groups -society -supernations hierarchy.

The second part of the definition refers to a intra-level evolution: a system
evolves in a changingenvironmentsimply to stay asan organizedwhole. No additional
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The whole process of systemsevolution includes both systems genesis and
intra-level evolution, and only through this process,various fon-ns of systemshave
appeared and evolved in this planet. However, evolution of biological systems, or
living systemsin general(like what is defined by Miller in [Miller, 1978]), has its own
unique characteristics: reproduction through inheritance [Yates, 1988]. Evolution
happensfor species,not for individual systems.Two levels of discussionare involved:
random small variations happenat the genotypelevel and natural selectionworks at the
phenotypelevel. Favourabletraits are inheritedthroughreproductionand the evolution
is
hence
biological
living
in
species,
or
systems
general,
an accumulating process
of
[Dawkins, 1986]. The general discussion about systems evolution may still be
applicable in studying biological evolution, but it is not sufficient. Like the application
of systemstheory in analysing any specific systems,the unique characteristics,which
are usually thinghood related, must be considered.It is not the aim of this study to
provide a formula which can be usedto solve all problemsrelated to systemsevolution
by direct applying it, and there may never be such a formula. What that is intended to
achieve in this study is that, through careful examination of some related models,
methods, and examples, certain general principles, mechanisms,ideas, and models
may be discovered or established to shine light on problems related to systems
evolution, say, conditions, patterns,processes,and trends. The goals to be achieved
include a generalconceptualframework and a formal model about systemsevolution.
The aspectof structural changeduring the processof evolution is of particular interest
to us and it will be tackled by using dynamicalsystemstheory.
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Chapter 3 Self-Organization:
that
systems evolve
way
3.1 General principles

of self-organizing

the

systems

Long before the rising of a general discussion of "systems evolution", the
concept of "self-organization" or "self-organizing systems" had received great attention
during the early sixties. A series of conferences devoted to "self-organizing systems"
it
later
is generally agreed, the main
the
recorded,
as
proceedings
published
and
development and achievement of those discussions in early days [Yovits et. al (eds),
1960; von Foerster et al. (eds), 1962], although it has been argued that the study can
stem back to as early as 40's [Dalenoort, 1989]. The study of self-organizing systems
or self- organization went silent for a while and has been rekindled almost two decades
later by the study of the spontaneous emergence of coherent spatial-temp oral structure
in non-equilibrium thermodynamics and other fields.

Despite its importance and usefulness,the concept of "self-organization" or
"self-organizing systems" is difficult to define precisely. It dependsupon where you
draw the boundary and how you conceivethe systemand its environment. As a matter
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"... I propose to continue the use of the term 'self-organizing
system', while being aware of the fact that this term become
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[von Foerster, 1960, pp6l

This open systemspoint of view is now regardedas the starting point for any
discussion of self-organization and systems evolution and it has been generally
have
"rich" interactions with the environment
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behaviour,
self-organizing
exhibit
can
provided certain other conditions, such as
nonequilibrium, nonlinearity, microscopic fluctuations etc. are met. Bearing in mind
that the concept of "open system" has beenused in von Bertalanffy's writing in 40's
[von Bertalanffy, 1968], it seemsstrangethat the term of "open system" was not used
explicitly in thosedays evenin the discussingof self-organizing systems(for example,
in von Forester'swriting).
It is usually conceivedvaguely that the processof "self-organization" or a "selforganizing system" referseither to the spontaneousappearanceof order or organization
where there was previous none (order out of chaos, as often said) or the automatic
replacementof an organizationat a lower orderedstateby one at a higher ordered state
(order out of order). The characteristicsof this processis that it goes"by itself" in the
sense that there is no recognizable external "agents" responsible for deliberately
designing the emerging structure or organization.According to this definition, a selforganizing system is in contrast with systemslike a machine, a modern commercial
firm etc. which, are designedpurposefully by human beings, the outside designers,to
serve certain goals.To decidewhether there is a processof self-organization occurring
in an open system,there are two criteria which depend on whether a structural or a
functional descriptionin discussionis adopted.For a structural description, the process
of "self-organization" can be detectedby the appearanceof somestructuralregularities,
like the emergence of hexagonal cells in Benard experiment. For a functional
description, it can be assessedby examining some aspect of the performance of the
system, like the successfuladaptation to the changing environment by a biological
system. Be it structural or functional, it is natural to describe the process of selforganization as a processin which, in the terms of thermodynamics, an open system's
entropy decreases,becauseconceptslike entropy, negentropy, order and "disorder"
etc. are connectedwith eachother.
As we mentioned above, self-organization can only occur in open systems.
Supposethat thereis an open systemOs with E as its environment.The systemis open
to its environment and there is constantchangeof matter/energy/information between
the system and its environment,asillustrated in figure 3.1.1.
From the thermodynamics point of view, the state of the system can be
characterised by its entropy level S and the direction of change of the system is
dS
ZIA
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The
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entropy
change
entropy
specified
sign of
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two parts, one is dSi which comes from the irreversible process occurring within the
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environment. Usually, we can denotethis as:
dS = dSi + dSe

(3.1.1)
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Figure 3.1.1 Open systemand its environment

As generally accepted,self-organization happenswhen dS <0. According to
thermodynamics, dSi >0 always holds when the system is not at its then-nodynan-de
equilibrium. Tbereforethe condition for self-organizationbecomes:
IdSe
J>
IdSi
I
0,
dSe <- dSj <

(3.1.2)

That means that when the rate of neg-entropy contribution from the environment
itself.
internal
the
the
rate
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entropy
production,
system
self-organizes
exceeds
This criterion for the detection of self-organization has also served as the
starting point for discussionsof systemsevolution. A similar discussion basedon the
term of "order" rather than "disorder" can be found dependingon various forms of the
term "order" defined.Among them von Foerster'sconceptof order is well known.
Based on Shannon definition

of "redundancy",

von Foerster defines the

measureof order of an systemas:
R=1-

(3.1.3)

H/Hm

where H is the entropy level of the system at the state considered,HII, the possible
is
According
definition,
this
to
the
at an absolute
system
maximum entropy.
when
ordered state, its measureof disorder i. e., entropy H=O, that implies R=I. When the
system is at an absolutedisorderedstate,H=Hjjj , thereforeR=0. This is consistent
with our intuition about the proper measureof order of a system. For discussions of
self-organization,it would be useful to know what this formula can tell.
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dR =- (Hm dH -H dHm) / (HM)2
It is easy to show that:
(i) when Hm = constant., dR >0 if and only if dH <0
(ii) when H =constant,
dR >0 if and only if dHm >0
(iii) when H, Hm # constant, dR >0 if and only if H dHm - Hm dH >0

These results can be regarded as the general criteria for the process of selforganization. Apparently, result (i) agreeswith the above discussionand our intuition
about order and disorder.The other results are not so obvious [von Foerster, 1960].
This discussion is basedon terms of thermodynamics, it can serve as a very
good explanation about the process of self- organi zation. Because it is highly
controversial to extendthe conceptof entropy beyond the domain of thermodynamics,
none of thesevarious forms of definitions of "order" and "disorder" has been widely
accepted and similar discussion can only serve as a suggestive explanation. For a
detailed discussionabout self-organization,or systemsevolution in general, basedon
concepts of thermodynamics,Weber et. al give a very good review and somerenewed
arguments [Weber, et. al. 1988].
In early days, self-organizing systemswere usually related to natural systems
like biological systems, learning behaviour of neural networks etc. which are
essentially different from thoseman-madesystemslike machines.When Ashby talked
about self-organizing systems,he was mainly concernedwith those complex systems
which seek equilibrium state by itself, like a country's economy goes back to normal
state (equilibrium state)from a war. He arguedthat when a system goes to one of the
equilibria, it is moving from a large number of possible statesto a smaller fraction, or
in other words, the systemis changing from a more probable state to a less probable
one [Ashby, 1962]. In that caseentropy of the systemdecreasesand order increases.
Going to an equilibrium state is a kind of self-organization in Ashby's term that the
system goes from a "bad" organizationto a "better" one without the purposeful design
of some outside factors. This kind of self-organization is sometimesdescribed as the
"goal seeking" behaviour of systems.The prototype of this kind of self-organizing
systemsis the growth of crystals and the stabilization of national economy. However,
what is of particular interest to us is a special kind of self-organizing systemswhich
either develop its own organizationfrom none,or move from a lower orderedstateto a
higher ordered one and all thesehappenspontaneously.The stateof the system before
and after this changeis qualitatively different and thereis a discontinuity in the system's
behaviour over the period of time during the processof self-organization. Although
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there is not a single external factor which can be identified as responsible for this
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environment. This kind of self-organization is defined as "dissipative selforganization". Examplesrange froth physical systems,such as the often quoted Benard
Hydrodynamics experiment [Swenson, 1989a,b], through chemical systemslike the
Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) chemical wave [Haken, 1983a, 1983b, Skinner et al,
biological systems like the hypercycles [Eigen et. al, 1979].
to
,
Compared with the "goal-seeking" type of self-organization as mentioned above, the
process of dissipative self-organization is more complex. These systemscan exhibit
1989,1991]

certain novelties and creativities in the sensethat the emergentmacrostateshave new
irreversible behavioural./ dynamical regimesat new spatial-temporalscaleswhich are
inaccessible to and unobserved in separatecomponents.This process increases the
degree of complexity in open systems and therefore, in most cases, the notion of
"dissipative self-organization" is usedas a synonym of systemsevolution. Dissipative
self-organization,or self-organizationin short,is the actualprocesstaking place during
systemsevolution.
There are different schools of thought about self-organization which set to
develop the generalprinciples for the understandingof the spontaneousemergenceof
dynamical structure at a new spatial-temporal level and to lie the foundations for a
general argument of "becoming", i. e. systemsevolution, observedat all scalesin the
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schools and attention is brought especially to the mathematical treatmentswhich are
believed to be able to be unified by the mathematicaldynamical system theory. One
important field not discussed here is self-organization observed in neural systems
which will be discussedlatter as an original examples of the application of the new
evolutionary paradigm.
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thought of self-organization. Its impact has gone far beyond the study of non46

systems on the science community: its philosophic implications has
promoted the new thinking about a science of "becoming" in contrast to the science of
"being". [Prigogine, 1980; Prigogine et. al, 1984].
equilibrium

The conceptual framework of the theory of dissipative structure is built on
notions such as open system, non-equilibrium, fluctuations, nonlinearity, chance and
necessityetc. The main conclusion is that "Nonequilibrium is the sourceof order" and
that "order comes through fluctuations". A brief summary of these ideas can be given
as following.
Openness The open systems point of view has been explicitly stated and
stressedin the theory of dissipative structures.As discussedabove, for a systemsopen
to its environment, its overall entropy level is decided by both the inner entropy
production arising from the internal frictions of the system and the net entropy input
decided by the matter/energy/entropy influx from the environment. When the negentropy influx surpassescertain critical point where the internal entropy production is
more than compensated,the state of the systemmay undergo a radical change of its
state and new order may come into existence.This has been stressedin the theory of
dissipative structuresand adaptedas the starting for the study of self-organization and
systemsevolution.
Far-from-equilibriurn

In the theory of dissipative structures, three different
types of thermodynamicstateof systemsmust be distinguished, i. e. equilibrium, linear
non-equilibrium (near equilibrium) and nonlinear non-equilibrium (far-fromequilibrium). When the systemis at its then-nodynamicequilibrium, it has reachedits
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vanishes.
such a state there is not functional structure existing, no direction of time, no "free
energy" and the system is in a homogeneousstate(or there is no system at all! ). The
entropy level is characterisedby:
(3.2.1)
diS =deS =0
The total entropy = maximum
This is the ultimate stateof any closedsystemsincluding our universe,as stated
in the secondlaw of thermodynarnics.
When the systemis in the region of a linear equilibrium --- that is, in the range
of validity of Onsager' "reciprocity relation" [Nicolis et. al, 1977] ---, it evolves
toward a stationary state and that stateis necessarilya non-equilibrium state at which
dissipation of energy still exists. It hasbeenproved that this processis governedby the
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(3.2.2)
P= diS = constant >0
is hencecalled a "close-to-equilibrium" stateor near-equilibriumstate.
There is nothing special at the close-to-equilibriumstatewhich is maintained as
a dynamical equilibrium, i. e. the inner entropy production is just compensatedby the
negativeentropy imported from its environmentand all quantitiesthat describethe state
temperature,concentrations,and spatial-temporal structure, become
of a system,
_Iike
time-independent.This systemis in a stablestateand its behaviouris predictable in the
sense that it will move to the final state determined by the imposed boundary
conditions.
Phenomena like the above mentioned Benard convection experiment, BZ
reaction etc. are quite different and thesesystemscan exhibit some novel behaviour
such as the emergence of new spatial-temporal structure when the environment
changes. Such new structurescan always be identified in theseprocessesof change
and the negative entropy flux to the systemfrom the environment is no longer a linear
function of the forces imposed on the system. In this case, the system is within its
far-from-equilibrium
Nonlinear
state.
region
or
at
a
non-equilibrium
nonlinear
thermodynamics studies systems at their far-from-equilibrium. state and sets out to
analysethe processof self-organization through which novel structure and behaviour
can be observedwhich is totally different from what has beenunderstoodabout closeto-equilibrium systems. "Nonequilibrium is the source of order", as Prigogine has
claimed, and this has openeda whole new world where the increasing complexity of
this universe is no longer so mysterious once we start to look at systems from this
nonlinear nonequilibrium point of view. [Prigogine et. al, 1984,pp2871.
The principle of minimum entropy production is regarded to govern the
behaviour of systemsin a close-to-equilibrium state, it no longer holds for far-fromequilibrium systems. A system at a far-from-equilibrium state does not tend to
equilibrium as it does in the close-to-quilibrium situation. On the contrary, it produces
entropy at its maximum rate through the irreversible process occurring within the
system and, with the negentropy influx from its environment, tries to stay in a farfrom-equilibrium state.That is:
dP/dt A

Pmax
>
----

(3.2.3)

This has been defined as the "principle of maximum entropy production" by
Swensonand it has beensuccessfullyarguedthat it is this very "principle of maximum
entropy production" that governs the behaviour of nonlinear nonequilibrium, systems
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underlying all the self-organizationprocesses[Swenson,1989a, 1989b].
Fluctuations Opennessand far-from-eqilibrium are the necessaryconditions
for a system to be able to evolve from lower ordered state to higher ordered state, but
they are not sufficient. Among the7others, one of the most important factors which is
emphasized in the theýry of dissipative structure is that the system must possess
sufficient fluctuations at the microscopiclevel.
Any system is composedof many interconnectedcomponents.The behaviour
of the system dependson the interactions of its components, i. e. it dependson how
those components are organized rather than what the behaviour of every individual
component. For a systemat a*stablestate,its structureand behaviour can be described
at the macroscopic level and the movement of the composing components can be
neglected. However, at the microscopic level, thosecomponents,or subsystems,are in
constant motion and constantchange.Thesemovementsand changesare restricted by
the global behaviour of the system through those inter-connections between
components.The componentsor subsystemsare also subjectedto their own laws at the
microscopic level which are different from the laws the system as a whole should
watch. Microscopic fluctuations never stop and they constantly test the stability of the
system as an organized whole. Usually they are absorbed or damped by the system
when the system is macroscopicallystable.For a nonlinear, nonequilibrium, and open
system, these fluctuations can, coupled with perturbations from the environment, be
amplified to destroy the stability of the system and this will usually give rise to new
state to the system. This is called "order through fluctuations" in the theory of
dissipative structuresand it can be illustratedas:

structure

.10

,

function

fluctuations
These microscopic fluctuations provide a system with different potential choices
for its future state. Depending on which fluctuation is amplified, the system moves to
one of the various potential states blueprinted by or prescribed by the various
fluctuations.

fluctuations

can be thermal movement of molecules,
biologically the gene drifts, socially the free will and new ideas of individuals. Each of
these fluctuations correspond a potential macroscopic state of the system when it is
Physically,

amplified.
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NonlinearilY

Essentially, a system capable of self-organizing must have
many interconnected components. The complex interdependenceis manifested as
multiple feedback and feedforward loops. They reflect the nonlinearity of a system's
inner dynamics. Only in a nonlinear system as such, a small change arising from
internal fluctuationscan be amplified throughthe nonlinearmechanismat a critical point
to give birth of a new state to the system . From the mathematicalpoint of view, the
behaviour of a linear dynamical system is trivial: its behaviour is decided by some
simple invariant setslike node, centre, sourceetc. For nonlinear dynan-dcalsystems,
there is a totally different picture: a two dimensional dynamical systemcan rest on a
periodic state and a three dimensional system may even stay at a chaotic state. Only
nonlin ear systemscan have rich bifurcation behavioursand this makesit possible for
new spatial-temporal structure emerge from microscopic fluctuations. This is also
stressedin the theory of dissipative structures[ Nicolis et. al, 1977].
Necessity and chance When the stability of the system is destroyed at a
critical point by the amplification of one of those restless fluctuations, the system
undergoesa radical changeof its structureand behaviourand this very point is called a
"critical point" or "bifurcation poine'. As argued by Prigogine, the microscopic
fluctuations introduce the randomnessandhenceintroduce the "arrow of time".
"Only when a system behaviour in a sufficiently random way
difference
between past andfimire, and therefore
the
nzay
irreversibility, enter into its description" [Prigogine et.al, 1984,
p 16].

Becausethe systemfacesdifferent choicesinitiated by different fluctuations at
the bifurcation point, the emergenceof new structureis decidednot by laws which the
systemfollowed previously but rather by somerandom factors.
At the bifurcation point, the law of large numbersbreaksdown and the process
is dominated by random factors introduced by the microscopic fluctuations [Nicolis
et.al, 1977; Prigogine et.al, 1984]. The system has many possible directions of
evolution to follow. Which one the system will finally choose is unpredictable. The.
decision made at this critical point is hence called an "event". After this event, the
The
into
its
a
new
stability.
system enters
ordered state and re-assumes macroscopic
impact of microscopic fluctuations no longer changes the system's macroscopic
behaviour until next critical point is achieved.Under the constraintsof its environment,
the system is stable and its new state is maintained by the constant exchange of
matter/energy/ information with the outside world. The macroscopicbehaviour of the
system follows some laws at the new stage.The microscopic fluctuations have never
ceased and always exist to test the system's stability within new macroscopic
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constraints. When the next critical point is reached,thesefluctuations will compete to
each other again so that one of them can be chosen, once more, by some random
factors or the "mysterious unknown force", to be amplified to dominate the system's
behaviour and gives rise to a new order state.
Therefore "chance" and "necessity" both are essentialin the description of the
processof self-organizationof nonlinearnon-equilibrium. This can be illustrated by the
following bifurcation diagram (figure 3.2.1).
Event: emergence
loss of structural stability
decidedby random factors

L
IStabIestage:governed
by. deterministic laws
Z
0
0

Arrow of time
Figure 3.2.1 Chance and necessity: history versus events

The evolution of a far-from-equilibrium system is full of events recorded by
critical points. Between any two eventsthe system follows certain deterministic laws
which decide the systems'behaviourat the macroscopiclevel and affect die fluctuations
at the microscopic level. During the periodsbetweentwo events,systemsare stableand
their macroscopicbehaviourcan be describedandpredicted,but, asPrigogine said,
4civecan never determine when the next bifurcation will
arise"[Prigogine and Stenger,1984,xxvi].

3.3 Hypercycle: emergence of dynamical functional structure in
biologicaI systems
Although Charles Darwin's "The Origin of Species" was published more than
one hundred years ago, we still have not had a complete picture about exactly where
and how life has come into existence on this planet in the first place. The progress in
science and technology over the past century has provided us many assumptions,
theories, evidences about possible ways in which the biological world began. The Big
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Bang hypothesis sets out to explain the origin of the universe which hosts the solar
system and our planet [Hawking, 1988]. Stanley Miller's electrical charge experiment
provides evidences that the biological systems might have been fon-ned in the early
times of the primordial earth through some elementary physical and chen-dcal reactions
under certain special conditions like sustained higher temperature, higher pressure and
electric sparks etc. [Miller et.al, 19-74]. Various theories about the appearance of prebiologic molecules have also been proposed and investigated recently [Horgan, 1991].
To study how the biological species evolve from those basic biological molecules,
Eigen and Schuster have postulated that there may have been a number of big biological
molecules supporting each other by functional interactions and hence had formed some
auto-catalytic cycles called "hypercycle" [Eigen et. al, 1979; Eigen et al, 1980]. The
theory of hypercycle tends to explain the process of natural selection and mechanism of
self- organization in pre-biotic systems at the macroscopic pre-biotic molecules level.
For it stresses the complex feedback mechanism, i. e. the auto-catalytic and crosscatalytic cycles -- the manifestation of necessary nonfinearity during self-organization -it has contributed to the understanding of the general principles and mechanism
the process of self- organization in all open systems. The rigourous
mathematical treatment in the theory of hypercycle provides a useful guide-line for

underlying

dealing with self- organization in biological systems and this can be restated latter by
using the language of dynamical systems theory.

Catalytic reaction is very fundamental in chemical reactions, especially in
organic reactions [Nicolis et.al, 1977;Eigen et. al, 1979; Fanner et.al, 1986]. As it has
been known to us for a long time, different enzymesserve as very important catalysts
in various basic chemical reactionsin living cells of biological systems.The catalytic
process can be viewed as a cyclic processof the catalyst through which the catalyst
forms different intennediateswith the reactantsand finally gives the product and the
catalyst comes back to its original stateand remains individually unchanged.This can
be illustrated as follows (figure 3.3.1):
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Figure 3.3.1The catalytic process
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If the catalyst itself is also both the reactant and the product, like in the
foHowing reacdon:
I
(3.3.1)

x>I

it is called, following Eigen and Schuster,an autocatalyticcycle [Eigen et. al, 1979]. It
is believed that the self-replication of double-strandedDNA is an autocatalyficprocess.
If there is a reaction cycle in which, at least one, but possibly all of the intermediate
products are catalysts, it is called a catalytic cycle which representsa higher level of
organizationin the hierarchyof catalytic scheme.
"A catalytic hypercycle is a system which connectsautocatalytic
or self-replicative imits through a cyclic link-age" [Eigen and
Schuster, 1979].
The hierarchy of cyclic reaction network is illustrated in the figure 3.3.1.
Eigen and Schusterhave argued that hypercycle is the unique reaction cycle found in
the selection and evolution of RNA and DNA molecules [Eigen et. a], 1979, Eigen et.
al, 1980].
The main assumption in the theory of hypercycle is that self-replicative
macromolecules, like RNA and DNA, in a suitable environment can exhibit a behaviour
w hich can be represented by the concept of quasi-species. "A Quasi-species is defined
as a given distribution of inacromolecular species with closely interrelated sequences,
dominated by one or several (degenerate) master copies" [Eigen et. al 1979, Eigen et.
al, 1980]. These quasi-species are capable of self-reproduction withe the help of some

information carrierswhich are believedto be RNA molecules.
It is also supposedthat
"... systems of mattei*, in order to be eligible for selective selforganization, have to inheritphysicalproperties which allowfolmetabolism, i. e. the turnover of energy rich reactants to energydeficient pi-oducts, andjoi- (noisy') self-repi-oduction. These
prerequisites are indispensable. Under suitable external
conditions, they also prove to be sufficientfor selection and
behaviow"
[Eigen and Schuster, 1979].
evolutive

What is Hypercycle? It is
"the analogue of Darivinian systemsat the next higher level of
organization"
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It has been argued that natural selection and evolution, which are the
consequencesof self-reproduction, operatein the case of molecules as they do in the
caseof cells or species.
Equipped with these notions and the mathematical techniques of fixed point
analysis, Eigen and Schuster set out to analyse the selection and evolution of quasispeciesformed by macromolecules.

Ei

ro-

E2
En

Autocatalyst
E3

Self-replicative unit which is capable of
self-replication, also defined as quasi-species

E

©
Catalytic Hypercycle
Severalquasi-sPeciesfonning a crosscatalyticcycle is temfinedas a hypercycle

Figure 3.3.2 The hierarchy of hypercycles

The simplestsystem,accordingto the abovementionednecessaryprerequisites,
can be describedby a systemof differential equationsof the following form:
dX/dt = (A -A -4» (X)

(3.3.1)

where X` (XI ) X29 .... 1 Xn ) is the vector of population variables; A reflects
the positive contribution (amplification) to X, A the negative one (decomposition),
while (D refers to the out flux of X from the system. A quantity called the intrinsic
selective value is defined as the result of the metabolism and the decomposition of the

molecular species,i. e. W=A-A.
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The equation is essentially nonlinear (with W, A, A in respect to X) and
mathematical techniquesemployed here are from dynamical systems theory (fixed
points analysisin particular),althoughnot explicitly stated.It has beenproved that only
hypercycle organizations can fulfil the requirements for a selection of the best
functionally linked assembleand its evolutive optimization, i. e. the information stored
in each single replicative unit or reproductivecycle must be maintained and thesemust
establish a cooperation which includes all functionally integrated species [Eigen and
Schuster, 1979, Eigen et. al, 1980, Schuster, 1989]. Realistic hypercycle has been
analysedin studyingthe origin of the geneticcodeand the translationmachinery.
The formation of hypercyclesis claimed to be the generalprinciple governing
natural self-organization at the pre-biotic level. It stressesthe complex feedback
mechanism in biological systemsand this also implies that the non-equilibrium open
systemcapableof self-organizationmust be essentiallyinvolving nonlinear interactions
between its components.The nonlinearity is representedby some catalytic networks
manifested in the form of nonlinear feedbackloops. This is the necessarycondition for
self-organization in all systems and it has also been stressed, although maybe in
different ways, in someother schoolsof thought about self-organizationlike the theory
of dissipative structures and synergetics. The following theory, i. e. theory of
autopoiesis is also devoted primarily to the study of self-organization in biological
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3.4 Autopoiesis:

self-reproduction

and biological organization

Another term relevant to self-organizationphenomenaoften encounteredin the
systems literature is "autopoiesis". It stems from "auto" (which means "self') and
"poiesis" (which means "production") and literally means "self-production". Although
coined originally by H. Maturana, F. Varela, and R Uribe to explain the particular
characteristics of living systems, it has been extended, sometimes in a rather naive
manner, to molecules, organism, nervous systems language, communication, social
behaviour and human societies [Varela et. al 1974; Zeleny, 1980; Mingers, 1989].
More accurately, it is employed as a useful metaphor to describe a wide range of
systems which can exhibit such autonomous behaviour like self-production and selforganizing. For the theory of autopoiesis aims originally to emphasize the. defining
look
(re)production,
living
i.
to
than
systems, e. selfrather
phenomenological aspect of
for general principles underlying the process of self- organization found in various
systems, it seems that it can not serve as a general theory about self-organizing
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systems,or evolving systems.However, it still contributes much to the discussion of
self-organization in the sensethat it provides someuseful metaphorsas well as some
heuristic ideas. The model of autopoietic systems is essentially mechanical and it
resembles,to someextent, to the model of cellular automatawhich we will explain later
in this chapter.
For the discussion of autopoiesis, the distinction between organization and
structure of systems needs to be particularly emphasised. A system, or using the
original terminology in autopoiesis, a unity, is a whole distinguished from the
background (environment) by the observer. The organization of the system is the
relation between its components and the necessaryproperties of the components which
characterize the system and define and maintain it as a unity distinguished from its
environment. Structure, on the other hand, is the actual temporal and spatial relations
between components. It is also regarded that the organization defines a system in
general as belonging to a particular type of class while structure describes the actual
components and the actual relation of a particular real example of any such systems
[Varela, 1986; Mingers, 1989]. Generally, structure and organization
are
interchangeable in most current systems literature especially when only mechanical
systems are concerned where both of them refer to the actual relations between
components of a system. It is right in most cases when physical systems are analysed
in that way, but it is necessary to distinguish structure and organization when we are
dealing with biological systems. For example, the organization of a cell is maintained
invariant while its structure may be changed during the life time of that cell, e.g. the
concentration of chemicals in cytoplasms may increase or decrease,the shape of the cell
wall may change etc.. However, when the structure of a system is changed
qualitatively, its organization will change and the identity of the system is no longer
invariant. In later discussion, the concept of "structural stability" will be used to
describe the situation when the system's organization is maintained while its structure is
changed.
Given the clear difference between structure and organization of a system, it

shall be noticed that one defining characteristicsof biological systemsis that during the
processof autopoiesis,the organization of componentsand the component-producing
processis maintainedinvariant through the interactionsof componentsand the influx of
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also
kind of emergentunity which can arisefrom the interactionsof somebiological blocks.
As self-productionis viewed as the defining and unique propertiesof biological
systems, autopoiesis is coined for this special characteristics of biological systems in
the first place. A system having an autopoicsis feature is called an "autopoietic system".
An explicit definition of an autopoietic system is as following:
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"An autopoietic system is:
A uizity realized through a closed orgattizatioii of productioll
process such that (a) the sat?ie orgaiiizatimi of process is
getierated through the ititeractimis of their owii products
(coinpoiiews) wid (b) a topological boutidwy emerges as a
results of the samecolislitutive process [Zeleny, 1980].
In this definition, the first part specifiesthe processof self-production while the
second part stresses that the process is realized in a unity which produces its own
boundary. It characterizes living systems, especially biological systems as contrast to
nonliving systems. One striking result of the theory of autopoietic systems is that'. 'all
living (biological)

systems are autopoiefic (self- (re)production)" [Maturana and Varela,

19871.

The typical and best known autopoietic system is the biological cell. It is
actually the prototype of autopoietic system which inspired Maturana et. al in the first
place [ Varela. eLal, 1974; Zeleny, 1980].

For a better understandingof what an autoPoictic system is, we should look at
the six criteria of autopoiesisoutlined in the first published article on autopoiesis,i. e.
"Autopoiesis: the organization of living systems,its characterizationand as a model".
The criteria read as:
(1) Determine, through interactionst if the unity has an
identifiable boundwy. If can be, go to step (2);
(2) Determine if there are constitutiveelementsof the unity that
are components of the unity. If these components call be
described,go to (3);
(3) Determine if the unity is mechanistic system, that is, the
component properties are capableof satisfying certain relations
that determinein the unity the interactionsand transformationsof
thesecomponents.If this is the case,go to (4);
(4) Determine if the componentsthat constitutethe boundariesof
the unity constitute these boundaries through preferential
neighbourhoodrelations and interactionsbetweenthemselves,as
determinedby their properties in the spaceof their interactions.
If this holds,proceed to (5);
(5) Determine if the componentsof the boundaries of the unity
are produced by the interactionsof the componentsof the unity ,
either by transformation of previous produced elements,or by
transformationandlor couplingof non-componentsthat enter the
unity through its boundaiies.Ifyes, go to (6);
(6) If all the other componentsof the unity are also produced by
the interactions of its componentsas in (5), and if those which
are not produced by the interactions of other components
participate as necessaq permanent constitutive componentsin
the production of other components,you have an autopoietic
unity (system)in the spacein which its componentsexist. If this
is not the caseand there are componentsof the unity which do
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not participate it' the production of other components,you do
not have an autopoielic unity. [Verela, et. al 1974).
As can be seenfrom thesesix criteria, the conceptof autopoiesisor autopoietic
system has a very strict meaning as it is deliberately defined for biological systemsin
particular. The centre of it is self-(re)production. Systemswhich produce something
other than themselvesare called allopoictic, and systemsdesigned by human with a
purpose are named heteropoietic. In this way systemsare classified into these three
different groups.
By looking at thesecriteria defining an autopoieticsystemand bearing in mind
the bold statement"all biological systemsare autopoieticsystems",it is not difficult to
notice that the following propertiesareimplied in the theory of autopoieticsystems.
First of all, living systemsare autonomous.The autonomyis maintainedby the
process of autopoiesis. There is interaction between the autopoietic system and its
environment, but the organization of the systemsis not decidedby the environment but
by its intemal dynan-ýics.
Secondly, the organization and behaviourof living systemsare decided by the
relations of components and the interactions of neighbour elements. Thus living
systems are essentially mechanistic rather than teleological. In next section in this
chapter, models of cellular automata will be discussed where the structure and
behaviour of cellular automata are also decided by deterministic local rules which
restrict the state of a site at certain step by referring to states of its immediate
neighbours.The computer simulations of autopoieticsystemsartificial lives are based
on the cellular automatamodel and this provide us considerablecouragethat we might
be able to study the propertiesof living systemsby guided computersimulations.
Thirdly, an autopoietic system arises spontaneouslyfrom the interactions of
interdependent elements which are connected to each other to form a network of
production. The properties of an autopoieticsystemis independentof the properties of
individual elements, like production and reproduction, therefore autopoiesis is an
emergent property and an autopoietic system is an emergent whole.

Fourthly, living systems are environment independent in the sense that the
organization of an autopoietic systemis decidedby the inner dynamics of the system,
Le the interactions betweenthe constitutivecomponentsrather than the environment or
other external designers. Certainly the environment is the source of material and
energy, but it has little to do with how the processof autopoiesis should go on and
what kind of organization the unity shouldpossess.The processof autopoiesisgoes by
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itself and in this sensethis processis viewed as a self- organization process and the
autopoietic systema self-organizingsystem.
An autopoietic systems is regarded to be organizational closed because the
product of the organization is the organization itself. The self-production process
depends only on the interactions"of the immediate neighbourhood involved and it
produces,through its own metabolism,the very components,network interactions and
boundary which realizesit as an autonomoussystem.It is the internal dynamics of the
autopoietic unity rather than the environment that decidesthe self-productionprocess
hence the organization of the system. The environment, apart from providing the
necessarymaterial sourceand energyfor the autopoiesis,also provide somenoisesand
perturbations to the autopoietic system,but in most casesthe system can maintain its
autonomy and remain to be an autopoietic unity. However, when the noises and
perturbationsare amplified and coupledwith the system'sinner instability to shakethe
structural stability , Le the organization of the unity, the system will undergo radical
change and the identity of the autopoietic unity will be destroyed. Environment can
"trigger" mutations within the system,but it can not decide the changeof the system.
That is to say that the new state of the system is decided by the system's inner
dynamics rather than designedby the environmentand the changeof environment can
only help activate the intrinsic mechanism. This is how Maturana and Varela view the
relation between the system and its environment and the way of "natural selection"
[Maturana and Varela, 1987,pp 101-117]. This view of changeis consistent with our
view on self-organizationand systemsevolution observedin a wide rangeof systems.
It is arguedby somepeople that systemslike linguistics, human societies and
organizations also exhibit the same characteristics as those of autopoietic systems,
namely, the autonomy, the persistenceand maintenanceof identity despite the change
of structure and components,someeven suggestedthat thosehuman organizationslike
a commercial firm and various social institutions are autopoieticsystems[Zeleny, 1980;
Ulrich et. al, 1984; Geyer et. al, 1986]. It is arguablebecausethesesystemsmight not
meet the six criteria of autopoiesiswhich are claimed to be the necessaryand sufficient
universal definition for life or "living systems",but it seemsthat there is no harm to use
the concept of "autopoietic system" as a useful metaphor in discussion about those
human institutions. It has also beenshownthat not only biological C'organic" ) systems
are autopoietic, but also many other non-organic systems, like physical- chemical
patterns, inorganic precipitation in osmotic growth, can exhibit the process of
autopoiesis [Zeleny, 1980,1989; Klir et. al, 1988]. As mentioned before, the
conclusion is that all biological (living) systemsare autopoictic (self-producing) but not
all autopoieticsystemsare necessarilyliving in the senseof traditional organic biology.
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3.5 Synergetics: cooperative behaviour in self-organizing

systems

The spontaneous formation of spatial-temporal structures out of less structured
or even non-structured states have been observed in such diverse systems like physical
systems, chemical systems, biological systems and even human society. The most well
known example in physics is the behaviour of laser system. Energy is pumped in a
system consisting of active materials and mirrors. At the low level energy input, atoms
emit light in an uncorrelated fashion, like the domestic light. When the energy input
reaches certain threshold, the essentially random radiation of atoms is replaced
suddenly by a completely coherent radiation and the amazingly coherent laser beam can
be observed. At that threshold, the system undergoes a radical change and organizes
itself by ordering and arranging atoms to behave in a cooperative way. In trying to
understand the mechanism underlying this self-organization process, and by consulting
to problems in other fields like hydrodynamics, chemistry, biology and ecology, the
German physicist Herman Haken has established a new theory called "synergetics"
[Haken, 1983a, 1983b].
The aim of synergetics is to deal with systems which are composed of many
subsystems (or components) and open to their environment. It tries to establish some
general principles according to which systems acquire macroscopically ordered
dynamical behaviour through the process of self-organization and these principles
should be universal in the sense that they hold all the time irrespective of the nature of
the systems. It has been argued that the aim of sYnergetics has been fulfilled by the
discovery that the spontaneous occurrence of order is the result of competition and
cooperation between subsystems and this process is governed by the "slaving
which says that certain "order parameters" decide the-systems' behaviour at
the critical point where the stability of the system is lost.
.

principle"

For an open system, its structure and behaviour is essentially decided by the
interactions between subsystems.The external perturbations, through the exchange of
matter/energy/information,will not affect the system'sbehavioursignificantly when the
system is within a stable region. At some critical points, the external conditions,
coupled with the internal fluctuations, can amplify the small changesoccurring within
the system and causethe systemto lose its stability. Qualitative changein the system's
structure occurs and this gives rise to the systemcertain new spatial-temporalstructure.
The appearanceof the new ordered state is not merely the result of environment
"selection", it is the joint product of the environmentalperturbationsand the system's
inner dynamics. Within the system, there are large amountsof different fluctuations
caused by the movement of subsystemsat the microscopic level. These fluctuations,
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potentially, decide the system's behaviour at the macroscopic level when amplified.
What kind of new structure the system will possessdepends on which of those
microscopic fluctuations is chosenfinally to be amplified. The different potential states
representedby different microscopic fluctuations are called different "modes" of the
system. Haken proposesthat such different kind of modes compete with each other
during self-organizationof the system.Eventually, one or a few of modeswin over and
this decides the system's new structure at the macroscopiclevel. The appearanceof
such collective modes defines the order and structure of the overall system at the
macroscopic level. The quantities describing thesecollective modes are called "order
parameters" and they are usually the unstable modes at a critical point. The order
parameterscan be physical variables,like the amplitude of waves,or abstractvariables
like radical ideasin a systemconsistinga group of humanbeings [Haken, 1983a].
Once the order parametershave beenestablished,they prescribe the action of
the other subsystems,or using the terminology used in Haken's synergetics, order
parametersslaveother subsystemsat the microscopiclevel. The slaving principle states
that "long-living

systems slave short-living

systems" [Haken, 1983a, 1983b].

The notion of order parameters and slaving principle can be expressed
mathematicallyby using the languageof dynamicalsystemstheory.
Generally, the behaviourof a non-equilibrium open systemcan be describedby
a dynamical equationreflecting the system'sinner dynamics, the parameterreflecting
the impact of environmentand a term describingthe systemsinternal fluctuations.

a
jt-x((F, t)

fI X(cF,t), A, tI+

5[ X((F,t), tl

3.5.1

where
x(t): the statevariables(vector) of the system;
(Y: the parametervector reflecting the impact of environment;
A:
the spatialgradientimposedon the system;
f.
a nonlinearfunction (vector) describingthe inner dynamicsof the system;
5(x((:F,t), t): the stochasticforce representingthe internal fluctuations.
In the analysis based on dynamical systems theory, we usually neglect the
stochastic term in equation 3.5.1 and this Will not affect the result of the analysis
significantly.
As arguedin chapter 2, a system that can be observedas a systemis usually at
its stable state, or periodic state or an aperiodic state (chaotic state), that is to say it is
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When
3.5.1,
t).
the environment changes,the system usually remains
xo((T,
equation
close to it and the stateof the systemcan be denotedas:

0+ W((T,
0
X(a,0= xo((F,
At the critical point, the behaviourof the systemneedsdetailed analysisand the
equationcan be changedto:
jt w((F,t)

L

a, t) w(cy,t)+ N[ x(cy,t), A, cy,t]

3.5.2

OperatorL andN representthe linear and nonlinearparts of the dynamicsrespectively.
When the parameterreachesa certain critical point (Y,,,the stable state xo((Fc,t)
becomesunstable.The analysisof the onsetof instability is performed by applying the
well-establishedlinear analysistechniques.
Denote Xj((Y,) O= 1,2,

n) the eigenvalues of the linear operator L and (Dj

the eigenvector respecting to Xj

Xj(a) (Dj =L (Dj

3.5.3

fulfil
the relation
the
critical
one
or
more
engenvalues
point
and at
Re kj(cYc)=

In the neighbourhoodof the critical point, it is possibleto divide the normal mode into
two parts accordingto their different linear relaxationtimes:
StableModes Xs(a,):

Reks(u) << 0

UnstableModes X. ((Yr

Rek((Y,

0

At the critical point, the nonlinear character of the system plays a decisive role in

describing the system's unstable behaviour and the state vector is henceexpressedas
the combinationof thoselinear eigenvectors:
3.5.4

x(t) = xo(t) +
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According to equation 3.5.1 (without the stochasticterm), one obtains a set of
differential equationsfor the amplitudesýj(t)

dtý,,(t) = Xuýjt) + Pu&(t), ý, (t), GI
d, 4,(t) = X,4, (t) + P,[4,,(t), 4, (t), (Y]

3.5.5
3.5.6

Since the amplitude of the stablemodehassmall relaxation time comparedwith
the time scale of the variation of the amplitude of the unstablemodes,they are able to
follow immediately the slow motion of the amplitudesýjt). This leadsto the existence
of an invariant manifold defined by:

3.5.7

Ut) = UUO)

It has beenproved that, through someiteration procedureand the elimination of
the amplitudes of the stablemodes, the generalizedGinzburg-Landauequation can be
obtained:
dtýjt)

4,
X.
(a)ýJ0
Pu[4u(t),
(4u(t)),
+
(71
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3.5.8

The statevector is obtainedfrom equation3.5.4 and 3.5.7 as:
ýJt)(D,,
ý,
Y,,
Y-,
(ýJt)(D,
+
+
X(t) = xo(t)

3.5.9

The whole process through which we obtain the state vector is called the
"adiabatic elimination" and it statesmathematically the slaving principle. We see that the
temporal behaviour of the system close to the unstable point is entirely determined by
the dynamics of the amplitudes of the unstable modes. The amplitudes ýjt) are

thereforedefined as order parameters.
The mathematical treatment is based obviously on the dynamical systems

theory, it can be found out later on that there is a general treatment in dynamical
systemstheory of the unstablebehaviourof a systemat the critical point and the "centre
manifold theory" is the generalization of this adiabatic elimination process. More
bifurcation patterns can be found for the complex temporal behaviour of dynamical
systems.
As in the theory of dissipative structures, synergetics also stresses the
importance of the internal fluctuations in the self- organization process of systems.
Another point emphasised in synergetics is that there is generally an identifiable
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in
breaking
this process and only through which new spatialprocess
symmetrytemporal structurecan come into existence[Haken, 1983a,1983b;Jantsch,1980)
Applications of Synergeticsare various. It has been successfullyapplied in the
in
laser,
hydrodynamics,
process.
chemical waves and also
self-organization
of
study
in pattern organization etc.[Haken, 1983a; 1988]. In the study of systemsevolution,
synergetics provides some important notions such as order parameters and useful
techniques.

3.6 Cellular

Automata:

prototype

of discrete

dynamical

systems

Opposite to the study of self-organization phenomena based on continuous
differential equations as discussed in the "theory of dissipative structures",
"synergetics" and "hypercycle", cellular automata serve as another class of
involve
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for
coordinates and
systems
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evolving
mathematical models
huge
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time
a
consist
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steps.
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as
well
as
variables
number of components which are locally connectedto each other through relatively
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Recent
deterministic
on extensive
study
of
cellular
automata
rules.
simple
computer simulation has revealed that cellular automatacan exhibit very complicated
spatial and temporal behaviour analogousto those found with continuous dynamical
systemslike cyclic and chaotic behaviour. The other advantagein studying cellular
automatais that its behaviour can be analysedby using modem computing techniques:
extensive computer simulations. As a matter of fact, the study of cellular automataat
presenttime mainly dependson the technologyof computersimulation.
The simplest cellular automatato bear in mind is a line of sites with each site
haying either value 1 or 0 with initial values assigned to each site, renew them in
discrete step and the new value of each site is decided by values of its nearest
When
is
1-dimensional
This
typical
automata.
a
cellular
neighbours on previous step.
such operations are carried on, each site has a sequenceof values. Such a system of a
line of sites, with each site having assignedvaluesat different time step according to a
determinist rule, is a discretedynamical system.By arranging the line accordingto the
time sequence,we get something like the phase configurations for the continuous
dynamical systems and it is called the configuration of that cellular automata. The
been
It
has
its
behaviour.
time
reveals
cellular
automata
evolution
configuration of a
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proved that even such a simple cellular automata can exhibit rich evolutionary
behaviour: organized spatial pattern can emerge spontaneously in some cellular
automata starting from random initial statesand following a simple deterniinistic rule.
Therefore, cellular automatais regardedas a potentially useful model for the study of
the evolutionary behaviour of systemscomposedof large number of componentsand
governedby detern-linisticrules.
Generally, cellular automatacan be 1-dimensional(sites arrangedon a line). 2dimensional (sites arranged on a surface as two dimensional lattice) or three
dimensional (for high dimensionalcellular automata,it is difficult to visualize its spatial
pattern). The site may take any finite set of possible values and the renewing rules
depend not only on the valuesof a site's neighboursat the previous time step, but also
from other preceding steps.All such cellular automata must have five fundamental
defining characteristics:
(1) They consist of a discretelattice of sites;
(2) They evolve in discretetime steps;
(3) Each site takeson a finite set of possiblevalues;
(4) The value of eachsite evolvesaccordingto the same.deterministicrules;
(5) The rules for the evolution of a site dependonly on a local neighbourhoodof sites
around it. [Wolfram 1984].
With these characteristics,it has been argued that cellular automata provide
rather general models for homogeneoussystemswith local interactions to evolve over
discrete time steps. It has been illustrated that even in one dimensional cellular
automata, they can exhibit complex behaviour, Le, the system can evolve to
homogeneousstate,or heterogeneousstatelike steady state,cyclic state,even chaotic
state [Wolfram, 1984].
Cellular automatacan be formally defined and analysed.However, the analysis
of the spatial and temporalbehaviourof cellular automatais mainly basedon computer
simulations.
Supposethere is an 1-dimensionalcellular automatonconsisting of N sites and
each site can take one of thek different states.Denoteai (t) the value of the site i at time
step t and it is decidedby the valuesof its 2r+1 nearestneighbourhoodat time step t-1.
Therefore this cellular automatonhavetotally k-Ndifferent states.The deterministic rule
which governs the time evolution of this cellular automaton F can be described as
follows (equation 3.6.1):
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(t- I)
(t- I) ],
ai
a
, ..., i+,
...,

(t-1)
ai(t) -=F[aý-r ,

(3.6.1)
or:
j=r
ya"j

ai(t)

11
i= 1,

ai+j

(3.6.2)

N

ý=-r
where ai O= -r, ..., r) are integer constants representing weights through which values
of a,+j O= -r, ..., r) at time step t-I affect ai's value at time step t.

"null" condition
If (xj =1 for all j U= -r,
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r)
and
...,
(3.6.3)
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hold for all i, these rules are called "legal" rules. Among the
possiblecellular
automata rules of the above form

(i. e., satisfying

(3.6.3) and (3.6.4)),

k(k+l)
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legal rules.
Functions in (3.6.2) can be specifiedby a numerical "code":
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For the convience in study, especially in computer simulation, usually only those
so called "totalistic rules" are considered. A totalistic rule depends only on the sum of

the input valuesin the followinf fon-n:
j=r
ýjaýýj
ai(t) =
j=-r

(3.6.5)

As an example,let k=2 and r=2, then there are 32 totalistic legal rules of the
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->

4 etc.

Starting from a disordered (random) initial condition, spatial patterns of these
fall
into
five qualitative classes:
to
appear
automata
cellular

(1) homogeneousstate,like statespecifiedby codes 16,60
(2) simple stableor periodic state,like codes24,56
(3) chaotic state,like codes 18,46 ;
(4) statewith someorganizedcomplexity like code 20,52.
(for graphic representationsof the trajectories of these automata, see Wolfram 1984
[Wolfram, 1984].
They can be defined as different "attractors" towards which cellular automata
will finally evolve irreversibly. The emergenceof these organized patternsin cellular
automata is the same kind of self-organization phenomena found in many other
different systems and it characterisesthe general behaviour of cellular automata no
matter what their dimensionsand rules are. It is apparently similar to the taxonomy of
attractors found in continuous dynamical systemsof which detailed analysis will be
given in the following chapters, and for this very reason, cellular automata can be
regardedas a very useful tool for the discussionof systemsevolution
Recent study has revealed that what is more interesting and more important is
the transient behaviour of cellular automata during the evolution process. Before
entering into theseorganizedpatterns,cellular usually go through a transientperiod and
the transient behaviour could be very complex. It has also been discovered that the
spaceof the rules of cellular automatacan be divided into different regions that eachof
which represents qualitatively different patterns, i. e. attractors, to which cellular
automatawill ultimately seton.
In a paper by Langton [Langton, 19891, each rule of a class of cellular
(usually
is
by
k
be
a
specified
and
can
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a
measurement
r,
automata, which
number) and hence the rule spaceof cellular automatacan be parameterizedby this
measurement. It has been discovered that corresponding to different values of the
is
different
'Me
automata
space
cellular
possess
attractors.
rule
partitioned
parameter,
into different regions of attractorsand the transformationfrom one region to anotheris
a structural change which can be called "bifurcation" by using the terminology of
dynamical systems theory. A parameterizedrule spaceis illustrated in the following
picture figure 3.6.5.
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Figure 3.6.1 The picture of the rule space of cellular automata

A diagram of bifurcation on the phase space is found to resemble the fold
catastrophein continuousdynarnicalsystems.

Figure 3.6.2 The picture of The 2D phase-diagramfor cellular automata.
The application of cellular automata can be found in various fields. The
simultaneous renewal of all its values of a large number of cells makes it potentially
useful for parallel computing [Wolfram, 1984; Langton, 1989]. For the behaviour of
cellular automatais specifiedby local rules wherethe stateof a cell is affected by some
immediate neighboursdiscretely, it is regardedas a good model for biological systems
1984,1989].
locally
decided
[Kauffman,
believed
to
according
rules
which are
grow
This reminds us immediately the theory of autopoietiesystemswhich is believed to be
essential for the study of living systems. Actually, one early model of autopoietic
19771.
Most
1977
is
[Zeleny,
built
by
Zeleny
in
a
automata
model
system
cellular
recently, there emergesa new researchfield called "Artificial Life" which tendsto study
the properties of living systems by resorting to some artificially designed systems
which are "alive" like osmotic systemand someliving creaturescreatedon computers
[Klir, et.al 1989; Langton, 1989,1992]. In the study of artificial life, cellular automata
plays the central role becausemost computer simulations of artificial creatures are
createdby cellular autornata.
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Apart from these applications, cellular automata has also been employed to
"selfinitiated
by P Bak and
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organized
of
which
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phenomena
criticality"
study
his collaborators. The notion of self-organized criticality says that in nature, many
systems usually composed of a huge number of components and submitted to some
external excitation, naturally evolve into a steadystatewhich is critical in the sensethat
it displays spatial and temporal lang rang correlations like fractals [Bak et.al, 1988,
1991]. The examplethat one can visualize is a sandpilethat can evolve, as the new sand
is constantly droppedon it, towardsa critical slopeon which avalanchesof all sizescan
be produced by a single excitation. Thresholdcellular automatahas been proposed to
model this situation [Bak et. al, 1988;Herrnann,1989].
The study of artificial life and self-organizedcriticality are of great importance
for the study of systemsevolution. In both cases,cellular automata serves as a very
important tool.

3.7

Connectionist

Models about complex systems

To someextent, the hypercyclemodeland the cellular automatamodel belong to
the same type of model of systems:the number of components is usually large (it is
larger in Cellular Automata), the componentsare locally connectedto eachother in the
is
is
form
the
resulted
system
emerged
an
organized
whole
which
explicit
of networks,
from the connections of components.This type of model systems is usually called
"connectionist model" [Forrest, 1990]. One special type of connectionist models has
becomevery popular fairly recently andthat is what usually called the "(artificial) neural
network". Due to the emergentcomputationalpower of neural networks, it has been
widely used in various fields as information-processing systems.Neural network as an
in
6.
be
discussed
and
evolving
system
will
chapter
adapting
For our study of systems evolution, it can be shown that the connectionist
model can help us understandhow a systememergesfrom the connectedcomponents
and how it can evolve in a changing environment.Kauffman has studied another type
1989]
"Random
Boolean
Network"
[Kauffman,
and
called
of connectionist model
showed that it has some interesting properties which, to us, can be applied for the
discussion of systemsevolution.
An autonomous (N, K) random booleannetwork is comprised of N elements
which can be describedas binary variables(i.e., the value of each variable can only be
0 (off) or 1 (on) ). Each elementis randomly connected with / or affected by K out of
N elements through a boolean function. Each element updates its state at the same.
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moments and the change of state is regulated by boolean functions assigned by the
randomly connectedelements.Kauffman hasshownthat
(1) The network will ultimately settleto somestablestatescalled "attractors",be
they steady or cyclic. These attractorsdescribethe network as an organized whole that
can be recognizedasa system.
(2) The number of statecycle attractorsis far smaller than the number of total
4N
For
(N,
K=2)
have
elements.
examplea
network can only
attractors.
The results have shown that things tend to organize themselvesto form stable
and structured wholes on conditions that there are rich interactions among them. Result
(2) above demonstrates that the forming of organized entity is not governed by the
probablistic law which may make this an "improbable event". It supports the idea that
life on this planet may have come from inanimate materials by defying the attack which
says that according probablistic analysis the emergence of life forms is an event with a
infinitely small probability [Kauffman, 1989].

3.8

Systems Evolution:

a general property of systems

3.8.1 Towards organizedwhole: self-organization
The study of Random Boolean Networks has shown that a group of elements,
if interacting to eachother, tend to get organizedby themselves.The organizedwhole is
represented by only a few possible "attractors" prescribed by interactions between
elements.The spontaneousformation of an organizedwhole by associatingof a group
of formerly unstructuredcomponentsis what we have discussedin this chapter: selforganization. Through self-organization,new entities cam emergeas organized wholes
of parts. Systems are generated from without. It has been argued by some
philosophers, especially someone like Spencer and Smuts that things do tend to
become organized into a new whole (system) [Spencer, 1971; Smuts, 19261.When a
new kind of whole emergesfor the first time, its partsare regardedas the sole sourceof
its nature, structure and stability. The.maintaining of the emergednew whole.depends
on the parts and their cooperations. When the environment in which the whole is
situated changes, the interactions between parts may change so that the whole is
maintained as an organizedentity. The systemmay evolve and its organization changes
qualitatively. All these changesare just for the sole purpose that systems remain as
systems. Smuts has called this tendency of systems to become self-organized the
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"holism" and argued that systemsand evolution are closely connected to each other
[Smuts, 1926].
The idea that systems may tend to self-organize themselves and order can
spontaneously emerge is not exclusively expressed in modern systems thinking.
Ancient oriental philosophers achieved the same result intuitively and expressed it
thousands of years ago. Capra has once compared the basic ideas of oriental
philosophies (sometimes referred as Eastern mysticism) , such as Taoism, Hinduism,
and Zen, with the underlying concepts of modem physics and argued that there are
fascinating parallels between them [Capra, 1975]. We can find the same parallels
between the ideas of self-organization in modem systems research and in die view of a
unitary universe in oriental philosophies, especially the view of spontaneous orders
emphasized by the ancient Chinese philosophies. Chinese ancient philosophies,
especially the most influential Taoist philosophy, stressed this unified view towards
human and nature and surprisingly we can find the idea of self-organization expressed
in an apparently similar way in the classics of Taoist philosophy Tao Te Ching [Yu,
19901.

Taoism has beenone of the most important strandsof philosophical thought in
Chinese culture and its influence is even further reaching than that of Confucianism
[Fung, 1958; Yu, 1990]. Taoists view the world as a whole spontaneouslycreated by
the movement of Tao (the way, the order), an all embracing first principle and an
expression of the intrinsic nature of everything. Tao manifestsitself as Ying and Yang
and through their interactions the universe has come into being. All systems in the
universe, by using the terminology of modem systemsscience,owe their existence to
the attributes of Tao. What Tao accomplisheswas not done purposefully, but is simple
humans
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Everything hasits own natureand that natureis Tao. Lao Tzu.said:
Matt follows the laws of the earth; Earth follows the laws of
heaven; Heavenfollows the laws of Tao; Tao follows the laws
of its intrinsic nature (the spontaneous). [Tao Te Ching, Chapter
25, Yu, 19901.
Any hannony or order in society could only be the result of the movement of
Tao. It is not difficult to discover that the idea of spontaneity perceived by Taoist
philosophers is similar to, but not the same as, the idea of self-organization in modern
systems science and we may point that the Taoism had over stressed the "self" a little.
The Tao, the intrinsic nature of the world, can be expressed, partially, by the inner
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dynamics of the system (this inner dynamics is expressedin Taoism as the dialectic
relations of Ying and Yang.) .
In short, in the ancient Chineseworld view, largely influenced by the Taoism
dialectics, there was a harmonious cooperation between all beings and this kind of
cooperation arose,not from the oraers of a superior authority external to themselves,
but from the fact that they were all parts in a hierarchy of wholes forming a cosmic
pattern, and what they obeyed were the internal dictates of their own natures- that
nature is Tao [Fung, 19581.
If the easternwisdom is not so scientific in describing the spontaneity of the
emergenceof order, modem scienceandphilosophy, at least systemsscience, support
and agree with this view. Makridakis proposesa "secondlaw of systems" which says
that, systems tend to increasein their internal order in contrast to the secondlaw of
thermodynamics which says that order tends to generally decreasein the universe
[Makridakis, 19771.Systemsmay and tend to evolve, within suitable environment.

3.8.2 Systems evolution
It has been shown that things tend to get self-organized and systems may
evolve. How this will happen? The conditions, and some laws and principles can be
establishedas follows.
In general, an open system can be regarded as a stable attracting centre
(attractor) within a field of constantly changing matter flow, energy flow, and
infon-nation flow [Swenson, 1989a]. It continuously attracts matter, energy, and
information to form and then sustaina dynamically functional whole in a statefar away
from thermodynamic equilibrium. The microscopic fluctuations within the system and
the perturbations from the environment are also constantly testing the stability of the
(structural
its
Under
the
stability)
conditions,
system
maintains
stability
system.
certain
by staying at a dynamically equilibrium state through its multiple feedback and
feedforward loops as analysedin previous paradigm. When the following conditions
are fulfilled the systemmay move to anothernew ordered state with properties which
are irreducible to its previous state, and the whole as a new attractor is qualitatively
different from the old one:
(1) it is open to its environment
(2) it is far from then-nodynarnicsequilibrium
(3) it is governed by nonlinear dynamics
(4) there are microscopic fluctuations
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(5) the environmentis changing

SYSTEM (ATTRACTOR)

ENVIRONNýENT
co-evolving with khe system

open
non-equilibrium
iluctuating
nonlinear

)i

rwvv

Figure 3.8.1 Open systemwithin a changingenvironment

It needs to be emphasisedthat a dialectic attitude must be adopted in any
discussions on systemsevolution. On the one hand, the effect of the environment, i. e.,
"natural selection" emphasised by Darwin's evolutionary theory, can trigger the
fluctuation-amplifying processin an open system; on the other hand, the systemmust
possess complex inner dynamics and has various microscopic fluctuations. Both
aspects,inner and outer, play important roles in the system'sevolution and they jointly
decide the processand stageof evolution.
As to the laws that govem the evolutionary process, Swenson has established,
deductively from the second law of then-nodynan-dcs,a law called "the law of maximum
entropy". It says that a system which fulfils the above conditions will spontaneously
evolve to a new state so that the rate of entropy production is at the maximum possible
value. [Swenson, 1989a].

It should be noticed that this thermodynamics law of systemsevolution only
its
(to
to
entropy
explanatorily
way
a
system
shows
which
maximize
will evolve
production rate), it doesnot tell us at which statethe systemwill be (becauseentropy is
a global variable). The actual processand result of evolution can only becomeknown
through analysing the interrelations of the parts, i. e., studying the internal dynamics.
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Through the kinetic description, i. e. dynamical equations, together with the overall
constraints imposed by the environment, we can understandthe possible patterns of
formal
is
devoted
by
building
The
to
this
a
next
chapter
problem
systems evolution.
model.
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Chapter 4A
formal model for
evolving systems
4.1 Systems Science and Formal Systems Theory
4.1.1 Systems,models, Formal SystemsTheory and General SystemsStudy
It is acceptedin this study that a systemis a model of an object [Ashby, 1956;
Klir, 1972]. Clieckland goes further to stress the subjectiveness in perceiving and
describing systems, especially for systems where human factors are involved. He
argues that the system recognized by an observer is decided by his/her
Weltanschauung, i. e., the point of view of the world [Checkland, 1981]. Here a
systemis regardedasa model of an object which choosesto describesomeof the many
properties of the object. The object is described by a group of variables at a certain
space-timeresolution level. A systemcorrespondsto an object and the propertiesof the
system, or the model, can always be regardedas the properties of the the object under
considerationand hencethe system(model) andthe modelledobject arethe same.
Among all the contributions to the development of systemsscience, general
systemstheory is one of the most important theoreticaltraits. In its early stage,general
systems theory was regarded as a collection of concepts, ideas, and models about
systems.It has beenconsideredas a formal theory, a methodology, a way of thinking,
a methodology by different people [Klir, 1972]. Despite the variety of views on general
systems theory, there is a common philosophical foundation on which the general
systems theory standsand that is "isomorphism". It has long been the belief among
those general systemsthinkers that through an isomorphic process,knowledge of one
specific system can be applied in the analysisof other systemswith different physical
forms and theseknowledge are regardedas the propertiesof all systemsof certain class
(certain type of systems in general). These systems properties, like equifinality,
wholeness, stability, adaptivity et. al., are transferable in such disparate systems as
physical systems,biological systems,ecological systemsand human systemsetc.. In
some other place, isomorphism,or the isomorphic relation is manifestedas "metaphor"
or "systems analogy" [Flood et. al, 1990].
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There have been various expressions of general systems and among them are
fon-nal systems theories. According to their forms and logic-mathematical foundations,
these various formal theories of general systems can be classified as "axiomatic
systems theory and "dynamical system theory".

4.1.2 Axiomatic SystemsTheory
In the category of axiomatic theory there are those theories where the rigourous

definitions of systemsand the derivation of its implication are basedfinnly on modem
mathematics and modem logic. The definition of systems starts as a formal logic or
is
it
to
and
virtually
mathematical expression, with no specific properties assigned
applicable for any systems.Over the past 30 years,three major formal systemstheory
have beendeveloped,namely: Mesarovic andTakahara'sgeneralsystem[Mesarovic et.
Klir's
1971],
[Wymore,
1972,1988],
Wymore's
theory
and
system
wattled
al,
systems theory [Klir, 1969; 1985a].

A) Mesarovic's GeneralSystemsTheory
Mesarovic and his co-workers have beenstudying the formal theory of general
systemssince 60's by using the languageof set theory, and latter, the category theory.
The definition of a systemis an axiomatic statementwhich is formulated in the most
general terms. Additional axioms are then addedto formalize pragmatically significant
special classesof systems.The study startedby giving the definition of systemas this:
Definition 4.1.1 A generalsystemS is a relation on non-empty sets:
C_rI(vj:
iEI)
S
11
Cartesian
Vi
denotes
the
set
of
the
the
are
called
sets
which
product
of
where
,
element and I is an index set.
Vi can be the set of elements of any systemsand the relations among these
elements can be of any forms. This definition is regarded as being applicable to any
systems. Based on this definition, a framework of general systems has been
like
have
Mesarovic
to
the
systems
of
general
etc.
set out study
properties
constructed.
the input-output relation, the hierarchical structure, optimization strategy and decision

making etc. [Mesarovic et. al, 1975,1988].
Recently, other fon-nal theory developed upon Mesarovic etc.'s original idea
have been put forward. Among them is Lin and Ma's general systems theory which
isjust
logic
1991].
deductions
[Lin
the
to
al,
general
et.
seems many people
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B)

Klir's systems theory and Reconstruction Analysis

Klir's work on generalsystemstheory startedin late 60's and his formal theory
is basedon the generalcircuit systqmstheory [Klir, 1969,1972,1985a]. Over the past
20 years, he has developed a complete framework of general systems theory and
generalsystemsmethodology. Comparedwith other theoriesof generalsystemswhich
are usually of a deductive nature,Klir's approachis essentiallya inductive one. Rather
than defining the concept of a system axiomatically, Klir starts by defining system
traits. These traits are simplified which are independentof a specific natureof variables
involved. Upon those traits, a sequencesof systemslike structural system,generative
A
be
defined.
specific analysis
system, meta system, and meta-meta-systerncan
techniques called reconstructability analysis has been developed which is unique for
this theory but has some significant implications in systemsphilosophy as well as in
systems methodology. Compared with Mesarovic's general systems theory, Klir's
theory is also the most well known one in the systemscommunity [Klir, 1985a].

4.1.3 Dynamical modelsof generalsystems
An alternative to the axiomatic theory of general systems is the dynamical
models of systems, as put forward in the first time by L. von Bertalanffy [von
Bertalanffy, 1968; Klir, 1972]. The focus of such dynamical models is the dynamical
Essentially,
there are two
the
the
of
system
considered.
among
components
relation
kinds of dynamical models of generalsystems, accordingto the way they describe the
dynamical processof the system. One of them is to use the internal variables of the
system to expressexplicitly the dynamical relations of the system's components.The
other is to treat the systemas a black box and the dynamical structure of the systemis
reflected in the relationshipsbetweenthe input and output of the system.
The first method assumesthat the inner dynamics of a system is known to us,
behaviour
is
dynamical
it
the
of
the
not
always
case,
and
we
can
understand
although
the system by studying the equationsdescribingthe dynamics. Two types of equations
are employed: differential equationsanddiscreteautomata.
L. von Bertalanffy first used ordinary differential equations to describe the
dynamical behaviour of general systems.It has been claimed that such a dynamical
like
for
is
the
the
systems,
studying
of
some
of
general
model very useful
properties
Actually,
the applicability of the sametype of
etc..
stability
equifinality, equilibrium,
dynamical model in various distinct systems,like the physical, chemical, biological and
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even socio-econornicor someothers,is part of the claims that a generalsystemstheory
is possible and which can describethe propertiesof general systems[von Bertalanffy,
19681.
The use of such continuous models to describe the dynamical behaviour of
various models has been shared by many other people like, Rapoport [Rapoport,
1984], Thom [Thom, 1974], Abraham [Abraham, 1988], Prigogine [Nicolis et. al,
1977, Prigogine, 1980], Haken [Haken, 1983a, 1983b] and many others. The state
spacedescription method developed in control systemstheory can be viewed as the
further development of these dynamical models in a particular domain of systems
[Zadeh, 1962] By adding to the model someconcretecontents,they can be applied in
.
various engineeringsystems,as well as someother systemslike economic systems.
Another kind of dynamical model is the discrete automata which were put
forward to study the Turing machine [von Neumann, 19661 as well as biological
systems[Kauffman, 1989]. The most recent developmentof such method is the model
of cellular automata[Wolfram, 1984].As showedin 2.6 last chapter,models of cellular
automatamethodassumethat the systemto be modelledis composedof a large number
of simple components,eachcomponentis connectedto its nearing neighboursand the
stateof eachcomponentis reneweddiscretelyaccordingto somesimple local rules. It is
believed that such model is extremely useful in the studying of a wide range of systems
and it can also be employed as a generalmodel for analysing the complex dynamical
behaviour of generalsystems.
The black box model was once one of the most important models in early
systems movement, although not necessarilydirectly related to the general systems
theory. It was first put forward by Wiener in 40's and later generalizedas a model for
a wide range of systemsby Ashby [Wiener, 1948; Ashby, 1956]. By this model, the
system is a black box and to us the inter structure of the system, namely how the
componentsof the systemare connectedto each other, is unknown. Given an input to
the system, certain output can be obtained. Only through the analysis of the inputoutput relation can we "guess" the internal relations.The black box model hasalso been
used as an important metaphor in systemsscience to refer to those systems whose
internal structuresare difficult or evenimpossibleto know, like the humanbrain.
This model is still one of the most important models in control systems theory.
The essential step in using this model is to find out the input output relation through the
standard techniques called "identification". Various application of this model can be
easily found in engineering systems, physiological systems and other systems [ D'Azzo
et. al, 1987; Finkelstein et.al, 1985 ].
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With the recentdevelopmentin mathematicaldynan-dcalsystemstheory, we can
rethink about thesedynamical modelsby consideringits applications in the analysis of
the complex dynamical behaviour of open systems,although we should not go so far
as to claim that this is the sign of the revitalising of GST.
The above mentioned fon-nal theories of general systems,together with their
recent development,have beenpursuing the goal set by early systemsthinkers, namely
to study general properties and laws of systems,to form principles applicable to all
types of systems.Some may argue that a theory which tends to include everything is
virtually about nothing. From this point of view, a general systems theory of such
purpose is impossible. However, those various efforts devoted to the development of
general systemshave not beena total failure. They have been successfulat least to the
extent that they provide some common tern-ýinologiesfor the discussion of various
systems,characterisesomeproperties of generalsystems,although they have not, and
probably never will, found a universalformula or theory for every system.
Holding the view point that the various theories of systemsare only different
models which each reflects some of the many aspects of reality and they are not
exclusive and can be integrated in their applications,we should be able to argue more
objectively that such theory of general systemsstill needsto have a place in modem
systems research. This relates closely to perspectivism which becomes the
philosophical tendency of the systems science. To keep the claim as modest as
possible, it would be justifiable to say that the following sections are devoted to the
outlining of a formal model of a special type of systems,Le dynamical systems,and
through which the evolutionary behaviour of these systems can be explored. The
following two chapters will provide us with some applications to demonstrate the
applicability of this formal model.

4.2 A Formal Model Based On Mathematical Dynamical Systems Theory
(DST)
4.2.1 A Dynamical SystemModel
This study is about the complex dynamical behaviour of systemsin general.
The ontological statementcan be appropriatelyexpressedby quoting the ancientGreek
philosopher Herarclitus' famous saying: "Everything flows and Nothing Stays". It has
already beenarguedthat a systemcapableof evolution must be open to its environment,
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at a non-equilibrium state,governedby nonlinearinner dynamics,possessingsufficient
microscopic fluctuations and subjected to a changing environment. In this chapter, a
fon-nal model to describe such kind of systemsand their dynamical behaviour is to be
constructed.
In the most general sense, a system is situated in a larger environment. The
discourse is always over the axis of time. Thus a system is always in certain spacetime domain. Denote B as the the background of a system in focus (we do not specify
what is the particular content of this set), T the time axis, T= It: -oo <t< +oo) (or T
);
Z+=
[0,1,2
I
).
or
can be R+ =( 0 :!ý t< +oo 1, or Z=1...,
-2, -1,0,1,2 ....
....

Let E be the set of the elements(variables)relatedto a perceivedobject, E c: B,
R be the set of some relations on E,
00
RcUEn
n=1

(4.2.1)

and hence the system can be defined as S= (E, R). Q=B-E
envirownent of system S.

is called the

if

C= {f. fCExQ
i. e., there are couplings between E and Q we call the systemis an open system and
S= (E, R, Q.
If the systemchangesover time T, i. e. the system'selementsand the relations
among them changewhen time goes,this can be defined as
(4.2.2)
ExT --> E)
RCIfIf:
Such a system is called a (generalized) dynamical system. The system is hence
describedas:
S=

(4.2.3)

(E, R, T)

When the systemis both dynamical and open,it can be representedas
S= (E, R, C, T)

(4.2.4)

Explanatory definitions are given to both a systemand a dynamical system.The
lack of any concrete contents in the definition makes it only a heuristic tool for
in
be
but
it
the
applied
of
systems,
etc,
can
concepts
environment
understanding
various situations.
To make these definitions

more precise by using rigourous mathematical
terminologies, meanings of these sets should be restricted as well as the range of
systems to be defined.
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Usually the systemis describedby a group of variables,representedby a vector
X which takes its value in a set M which is defined as a manifold which is usually a
smoothmetric spacelike Rn. The relation R is specifiedas a function F,
F: Mx T-4M

(4.2.5)

The systemis hencerepresentedas'
S=

(X, F).

From the strict mathematical sense,only when the following conditions are
satisfied can we call the systemSa dynamical system(as can be seenin the appendix
1):
F: MxT

is
M
if
(Cr
F
a
continuous
map
satisfies:
map),
->

(1) F (x, 0) = x, for any xeM;
(2) F(x, s+t )= F( F(x, t), s), for any s, t Ei T, xEM
then F is called a COflow (Cr flow) or a CO dynamical system( Cr dynamical system).
This is a rather restrictive condition. An equivalentdefinition can be made by using
the terms of differential equations and that makesthe definition less formidable because
many systems encounteredin various fields are usually describedby differential equations
(see appendix 1).

Again, by taking into accountthe relation betweenthe systemand its environment,
we can define a systemopen if there are coupling relations betweenthem, i. e., the system
is affected by and also affecting its environment.Usually, the dynamical behaviour of the
environment is not so obvious as those of the system in focus, or in other words, the
environment changesvery slowly comparedwith the systemin discussion.In this case,the
impact of the environment appearsno more than a parameterin the equationdescribing the
behaviour of the system.
A frequently encountered situation is that the dynamical behaviour of an open
systemcan be describedby the inner dynamics of the system,i. e. the dynamical relations
betweenthe systemscomponents.It is written in the form of differential equations,either
partial or ordinary. For a physical system, the dynamical process often unfolds in both
spaceand time. Therefore, the spatial distribution as well as the unfolding along the time
axis of the system must be considered.As it has been already known from the previous
chapters that there are microscopic fluctuations of composing components within the
systemat the microscopic level. Thesefluctuations be denotedby a function 5. However,
any description of the behaviour of a systemas a whole is at the macroscopiclevel and in
this description, fluctuations at the microscopic have been averaged out. Macroscopic
description of a systemdoesnot include microscopicfluctuations.
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More generally, the spatial-temporal behaviour of a dynamical system can be describedas:
ax

V,
0,
(X,
t)
cr,
=f
at

(4.2.6)

where:
f describesthe system'sinner dynamics;
X the statevariabe;
(a, b, c) the spatialcoordinates;
d, d, d )the
spatialgradient;
11ý
a the influence from environment.
In principle, this complex form of dynamical equations can be simplified to a
simpler one: partial differential equationcan be reduced to some ordinary differential
equations so that the whole body of knowledge of mathematical dynamical systems
theory can be employed to analyse the complex behaviour of the system. In the
following section, some important terms like attractor, structural stability and
bifurcation etc. will be defined and all definitions are basedon the standardautonomous
equationwhich describesa differentiabledynamicalsystem:
dX
(X)
=f
dt

(4.2.7)

f
where is a vector field on manifold M which defines the inner dynamics of the
system, and X is the statevariable and XE M.
In analysing systemsevolution, the impact of environment to a systemmust be.
taken into account and hence parametersmust appear in the dynamical equation
explicitly. The discussionwill be centredaroundthe complex behaviour of the system
causedby the changeof environment,namely by varying the parameters.That makes
the mathematical analysisextremely difficult if severalparametersmust be considered
simultaneously.

4.2.3 DST: The unified languagefor evolving systems
In Chapter 3, several important schools of thought about systemsevolution,
like the theory of dissipative structure, hypercycle, synergetics etc. are mentioned. A
brief revisit to these theories will reveal that they not only share some ten-ninologies in
the study of the conditions, stages, processes, and general principles underlying
various evolving systems, they also use the same mathematical tools to reach their goals

[see also, Gao et.al, 1991b].
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A)

The Theory of Dissipative Structures

The Brussells school's work on dissipative structures is still one of the most
influential in the study of systemsevolution, not to say it is the most well known one.
In analysing the evolutionary processof various systems,specialdynamical equations,
such as partial differential equationsof the reaction-diffusion type, masterequation, are
employed to model the evolving systems, and many results and techniques of
dynamical systemstheory have beenused [Nicolis et. al, 1977,Prigogine, 1980].
B) Synergetics
In Synergetics, an open system is away from thermal equilibrium and is
composed of many different competing and cooperating subsystems.It can undergo
self-organization (evolution) in the sensethat new ordered state at macroscopic level
can emerge spontaneously. To understand the specific process of evolution of a
particular system, the key step, according to synergetics, is to detect the order
parametersat the critical point. Given dynamical equationsdescribing the system, the
mathematical techniques employed to find the order parameters is the "adiabatic
approximation". The use of DST in synergetics is plentiful (even more so than in
dissipative structure theory). It is even statedthat the slaving principle contains some
deep theorems of DST as its special cases,such as the centre manifold theorem, the
slow manifold theorem,and adiabaticelimination procedure[Haken 1983b,pp316].
Hypercycle
The theory of hypercycle studiesthe self-organization processthrough which
some primitive biological systemscan emergefrom some special organic molecules.
This investigation is basedon impressivemathematicaltreatment.The simplest system
capable of selectiveself-organizationcan be defined by a dynamical system in such a
generalform:
(4.2.8)
dX/dt = (A -A -(D ) (X)
where X 7- (xj , X2 ,- Xn ) is the vector of population variables; A reflects the
(amplification)
X,
(decomposition),
A
to
the
contribution
negative
one
while (D
positive
flux
X
from the system. The mathematics techniques employed
to
the
of
out
refers
there belong to dynarfkal systems theory (fixed points analysis in particular), although
not explicitly stated.

D) Cellular Automata
Cellular automata is a kind of discrete dynamical system, it is capable of
studying the emergence of organized structure from dis-organized structure, the
defining characteristic of systems evolution. Although it depends heavily on computer
simulations, its behaviour can also be described by using discrete dynamical systems
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equations. Therefore, it would be possible to use the techniques developed in
dynamical systemstheory to study cellular automata.
E) Connecdonistmodels
Connectionist models, like Random Boolean Network, Neural networks,
explicitly addressthe problem of how a group of elementsare connected to form an
organized whole and how the global behaviour of a system emerges from the local
behaviour of elements.The dynamicalbehaviourof a systemcomposedmany elements
connected as such is modelled by a group of differential equations.All the techniques
developed in mathematicalsystemstheory are employedin understandingthe adapting
and evolving behaviourof thesesystems.
In all those above mentionedschoolsof thought, considerableweight has been
put into the analysis of the system's nonlinear dynamics in the complete discussion of
the evolutionary behaviour of various system. The study of dynamical systems theory
consists of the study of structural stability, bifurcation and global behaviour of flows
and that is why the modem mathematical dynamical systems theory has been employed.
The recent development in mathematical dynan-dcalsystems theory has greatly enriched
our understanding of the complex behaviours of systems governed by nonlinear
dynamics. In principle, any systems evolving over time can be modelled by such
dynamical equations. The long run behaviour of the system is prescribed by various
attractors which the dynamical equations possess. With an extended introduction to
dynamical systems theory (DST) given in Appendix 1, it can be argued that the
following features make DST a suitable means for us to study systems evolution.

1. It provides the notion of "attractor" which can be usedto describethe stateof
any systems qualitatively. As it will be demonstratedin the following section, any
dynamical system,which is recognizedas a system,can be described by an attractor
which can be defined either verbally or formally. Attractors describethe rough patterns
of systems.We can also use the notion of attractor or emergent attractor to describe
and explain the striking property of systems:that "a system is more the sum of its
parts" is due to the existing of an emergentattractorthat gives the systemits identity as
an organizedwhole.
2. DST provides a conciseanddelicategeometricalmodel for the analysisof the
complex dynamical behaviour of systems.The history to use dynamical model in
explaining the behaviour of various systems has been very long, but only recent
developmentin DST (both analytical and computational)enableits use more practical
and accessible.Although data can be fed in to get somequantitative results, the method
of DST is essentially qualitative rather than quantitative. This makes it more suitable,
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compared with other mathematical techniques, for the study of systems evolution
becauseevolution is also a qualitative property of systems.
3. DST provides a complete taxonomy for emergent attractors: there are four
fundamental types of emergent attractors, i. e. point attractor, periodic attractor,
quasiperiodic attractor andchaotic attractor,that can describethe state of any systemat
any stage.
4. DST provides a classification of bifurcation patterns that can help us to
explain the evolution route of systems.As argued in chapter 2, systems evolution
include systemsgenesisand intra-level evolution. Intra-level evolution meansthat the
number of the componentsof a systemis unchanged,but the structure of the system
has changedqualitatively so that it can maintainits integrity in a new environmentas an
new whole. Those bifurcation patterns studied by DST can be used to describe
adequatelythis intra-level evolution behaviour.
5. DST provides not only a mathematical rationales for us to understand
evolution processof systems,but also a way to understandthe behaviour of systemsin
general. Klir once attributed the emergenceof systemsscienceto three factors: a) the
developmentof systemsideasin variousdiscipline; b) the developmentof mathematical
theory and techniques;c) the invention and developmentin computation technology.
When talking about the use of mathematics,he mainly emphasiseddie developmentof
OR techniquesfor early systemspractice in systemsanalysisand systemsengineering
[Klir et. al, 1989]. He has also pointed that recent development in DST is very
important for the emerging"self-organizationparadignf'.
This chapterwill define and explain the conceptof attractorsof systemsand set
to analysehow it can be used to describethe spatial-temporal evolution of dissipative
systems. As mentioned in previous sections, DST also brings with the solid
mathematical techniquesfor the study of evolutionary process of particular systems
and formal model to be fully developed will be employed to study some particular
evolving systemsin the following chapters.

4.3 Attractors

and the State of Dynamical

Systems

4.3.1 The conceptof attractors:a historical account
Any systemthat can be regardeda systemis at stable statesin a certain sense,
otherwise we will be unableto observeit or to describeit. Here stable statemeansthat
the system has certain structure which makesit possible for our observersto view the
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system as an organized whole. Thom has proposed to call such a stable state an
attractor:

"Evvy object, or physical form, can be represented as an
attractor C of a dynamical systemon a space M of internal
variables". [Thom, 1975,pp3201
Thom considers that any natural process can be described as a dynamical
system (M, X) which is defined by a vector field X on the manifold. An attractor F of
the system is a closed invariant set under X. He gives the definition of an attractor as
such an invariant set satisfying the following conditions:
1. There existsan openneighbourhoodU of F, called the basin of
the attractor F, suchthat evetytrajectog startingfi-oin a point of U
has F as its co-litnitset.
2. Evejy trajectmy whose a-lindt set contains a point of F is
containedin F.
3. F is indecomposable,that is, alinost evvy trajecto)y of X in F
is densein F. [Thom, 1975,pp391
According to this definition, an attractor is an attracting set to which every
"near-by" trajectories are attractedto. For an observer, an attractor correspondsto a
state of the system to which the system will ultimately settle down to even it is
perturbed by some noise and driven to the near-by area. A system is always facing
both the internal noise aswell the externalperturbations,therefore we have the concept
of a structurally stableattractor.
" an attractor F of afield X is called structurally stable, iffor evvy
field XI sufficiently close (in the C1 -topology) to X, there are an
attractor F, and a hoineoinoiphisin h of a neighbourhood ofF onto
a neighbourhood of F1, throwing trajectories of X onto trajectories
XI. [Thom, 1975, pp39]

Although it has not beenproved that any given field X on M has attractors,still
less structurally stable attractors, many dynamical equations encountered, which
describe somereal-world systemson a Rn space,have attractorsof various types.
Thom considers only one type of attractors, i. e. point attractor, in his
discussion of catastrophetheory. We will find out latter that there are several other
types of attractorswhich representsdifferent statesof complex dynamical systems.
An attractor, as a time-independentstateof systems,can also be described by
less rigourous mathematicalterms aswhich found in Swenson[Swenson, 1989a,b]:
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" The lime-independent (Iiine-asymptotic) states, or limit sets,
that attract initial conditionsfroin region around them, 'basins of
attraction', during a time dependent processes (evolutionary
behaviour) as t --->-. All real world macroscopic change is
irreversible and hence governed by attractors, viz., the instability
of entropy-producing processes. In particular, the second law of
thermodynamics specifies a maximum entropy attractor, Smax,
the macrostate with 'the maximum number of accessible
for
all macroscopic changes as t --> C'-.In this sense,
inicrostates,
all macroscopic change is (i) progressive (goes irreversibly
towards an attractor), and (ii) goal-driven (the attractor is the
goal). The attractor drives the evolutionaly behaviour by virtue of
the instability of all states within the basin of attraction but off the
attractor. " [Swenson, 1989a].

The time-dependentbehaviour of a dynamical system,or a dynamical process,
is prescribed by time-independentattractors.The dynamical systemdiscussedmight be
dynamical
behaviour is governed by the second law of
system
whose
a closed
thermodynamics. When the system is an open system, and driven far away from its
thermodynamic equilibrium through the strong interaction betweenthe system and its
environment, its dynamical behaviourtendsto becomevery complicated.However, the
long term behaviour of both open systemsand closed systemscan be describedby the
concept of attractor. As stressedby Swenson,it is very important to bear in mind that
there are two types of fundamentally different attractors in the real world physical
systems.One is the maximum entropy attractor which is the ultimate attractor to which
the whole universeis headingto accordingto the secondlaw of thermodynamics.Such
is
is
attractor
what usually called the "thermodynamical equilibrium' 'where
maximum
the systemis at its maximum entropy stateand all functional structureof the systemhas
"emergent
(and
is
Another
type
there
are
system
of
attractors
called
at all).
vanished
no
attractors" which represent the emergent behaviour of systems. That means that
strikingly new and innovative structures emerge from the system's old structure,
through someself-organizationprocess,and such structureis representedby some sort
of emergent attractors. Becausesystemsin thermodynamical equilibrium are rare to
observe in real world, all systemswe can recognize as systemsare non-equilibrium
systems and hence are only described by emergent attractors. For that reason, the
define
We
is
to
can
also
an
emergent
of
an
attractor
usually
attractor.
concept
used mean
a systemas an emergentattractorwhich representsan entity recognizedas an organized
whole. The adequacyto use attractorsto describe the statesand behavioursof general
dynarrdcalsystemscan bejustified by the following propertiesof attractors.
1) Attractors describe the "asymptotic" or long-term recurrent behaviour of a
dynamical systemafter transientsreflecting initial conditions havedied away. They are
most of what a systemdoeswhen observedover a long time.
2) Attractors representthe integratedbehaviourof a dynamical system to focus
upon and describe the global state of a system through the local connections of
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This
be
demonstrated
by looking into the definition given by Thom or to
can
variables.
be given in 4.3.2. Where, the locality of the connections has been passed to the
globality of the stateof a systemasa whole through the passageof time, exactly as the
passing from the locality of the differential equationsto the globality of its solution as
argued by Zeeman[Zeeman,1986]:Therefore,attractorsdescribesystemsas emergent
wholes and hencecan be employedto define systems.
3) Attractors describea progressiveprocess:systemsmove irreversibly towards
attractorsin the long run.
4) Attractors describe the goal-driven behaviour of dynamical systems and
attractors are the goals. No matter where a systemstarts from, or where it is perturbed
to off the attractor,the systemwill ultimately settledown to an attractor.
5) Attractors exhibit the spontaneousorder of dynamical systemsand imply a
self-organizationprocess.Through the interactionsof components,a dynamical system
will go to one attractor by itself without requiring any outside work. This selforganization process gives the system some degree of order which is an inherent
property of that system.

4.3.2 Definition of Attractors
As seen from the above section, a dynamical system can be modelled by a
differential equationas:
dX
(X)
=f
dt

(4.3.1)

where f is a vector field on manifold M which defines the inner dynamics of the
system, and X is the statevariable and XEi M. The concept of attractor can be defined
in more rigourous mathematical terms. An attractor A is a subseton the manifold M
(generally, M is the statespaceof a system).
Definition 4.3.1 ( Attractor).

Let A be a subsetof

neighbourhood of A, Ac Uc M. Supposethat nL>OeU = A,

manifold M, U is a
then U is contracted

by f. If A satisfiesthe following conditions,A is called an attractor of the systemS and
U is a foundamentalset of A:
(1) Attracting: for every open setVDA, eU cV for all sufficiently large t.
(2) Invariant: eA. =A for all tc-R.
(3) Indecomposibe:if there is anothersuch A' satisfying (1) and (2), A'=A.
Where the condition (1) can also be expressedin anotherway:
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(1)' For every V, UDVDA, any trajectory starting from a point in V, its (o-limit set
is included in A.
In this definition, U is called a fundamental set of attractor A [Ruelle, 1989].
The basin of attraction of an attractdrA is definedas a set :
B =I xI xr= M, x is attractedto A, i. e., A containsthe co-limit set of trajectory fl(x)
There are many other definitions for attractor. In almost all definitions, it
have:
that
an
attractor
must
requires
if a fimdamental set 6f neighbourhoods, each of which is
...
fbiward invariant under theflow generatedby (the vectorfield)
X" [Guckenheimer,1976]
In a paper by Milnor [Milnor, 1985], a number of such definitions have been
reviewed and compared. For reasons of mathematical elegance, he proposed an
is
for
definition
based
behaviour
the
on
system
asymptotic
of
almost
alternative
which
initial
For
discussion
of
our
of evolving systems,under the notions
choice
point.
every
and conceptsintroduced so far, the abovedefinition is sufficient for us to carry on the
argument. Its meaning can be comprehendedby referring to Swenson'sexplanatory
definition quoted above.
According to the structureof A, there are the following four different types of
attractors.
Definition 4.3.2 (1) (Point attractor)

A is an attractor of a dynamical

is
is
in
A,
A=
Jx0j,
A
i.
S.
If
then
there
called a point attractor.
only one point
e.,
system
A point attractor has the following properties:
(i) All its (Lyapunov) characteristic components have negative sign.

(ii) Its fractal dimensionis 0.
Definition 4.3.2 (2)

(Periodic attractor)

A is an attractor of a dynarr&al

system S. If A is a closed orbit, Le, thereexists T>O, such
for every x(=-A =:> x(t+T) cA for all t.
then A is called a periodic attractorwith period T.
A periodic attractorhasthe foHowingproperties:
(i) All its (Lyapunov) characteristiccomponentshave non-positive sign, i. e.,
either 0, or a negativereal number.
(ii) Its dimensionis a positive integer(dimA: 5 dimM).
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Definition 4.3.2 (3)

(Quasiperiodic attractor)

A is an attractor of a

dynamical systemS. If A is composedof severalperiodic orbits at different directions,
i. e., A=

(A,, A2Y

(i=l,
Ai
where

11,

An)

Tj (i=l,
are
n)
orbits
period
periodic
n)
satisfying:
with
..,
..,
n

(i) dim A= Y- dim A
i=l
T-I
(ii) There is at leastone irrational ratio
(i, j =1, n, i:t-j)
..,
Tj
then A is caffeda quasiperiodicattractor.
A quasiperiodicattractorhasthe foHowingproperties:
(i) All its (Lyapunov) characteristiccomponentshave non-positive sign, i. e.,
either 0, or a negativereal number.
(ii) Its dimensionis a positive integer (dimA:!g dimM).
A Quasi-periodicattractoris sometimescalled a toroidal attractor,or a pseudo-periodic
attractor.
Definition 4.3.2 (4)

(Chaotic attractor)

A is an attractor of a dynamical

S.
if
If
it has the following properties:
and
only
system
(i) At least one of its (Lyapunov)characteristicexponenthas a positive sign.
(ii) The systemis sensitiveto the initial conditionsin the neighbourhoodof
this attractor.
then A is called a chaoticattractor.
Its dimention is a positive non-integer real numbe,i. e. it is a fractal.

or
Definition 4.3.2.(4) (Chaotic attractor) A is an attractor of system S. If it
is neither a point attractor, nor a periodic attractor, nor a quasi-periodic attractor, it is
caUeda chaoticattractor
In some literatures, there are only three distinct attractors: point attractor,
periodic attractor, and aperiodic attractor.The aperiodic attractor is the name for both
quasiperiodicattractorand chaotic attractorbecauseboth of them describethe irregular,
non-periodic motion of dynamical systems[Ruelle, 1989; Swenson, 1989b]. Here we
take the two asdifferent becausethey areessentiallydifferent in the following aspects:
(1) A quasiperiodicattractordescribesthe quasiperiodic behaviour of a system
which is characterised.by severalperiodic motion at different direction with several
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fundamental frequencies (TilTj is irrational for some (i, J)). A quasiperiodic attractor is
a k-dimensional torus with k the number of fundamental frequencies. However, a
chaotic attractor does not have any of such periodic motion in any directions and it
describes the near random behaviour of a deterministic system.

(2) The dimension of a quasiperiodic attractor is a positive integer (the
dimension of a torus on which this quasiperiodic attractor is found) while the
dimension of a chaotic attractor is a positive non-integerreal number, i. e., the chaotic
attractorhas a fractal.dimension.
(3) When a systemrestsat a chaotic attractor,it usually exhibits some sensitive
dependenceon the initial condition while for a quasiperiodic attractor, the system is
resistantto the small purterbationat the initial condition.
Fundamentally, a chaotic attractor is totally different from a quasiperiodic
attractor and the other two types of attractors.This point can be justified by discussing
the peculiar propertiesof chaotic attractorsin the following section.

4.3.3 Stateof dynarrdcalsystems
The various types of attractors describe the various asymptotic state of a
system. In the phasespace,they are invariant setsthat attract trajectories starting from
the nearing region around them. For a system whose state and behaviour can be
observed,they representdifferent typesof statethat prescribethe long run behaviourof
the system.
A) Point attractorand stablestate
It is quite familiar for us that a point attractor representsthe asymptotic stable
state of dynamical systems.It can be the steadystate of a perturbed pendulum in the
air: without sustaineddriving force, the resistanceof the air will drive it to that steady
statefinally, no matter how big the amplitude was when first perturbed.It might be the
certain height of a water tank with the sameamount of water flowing in and flowing
out. It can be the concentrationsof severalchemical reactantsin a container where the
in
is
in
the
the
a
maintained
added
and
products
moved
out
reaction
with
new reactants
constant speed.It may well be the glucoselevel in the blood of a normal human body.
It can also be the temperature of a room regulated by air conditioning. In some
mechanical or physical systems, it is the dynamical equilibrium state to which the
system will move to even if it is slightly perturbed.In biological systemsit is the well
known "Homeostasis" to which the self-regulating mechanism, feedbackmechanism
in general,will drive the systemtoward.
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Take the often referred Benard hydrodynamic system as an example [see
example in chapter 3 and references [Haken, 1983a; Swenson, 1989a], the point
high.
is
the
temperature
the
the
stable
state
of
very
represents
system
when
not
attractor
The systemcan be observedas in a steadystateand the heat is conductedby the liquid
moleculesfrom the heatedbottom to the top.
In the chemical system of the Brusselator [Nicolis et.al, 1977; 1989], the
in
is
the
at a equilibrium when chemical reactants are pumped
chemical system
container at certain speed:this is anotherexampleof point attractor which we will go
into details in the following chapter.

B) Periodic attractorand oscillating behaviour
Oscillating behaviour has been found in many systems,ranging from electric
circuits, chemical waves, biological rhythms, ecological systemsand economic long
waves etc. In the phase space of such dynamical systems, this kind of oscillating
behaviour is represented as a closed orbit, which is usually called a limit cycle.
Periodic attractorsare employedto representsuchstableoscillating behaviour:all nearby trajectoriesare attractedto sucha limit cycle.
First of all, it should be made very clear that not all closed stable orbits are
dynamical
For
different
there
types
two
systems:
attractors.
of
are
essentially
periodic
conservative systems and dissipative systems, and the concept of attractors are
especially designedfor dissipative systems.The former are called Hamiltonian systems
and their behaviour on the phasespaceis describedto obey the Liouville theorem: the
is
is
19801.
There
[Prigogine,
the
trajectories
no contracting
of
constant
volume
behaviour in conservative systemson the phasespace.Closed orbits can be found in
Hamiltonian systemsbut they are not periodic attractorsbecausethey are not attracting
any trajectoriesanyway.
In dissipative systems,energy is dissipatedconstantly. Through the interaction
between the systemand its environment, manifestedas the exchangeof energy/matter/
infon-nation,the systemwill settledown to a stateat which the dissipation of energy by
the systemis counter-balancedand maintainedby such exchange.Apart from the state
mentionedabove,the dynamical equilibrium statecharacterisedby a point attractor, the
Le
in
be
the
not
system
slightly,
a
stable
state:
perturbed,
oscillating
when
systemmight
exceeding the basinof attraction,the systemwill go back to that oscillating state.
In electric circuits, the oscillating behaviour is very common, but the first well
study systemwas due to Van der Pol through the well known Van der Pol equation:
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d2x2
+a (x
dý

dx
2
1) Tt +coox A sin(cot)

(4.3.2)

which describesthe self-excitedrelaxationoscillationsfor (x>>Oand A=O.
For various (x, coo,A and co,the systemwill settle down to a stable oscillating
state with various periods and amplitudes[Hirsch et.al, 1974,Thompson et. al, 19861.
In non-equilibrium thermodynamics,the Brusselator is known to have such a
periodic attractor [Nicolis et. al, 1977; Tomita, 19861.With A, B as initial reactants,
and D, E as final products, whose concentrations are imagined to be imposed as
constants throughout by appropriate adding reactants and removing products, the
hypothetical reactionis asfollows:
A-X
B+X

->

Y+D

2X +Y ---) 3X
X-E
The dynamical model for this chen-ticalreactioncan be written by the following
coupled nonlinearrate equation(with the samelettersrepresentingthe concentrationsof
thosechernicals):
dX
2
A(B+1)X
+XY
=
jt
dY
=BX-X
dt

2y

(4.3.3)

It has been proved, mathematically and experimentally, that stable periodic
oscillation exists in this chen-dcalsystemfor certain values of B, i. e., the concentrations
of the intermediatesX and Y changeperiodically. 11is stateis representedas a periodic
in
is
later
framework.
Brusselator
The
to
an
example
attractor, according our conceptual
discussion about bifurcation and the onsetof chaos.
Periodic attractorscan also be employedto characterisedie statesof many other
1988);
in
[Toro
like
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predator-prey-food
ecological
systems,
oscillation [Wilson et. al, 1972 etc]; economic long wave [Stermann, 1988,19891, the

cyclic behaviour of internationaltradesystem(Zhang, 1989].
Q Quasiperiodicattractorand toroidal motion
Quasiperiodic motion is a kind of oscillation found in

many nonlinear
dynamical systems.It is irregular, comparedwith periodic oscillation and, hence is
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sometimescalled as an "aperiodic oscillation". Such an oscillation can be describedas
this: it is composedof severalperiodic oscillations along severaldifferent directions
and their periods are called the fundamental frequencies. Some of the ratio of the
fundamentalfrequenciesare irrational numbers.The projectionsof the orbit along those
directions to certain hyperplanesare closed orbits, but the overall motion is not strictly
periodic: the trajectory will never passthe samepoint twice although it can come very
near to that point, as near as you like. The trajectory covers the whole surface of a
torus. For these reasons, such a motion is called a quasiperiodic oscillation, or a
toroidal oscillation. The concept of quasiperiodic attractor characterises the
quasiperiodic oscillation, one of the observed complex behaviour of nonlinear
dissipative systems.
Quasiperiodic attractorshave beenfound in electric circuits [Parkeret.al, 1989;
Haken, 1983b]; chen-dcalsystems[Tomita, 1986] and many other systems.We will
seelater that quasiperiodicattractorsare alsoplaying an important part in the discussion
of the onset of chaos:a periodic attractor can bifurcate to a quasiperiodicattractor and
further to a chaotic attractor.
D) chaodc attractorand chaos
Chaos has been a popular word since early 80's and even more so in recent
years after the publication of a book called "Chaos" by Gleick in 1987 [Gleick, 1987].
It refers to the complicated dynamical behaviour of nonlinear systems:although the
systemis deterministic and often very simple, like the logistic map, it exhibits a highly
irregular behaviour, just like a random motion. The-random-like behaviour, called
"deterministic chaos", found in simple deterministic systems has excited not only
mathematicians,physicists, and applied dynamicists, but also biologists, economists,
sociologists and many others, and some scientists go further to argue that there is a
entirely new branch of scienceemerging basedon the discovery of chaos (of course,
this has caused controversies, hot debatescan be found, say, in The Mathematical
Intelligencers, 1989, Vol, 11, No. 3 among some leading mathematicians, and
Behaviour and Brain science, 1987 No. 10, between behavioural scientists). In this
research,we will adopt a modest claim and a cautious attitude towards the use of the
concept of chaos and chaotic attractor: it is usedno more than a conceptto describe a
nonlinear dynamical systemwhosebehaviour is very complicated (for the discover of
chaos,there is a lot of review articlesto be referred to, say Ott etc.[Ott, 1981; Eckmann
et. al, 1985; Gleick, 1987]).
Chaotic attractors describe the state of a system at which its behaviour is
random look-like. It is also called a strangeattractor, for it revealsthe randomnessof a
essentially simple deterministic process. Chaotic attractor, or chaos in a dynamical
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system, has the following properties which make it essentially different from other
attractors; (see also [Ruelle, 1989; Gleick, 1986; Stewart, 19891).

1) randomness.
Although the system is deterministic, the time behaviour is so irregular
that it resemblethe randommotion ratherthan a deten-ninisticprocess.
2) sensitivedependenceon the initial condition
Two trajectoriesstartingvery close will eventually diverge and the minor
difference in the initial conditionswill be amplified to a significant scale.
3) fractal dimension
The trajectory in the phase space will cover densely a region. The
dimension of such region has a fractal dimension, i. e., a positive, noninteger number.
4) structuralstability
All chaotic attractors, at least all the known chaotic attractors, are
structurally stable,despiteis irregularity and the sensitivedependenceof
each individual trajectory on the initial conditions. (Zeemanconjectures
that theremight be somechaoticrepellors,see[Zeeman 1988a]).
5) Order within chaos
Although the behaviourof the dynan-dCal
systemat a chaotic attractoris so
irregular, but the chaotic attractor itself has some intricate structure, like
the Cantor-like set and Smale'shorseshoestructurefound in somechaotic
attractors. Chaos has imbeded structures and chaotic attractors are
structually stable.
Chaotic attractorhasbeenfound in various systems.In principle, any nonlinear
dissipative dynamical systemwith dimension no less than 3 can exhibit chaos.It must
be stressedthat the conceptof "chaos" in our discussionis quite different from what it
meansin the title of a famousbook "Order out of Chaos"[Prigogine,et.al, 1984]. In that
book, chaos means the homogeneous,structureless,or simply disordered state of a
system, but chaosor chaotic attractorin mathematicsand in our discussionis employed
to describe a structurally stablestate of systemswhich implies somefine mathematical
structures such as Cantor set. It is very misleading to take these two concepts as the
same (largely due to the popularity of thesetwo books, i. e. "Oi-dei-out of Chaos" and
"Chaos").
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4.3.4 problems about attractors
Four distinct attractors have been defined and found in nonlinear dissipative
systemswhich describe four distinct types of asymptotic stable state. Any dynamical
system,no matter where it starts hTthe phasespace,will move and settle down to one
is
It
these
usually supposedthat the transient time that a system takes to
attractors.
of
changefrom one steadystateto anotheris very short comparedto the time scaleof the
history of the system. It is apparentthat this mathematicalclassification of attractors
satisfies the following criteria and the Conceptof attractors can be used to study the
evolutionary behaviourof dissipativedynamicalsystems.
1) Experimentally identifiable, in spiteof the error in observation.
2) Well-founded for the discussionof evolutionaryprocessdescribedby
differential equations.
3) Tractablein computersimulation.
[Abraham, 1988]
Mathematically, it is not always possible to define and detect all the attractors
analytically from differential equations,ordinary or partial. In most caseswhen dealing
with a system in a chaotic state, it has to rely on computer simulations and numerical
analysis, like the construction of phase portraits, the calculation of Lyapunov
exponents,fractal dimensions, and spectrumanalysis.It is hoped that further progress
in mathematicaldynamical systemstheoryandcomputersimulation techniqueswill help
us to identify attractorsmore easily.
It has not beenproved that every mathematicaldynamical systemhas attractors,
but for dynamical systemsarising from practical problems, there are always attractors
which correspondto the observedstateof the systems.For many such systemsthere is
usually more than one type of attractorco-existingand they correspondto different type
of the potential stateof the systemin focus.
4.4 Structural

stability

and bifurcation

4.4.1 Multiple Attractors
Attractors prescribeand describethe long run behaviour of dissipative systems.
In lower dimensionalsystems(dimension:!ý 3), theseattractorscan be illustrated on the
how
i.
between
the
the
one
can
which
show
e.,
clearly
relations
variables,
phasespace
variable changes in accordance with others. Such graph is known in dynamical
systems theory as phase portrait which consists limit sets (attractors, repellors,
separatrices),basinof attraction and sometypical trajectories.
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In contrast to the concept of attractors, there are other limit sets for the
dynamical systems:repellors and saddle-like limit sets which separatethe basins of
various attractors.By changing the direction of time in definition 4.3.1, i. e., replacing t
by
is
limit
A
t
the
+set
we
get
a
repellor.
called
repellor repels the
->
-> --,
trajectoriesstarringfrom any points from its neighbourhood.
For repellors representthe unstablestateof dynamical systems,they are the unobservable states of real-world systems. For example, there is a dynamical system
which can be describedby a potential function V possessingtwo local minima and one
maximum point (seethe following illustration figure 4.4.1).

aDc
Figure 4.4.1 Attractors and repellors

Points a and c are two local minima and they representthe possible state the
system can settle down to: they are two attractors.Point b is a local maximum point
representinga statewith a high potential. A systemcan not be observedat state b: the
microscopic fluctuations constantly drive the systemaway from state b and once the
systemis driven away from b, it will fall along the slope to one of the nearing potential
valley, Le to a or c. By using our terminology here, b is a repellor and it repels the
system from its neighbourhood around b to certain attractors, a or c. According to
Maxwell convention,the systemis alwaysdriven to a lower potential state.
It has been proved that there exist point repellors and periodic repellors,
quasiperiodic repellors, but no chaotic repellors has been reported existing so far.
Zeeman has conjectured that there might exist some chaotic repellors and he has even
suggested that the two mathematically proved chaotic attractors, Le, Smale's horseshoe
and the solenoid, can be embedded as chaotic repellors [Zeeman, 1988a]. Because
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repellors, can not be observed, any discussion of repellors must be based on the
'
theoretical analysisof the dynamicalequationsdescribingthe system.
The point repellor is usually called an unstable fixed point, or a "source". A
periodic repellor is an unstableperiodic orbit, or an unstablelimit cycle. They can be
illustrated as the following (figure 4.4.2,4.4.3).

ý-ýt;es

/\
Figure 4.4.2 Point repeHor

Figure 4.4.3 Periodic repellor

Saddle-like limit setslie in betweenattractorsand repellors: they are attracting
nearby trajectories along certain directions and repelling some others. This can be
typically illustrated by the saddle point and a saddle-like limit cycle (figure 4.4.4,
4.4.5).
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Figure 4.4.4 Saddlepoint

Figure 4.4.5 Saddle-likelimit cycle

As we havealreadyknown that the basinof attractionof an attractoris the set of
all those points such that any trajectories starting from them are attracted by the
attractor.If thereare more than one attractorexisting, eachattractorhasits own basin of
attraction and lying betweenare setscalled separatrices.
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The separatricesare the boundaries of basins of attraction but they do not
belong to any basins. By nature, they can never be observed for they are not stable
[Abraham, 1988]. They are usually the saddle-like limit setsbut they are restricted to
someforms: in one-dimensionalphasespace,the separatricesare saddle-points;in twodimensional Phase space, they are some sorts of closed curves which might be
composedof saddlepoints or saddle-likeclosedorbits; in threedimensionalspace,they
are some saddle-likeclosed surfaces.The attractors,separatricesandrepellors, together
with basins of attraction form the phase portrait. The phase portrait of a twodimensional system can be illustrated by the following figure (4.4.6) (only point
attractorsare presentedand the separatricesare saddle-likelimit cycles).

repellor

Q saddlelike point

direction of trajectories

attractor
seperatrices

Figure 4.4.6 PhasePortrait with multiple attractorsand repellors

Becausethe separatricesare somesetswith (Lebesgue)measurezero in certain
measurespace(usually the measurespacehas the samedimension as that of the phase
space), they can not be observed(A set with the measurezero is composed of those
points representingsomeeventsthat are "almost impossible"). "Almost7' all the initial
points of trajectories are situatedin certain basinsof attraction and hence attracted to
certain attractors. The observed state of a dynamical system, that makes it to be
recognized as a system,dependson which basin of attractor the system was initially
in. For a system with more than one attractor, it can be observed at different state
corresponding to different attractors. The attractors are decided by the nonlinear
dynamics, the initial condition has nothing to do with how the components of the
system is connected to each other dynamically but depends on some "historical
reasons" or some random events. Initial conditions and the system's nonlinear inner
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dynamics togetherdecide the stateof the systemas observed.If the system starts from
different initial points in different basin in the phase space, it may settle down to
different attractorsultimately. Thereforewe can observethe systemat different stateor
we can even perceive different systems(describedby the samedynamical equations)!
The change of initial conditions may cause the system to change from one state to
another while the phaseportrait of the system at that stage is unchanged.However,
this is different from the situation when the changeof the system's state is causedby
the permanent, irreversible changeof the environment. In this occasion,the system is
driven from one attractorto anotherbecausethe whole phasespaceis changed!This is
what will be discussedin the following section.

4.4.2 Structural stability, organizationand entity of systems
Recall the concept of structural stability given in section 4.3.1. It is about the
preservation of trajectories of a dynamical systemin the presenceof certain "small"
if
kept
invariant
its
topologically
trajectories
are
after being perturbed,the
perturbations:
is
system called "structurally stable".
In our discussion, a dynamical system is open, nonlinear and at a nonequilibrium state. It is supposedthat the system can be described by an autonomous
equation with a parameter vector, as in the form given in section 4.3, and here
environmental impact is representedin a special fonn as the changeof the parameter.
The dynamical behaviourof a systemis decided by the complex interrelations between
the components, Le the complex nonlinear inner dynamics of the system. As having
been demonstrated,the long run behaviourof sucha dynamical system is decided and
described by attractors,repellors, and separatrices.To specify the system's state, we
needalso to specify the system'sinitial state.
An open systemis affected by its environment.Systemsevolve only to survive
in a changing environment Therefore, the state of an open dynamical system is no
.
longer independentof the parameterg. Hence we can have the following notions and
definitions.
Denote
Nl': the numberof the attractorscorrespondingto the parameter[1;
TA: a set describing the type of these attractors, Le, point attractor, periodic
attractor, quasiperiodic attractor, and chaotic attractor, like PI = (point attractor,
periodic attractor).

P9: the setof the separatricesdescribingthe relative position of theseattractors.
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The relative position of the attractors describes how these attractors are
distributed in the phasespace.Between basinsof any two attractorslies separatrices.
The actualposition of eachindividual attractoris not of crucial importance.
A triplet fI9 =( NII
Pl' ) is obtained and will be used to describe the
ýV .
qualitative propertiesof the system,like structuralstability, bifurcation and evolution.
The long term behaviour of a dynamical system is completely decided by its
limit sets, and among them, attractors and separatrices alone prescribe the state of the
system. The triplet Q9 includes all the attractors, and implicitly specifies the positions
of separatrices and hence provides us with all the information about the possible states
of the system which can be realized once the initial conditions are specified. The set of
repellors has the Lebesgue measurement 0, and hence is negligible in considering the
state of the system.

The seParatricescannot be ignored in specifying and describing the system's
behaviour. As having been argued before, the state of a system is described by the
attractor it settlesdown to. If a systemhas more than one attractor, the systemcan be
observedin any of them. To specify which statethe systemwill be at, we need to know
not only the different choices of attractors, but also the initial conditions where the
system has started.If the system starts from points in different basins of attraction, it
will move to different attractors and hence can be observedat different macroscopic
states. The separatrices separate different basins of attraction and hence play an
important role in deciding the system'sstate.
The dynamics decidesthe set of attractors,that is to say it decides all possible
statespotentially possessedby a system.The initial conditions, i. e., where the system
starts, help the systemto realize one of thesepossibilities. For any system,it can only
be observedat one stablestateat one time (for the transientis very short comparedwith
the life time of the system,we do not take into accountthe transientstateof a system),
this actualizationmakesthe systemto make a choiceamongits variouspotential states.
Here, the history and chance are intertwined. When the environment is
relatively stable, the systemmust be at an attractor. Like in the phaseportrait, moving
along the trajectory by reversing the time, theoratically, the history of the system will
become known to us: the system must have started from certain initial point in an
attracting basinand was then attractedto the attractorin that basin through a dynarnical
process. When the environment changes,possible statesof tile system might change
accordingly, and therefore attractors, as well as the basins of attraction, might be
changed (as will be discussedsoon). The state,i. e., the attractor, before this change,
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becomes the starting point in the new phase portrait which is partitioned to different
basins of attraction by the new separatrices. For the upcoming bifurcation event, the
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that point, the system will move to a state described by
of
previous
result
a new attractor, which may be at a different position in the previous phase portrait that
now has been changed. When the system's microstate at the critical point is analysed, it
will show that chance has entered the course through the microscopic fluctuations: the
microscopic fluctuations have been existing all the time persistently testing the stability
of the system. Only at the critical point, the system undergoes a radical change in its
dynamics, specified by the change of the parameter, some random factors come to play
a crucial role. This will be discussed in the following sections.

4.4.3 Structural stability and bifurcation
For a system S, its possible state is
Definition 4.4.1 (structural stability)
decided by f1g. In a changing environment, if 929is kept unchanged for all the g in the
is
the
go,
called structurally stable at [to, otherwise the
system
of
neighbourhood
system loses its structural stability at that point.

It is apparentfrom the definition that a systemis structurally stable meansthat
all the types,numbersand relative position of the attractorspotentially possessedby the
systemhave not beenchanged.
For a system S, if its structural stability is
lost at the point go, it is called that a bifurcation occurs at that point.
Definition

4.4.2

(bifurcation)

For a system S, if it loses its structural
stability in a changingenvironment,this processof changeis calIed the evolution of the
system. That is to say, during the evolution of system S, a bifurcation must have
happenedat certaincritical point po
Definition 4.4.3

DefMition

(evolution)

4.4.4. (increase

of intra-level

complexity)

For the various

attractors,a partial order < is defined as
point attractor< periodic attractor< quasiperiodicattractor < chaotic attractor.
This partial order defines a direction for the increaseof the intra-level complexity of
evolving systems.
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Evolutionary events only happenwhen the systemloses its structural stability,
Le only when the bifurcation occurs.This is causedby the changeof the environment.
Systems evolution is defined in this way so that it can be distinguished from the
processwhen the systemchangesits statefrom an attractor to another by changing its
initial statefrom one basin of attra6tionto another.The changeof initial condition can
only happen when there is an outside designer deliberately doing that. We will
concentrateon the processduring which a systemevolves under the influence of the
change of environment. There is not any explicitly identifiable outside "organizers"
is
for
this
evolutionary
change:
essentially a selfsystems
evolution
responsible
organizationprocess.
The essenceof systemsevolution is the qualitative changeof systemsstructure,
i. e., the loss of structural

stability. When a system is structurally stable, the
organization of the system, which is the necessary relations defining the system as an
organized whole as such, is unchanged. Organization reflects the qualitative aspects of
a system's structure while the structure of a system is the actual relations between

is
the "snap shot" of a system's organization at certain time. The
structure
components:
definition of structure and organization is very important in dealing with living systems,

like autopoietic systems[Varela, 1986].
It can be seenfrom thesedefinitions that evolution does not necessarilymean
the increase of complexity, even intra-level complexity. The sole motivation, if there
ever is, of systems evolution, is for systems to survive as systems, as having been
mentioned repeatedly. Systems may evolve w ithin certain levels in the direction along
increases,
intra-level
but it is equally true that it may evolve to
the
complexity
which
decrease the intra-level complexity, say from a quasiperiodic attractor to a periodic
attractor. This agrees with Darwin's opinion that biological evolution often produced
"degeneration" in design -- anaton-iical simplification in parasites, for example [Gould,
1975]. The following

section mentions several routes through which systems may
in
but
happen
the opposite direction.
systems
equally
evolution
may
evolve,

4.4.4 Bifurcation patternsand the route of becoming
The process of systems evolution may be manifested in different forms for
different systems, but there are some patterns underlying those various systems which
it
Be
a physical system, or a biological system or a neural system, the
content-free.
are
self-organizing behaviour can be described by several prototypes which are
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independentof the specific material characteristicsof thosesystems.In our model, this
is termed and describedasvarious bifurcation patternsto be specified below.
As stressedbefore, the standarddynamical equationfor the evolving systemsin
discussionis an autonomousequationwith parameter:
dx
f(x,
g)
=
T-t

(4.4.1)

(In practice, the original equation is usually more complicated than this. However, it
can be deduced, in principle, to this form either by mathematical manipulation or
simplification, or by both. Any further developmentof mathematical techniques will
certainly improve our ability to deal with these problems of manipulation and
simplification).
Basedon this model, the following bifurcation patternscan be identified which
are believed to describethe evolutionary processesin various systems,no matter what
they are and at which spatial-temporalscaletheseprocessesare observed.
a) a point attractor

to point attractors

If a system is at a steady state, i. e. at a dynamical equilibrium state, its
behaviour is described by a point attractor, or we can simply say that the system is at an
point attractor. This point attractor might be one of several attractors possessed by the
system at that stage. When the environment changes, i. e., the parameter in the
dynamical model changes, the system can be driven to another attractor. The old
attractor which the system was previously at might split to two attractors and one of
them will attract the system to settle down to. This process is called a bifurcation from

one point attractorto two point attractors.
In the phase portrait, this process can be illustrated as follows (Figure 4.4.7):
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Figure 4.4.7 Bifurcation pattern:from a point attractorto point attractors

As discussedin Appendix 1, this kind of bifurcation is all what the elementary
catastrophetheory is about [Thom, 1974; Zeeman, 1982]. The well known example is
a gradient dynamicalsystemdescribedby the potential equation:
(4.4.2)
V(X) = X4+ aX2+ bx
When A= 8a3+ 27 b2 > 0, the system has only one point attractor;
When

A= 8a3+ 27 b2 < 0, the system has two point attractors representing

two stateswith different potential levels.
When A changesfrom positive to negative, a bifurcation occurs through which
one point attractor splits to two. This elementarycatastrophemodel can be applied to
the analysis of the evolutionary behaviour of a wide range of systems. In a recent
it
investigate
Zeeman
has
to
the dynamics of biological evolution
applied
paper,
[Zeeman, 1986].
Another form of the dynamical equation which is more general than the

potentialfonn, is:
dx
Tt
(4.4.3)

= X3 -[tX

When the parameter [t changes from negative to positive, a similar bifurcation can be
observed and it is called a pitchfork bifurcation.
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cl) periodic attractor to periodic attractors
Like the bifurcation pattern of a point attractor to point attractors, a periodic
attractor can bifurcate to two periodic attractorswhen a single real eigenvalue of the
Jacobianmatrix changesfrom 0 to positive [Guckenheimeret. al, 1983, Haken 1983b].
This is illustrated as (figure 4.4.9):
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Figure 4.4.9 Bifurcation pattern:from a periodic attractorto periodic attractors

The new periodic attractorsdescribea new level of statewhich is different from
the previous one: either it is at a new energylevel, or at a level of different entropy or in
other word at a new level of order. The system,again, has to choose betweenthe two
newly emerged periodic attractors and this could be decided by the combination of
history, i. e., its previous position in the phaseportrait, and chance,representedby the
microscopic fluctuationswithin the system.
c2) a lower dimensional periodic attractor

to a higher dimensional

attractor
This happenswhen one or more variableschangefrom constant to time varying
as the parameterchanges.An old periodic attractor with lower dimension hencegives
birth to a periodic attractor with higher dimension. In this casethe system is at a state
more complicated than the previous one (figure 4.4.10).
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Figure 4.4.10 Bifurcation pattern:from a lower dimensionalperiodic
attractorto a higher dimensionalperiodic attractor

c3) a periodic attractor to a periodic attractor with doubled period
A periodic attractor with period T can change to a new periodic attractor with

period 2T: the system will take as long as twice the time to return to the same state.
This is what we call a period doubling bifurcation (figure 4.4.11).
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Figure 4.4.11 Bifurcation pattern:period-doubling

The eigenvalues analysis cannot tell us much about this periodic doubling
bifurcation. Although it is a much talked topic in nonlineardynamics,little is yet known
to us from rigourous mathematical analysis. Periodic doubling bifurcation was first
brought to our attention through the study of one dimensionaliteration map, which can
generatea two dimensional flow through suspension,and it is closely connectedto the
emergence of chaotic attractor [ Feigenbaum, 1983; Eckmann, 1981]. In later
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discussion about other bifurcations we shall discuss this very important process
through which the chaotic attractorcan arise.

d) a periodic attractor to a quasiperiodic attractor;
When several of the total variables oscillate along one direction with certain
period, others may change periodically along other directions. These oscillations are
called the subharmonic oscillations. A periodic attractor can be a combination of
different subharmonic oscillation on condition that all ratios of these different oscillation

are rational numbers.When the parameterchanges,some of theserational ratios may
change to a irrational number and the dynamical behaviour of the system hence may
changedramatically: a period attractor is replacedby a quasiperiodic attractor. This is
another bifurcation pattern often encounteredin electronic circuits and other fields
(figure 4.4.12).
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Figure 4.4.12 Bifurcation pattern:from a periodic attractorto a quasipedodic attractor

e) a periodic

attractor

to a chaotic attractor;

Compared with the above mentioned bifurcation patterns, the bifurcation
resulting in the emergenceof a chaotic attractor is a complex processrather than a
single step event. It is usually composed of consecutive bifurcation events and this
leads to a chaotic attractor. One of these complex ponsecutive bifurcations is the
periodic-doubling processthrough which a periodic attractorwill give birth to a chaotic
attractor (figure 4.4.13).
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Figure 4.4.13 Bifurcation pattern:period-doublingleading to a chaotic attractor
The study of period-doubling processesis responsible for kindling the early
research for the universality in studying chaos. The pioneering work in this field is
Feigenbaum's discovery of a universal constant associatedwith the onset of chaos
through periodic doubling in one dimensional iteration map, or one dimensional
discretedynamical system,and this constantis known as the Feigenbaumconstant.It is
defined as:
5=lim
n--)-

8n= Jim
n-4-

lln+l-lln
gn+2-gn

-

4.6692016

where gn is the critical value of the parameterat which the period of a system'speriodic
attractor is doubled the nth time [Feigenbaum,1983]. This constant 8 describeshow
fast the bifurcation happens.The accumulatingpoint " is the critical point at which a
periodic attractor appears. It is a universal constant and it is independent of the
particulars of any dynamical systems: no matter what the system is, if it has the
qualitative properties that enables it to undergo the process of period-doubling, the
quantitative propertiesof this bifurcation processis determined,by this constant.
It is believed that this is a universal constant governing any bifurcation process
leading to chaos. Experimental studies have supported this result and some theoretical
work has also been done to prove that claim [Lanford, 1982). As the study of chaotic
attractors still lacks general laws and rigourous theoretical results, this constant,
although first imported from experimental study, is one of a few known properties
about chaos.

f) a quasiperiodic attractor to a chaotic attractor;
Period doubling bifurcation is one of the often encounteredand well known
bifurcation patterns which leads to chaos. Chaos can also come into existence through
another bifurcation event, Le bifurcation from a quasiperiodic attractor to a chaotic

attractor (figure 4.4.14).
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Figure 4.4.14 Bifurcation pattern:from a quasi-periodicattractorto a
chaofic attractor

A quasiperiodicattractoris characterisedby periods of subharmonicoscillations
known as the fundamental frequencies.When the parameterchanges,the number of
fundamental frequenciesincreaseand the dynamical behaviourof the systembecomes
more and more complicated.In the Phasespace,a toroidal orbit on a torus surface with
lower dimension is replaced by a surface with higher dimension and this process
continues as the parameter changesand ultimately leads to a chaotic attractor. This
bifurcation is similar to but different from the period doubling bifurcation, and it is an
alternative way that chaotic attractorcan emerge(Eckmannet. al, 1985].
In fluid dynamics, these two bifurcation patterns, i. e., period-doubling and
quasiperiodic bifurcation leading to chaotic attractor, representtwo different routes
through which the turbulencecan appear.The route of period doubling leading to chaos
was proposedby Ruelle and Taken ascontrastto the route of increasingthe number of
fundamentalfrequenciesin quasiperiodicattractorto createturbulenceknown as HopfLandau route [Eckmann, 19811.
According to our formal model, the state of a dynamical system can be
represented by various attractorsand its complex forms of behaviour are characterised
by these complex attractors. When the environment changes,the change of state and
behaviour of the system can be described as a process that one type of attractor is
changed to another. This process is termed as systems evolution. The definition is
consistentwith our understandingthat a systemevolvesto maintain itself as a systemin
a changing environment. Evolution does not always mean the increaseof complexity.
The evolution routes showedare more appropriateto describethe intra-level evolution
than inter-level evolution, the later is often related to systemsgenesis.However, these
patternscan also be employedto describethe possibleevolution routes in tile inter-level
found
but
those
are
at different levels of description.
case
attractors
ill

4.5 Emergent

attractors and evolving behaviour

4.5.1 Emergentattractors,meta-attractorsand hierarchicalstructure
Systemsevolution always happensat certain a space-timelevel and the change
is about the state of the system at the macroscopic level. It has been widely accepted
and, hence taken for granted, that any system is composed of some interacting
subsystemsat a lower level of spatial-temporal scale, and at the sametime the system
itself is a composing element, or a subsystemof a "supersystem" at a higher level of
scale. The state of the systemis the result of the interactions betweenits subsystems,
and at the same time it is constrained by the larger system to which it is only a
component. Bearing in mind this point, any discussionsabout systemsevolution must
be at certain spatial-temporal scale:we talk about a systemas an identifiable organized
whole which is the elementof "selection" in further evolution of a larger system.
Viewing that a system is composedof interacting subsystemsat microscopic
level, an attractor is the global result of local interactions between subsystems. The
properties of the attractor are not the simple summation of the properties of its
subsystems, instead they are the characteristics of the interrelations of those
subsystems.This explains why "the whole is more than just the sum of its parts". The
properties of a attractor at a macroscopic level is usually known as the emergent
property of systems.The attractorwhich is employed to describethe stateof the system
is hencecalled an "emergentattractor".
Comparedwith the state of its subsystems,emergent attractors explain why a
system has somenovel, global, dynamical space-timebehaviour which is inaccessible
to, not locatable in, and not reducible to the individual or summative behaviour of the
separate subsystems.These four different emergent attractors, i. e., point attractor,
periodic attractor,quasiperiodicattractorand chaotic attractor,are employedto describe
the emergent behaviour of the systemscompared with its subsystems:each of them
characterisehow a group of subsystemsforms an organizedwhole to be observedat a
macroscopic level to interact with the environment through the matter /energy/
information exchangeand how the organizedwhole subsumesthe stateand behaviour
of the individual subsystems.Emergentattractors best serve to describe the duality of
parts and whole.
According to the supersystem-system -subsystem hierarchy, the emergent
attractor at certain level is the result of several interacting attractors at a lower level
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which describe the emergent behaviour of those subsystems which in turn are
composed of sub-componentsat a further lower level. At the mean time, the attractor,
representingthe systemasan organizedwhole, is interacting with someother attractors
at the same level and this will leads to an emergent attractor which describes a
supersysternas an organizedentity at a higher level. This is a no-ending processalong
either directions (someotherswill arguethat for the physical systems,the upper limit is
the biggest attractor, the universe, and the lower limit is the attractor representingthe
elementaryparticlesat themost elementarylevel!).
It is obvious that the hierarchy of systemscan be describedby the hierarchy of
attractors. Each attractorat certain level describesthe emergentproperties of a system
which is composed of several subattractors in a lower level. This attractor is an
composing elementfor attractorsat a higher level in the hierarchy.The bestexample of
this hierarchical structureis the biological world which consists of physical particles,
chemical molecules, biological molecules,biological cells, tissues,organs, biological
entities (animals, plants), biological niches, ecological systemsetc. At each level, the
state of a systemcan be representedby any of the four distinct attractors.This can be
illustrated as (figure 4.5.1):
T
sup ra-su pra-attractors
T

supra-attractor
T
attractor
T
sub-attractor
T
sub-sub-attractor
Figure 4.5.1 The hierarchicalstructureof emergentattractors

4.5.2 Determinism and chanceand the varietiesof systems
It is assumedthat eachcomplex system,along with the observedstate which is
its actual existenceat certain momentand in a given environment,also has its potential
states that determine what the given system might have become under all different
possible conditions and what it can neverbecomeat all. All thesepossiblestates,actual
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or potential, are specified by the attractors the system may possess.One can only
observe an actualised materialization of the system, an actualized attractor; its other
attractors can only be describedby theory, and they can be judged only subject to its
possible actualization or its influence on the actualized attractor. Generally, this is
referred as the multiple-stablestate$of systems.Thesepossiblemultiple-statesmay not
be realized by one system through systemsevolution, but other similar systems with
similar inner dynamicsat slightly different conditions may havereachedother potential
states.This explains why some systemshave a particular relations with others and why
this world is essentiallypluralistic. A man-mademechanicalsystemmay have multiplestable states,where "multiple-stable state" has special technical meanings:it can reach
all of them throughhumanmanipulation, but not by self-organization.
This dual reality of complex system is a consequenceof its nonlinear inner
dynamics. It is only nonlinear systems that can have a certain set of attractors and
repellors. Only one such attractor at any moment of time is actually realized, the rest of
them that are alternativeswith respectto the fon-nerstateand they exist only potentially.
Following our previous discussion about the change of a system's state, i. e.,
the jump from one attractor to another,causedby the changeof initial condition and by
the change of environment, we can explain what actually happensin the process of
systemsevolution and how determinismand chancecome to jointly determinethe actual
stateof a systemat certain moment.
For a certain environment, the observed state of a system, which is open,
nonlinear, non-equilibrium and with persisting microscopic fluctuations, is described
by one of several potentially possible attractors which are described by Q11and the
phase portrait. When the environment changes, the system is affected and its state
might be changed quantitatively, i. e. the actual position of the attractor in the space
might be shifted sightly but the phase portrait remains unchanged. In this case, the
system has not lost its structural stability and is structurally stable. It may also be
the change of environment causes the change of the phase
portrait so that the system has lost its structural stability and has had to jump from the
old attractor to a new attractor. Again, this new attractor is one of the several potential
changeed qualitatively:

attractors possessed by the system under the constraint of the new environment.
Deterministic factors, like the system's inner dynamics which reflects the interactions of
the system's components, and the coupling between the system and its environment,
decide the emergence of all possible attractors and their distributions. At the critical
point when the system loses its structural stability, microscopic fluctuations of the
systems components become so strong, due to the nonlinearity manifested as positive
feedback,

that they lead to the, destruction of the old attractor and hence the
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organization of the system. Those potentially possible attractors represent all the
be
new
states
which
might
reached by the system and they correspond to all
possible
the possible results when those microscopic fluctuations are amplified to dominate the
system's behaviour. For a system at a stable state, all these fluctuations are constrained
by the system's organization as-a whole and the macroscopic state reflects the
compromise of the interactions between the system's components. In a stable state, the
impact of these microscopic fluctuations has been averaged out. At this critical point,
the average description is no longer valid and the fluctuations are amplified to dominate
the system's behaviour. Allen has argued that the biological evolution is not an
optimization process, but a process of "learning through ignorance" by which the
fluctuations are subject to the selection of the environment which will decide, together
the system's inner dynamics, which microscopic fluctuation wiU be chosen to prescribe
the emerging new attractor [Allen, 1989].

At the critical point, minor influences on the systemare sufficient to initiate a
leap from an initial attractor to a new attractor which is one of those possible attractors
decided by the inner dynamics, microscopic fluctuations, and environment impact as
we have argued before. The new attractor represents a more differentiated order and
organization on the occasions when the system evolves to survive in a more
complicated environment. In this circumstances, it is absolutely impossible to predict at
the bifurcation point to which attractor the system will settle down and in which
direction the system's development will continue. In this situation, the complex
behaviour of the system that functions under the conditions of time irreversibility,
become non-predeterminitive -- there are not much rules to make it possible to
determine precisely or with some degree of probability the system's next state by its
inner state and the numerous external influences.

In our model, all possible attractorsand their distributions are predictable, but
they are deprived of someof the details about the system's actual behaviour: attractors
describe the rough patterns of the system. As for example, in the Benard Cell
experiment, we can predict from die dynamical model that the systemwill changefrom
a point attractor to an periodic attractor when the parameterchangesto certain critical
point. That implies that the systemwill changefrom a homogeneousstate,at which the
heat is transferredfrom the.heatedbottom to the cooled top through conduction, to the
highly organizedpatterns,the hexagonalpatterns,at which the heat being transferred
by convection. However we can never specify in which direction the liquid will be
rolling: towards inside or outside.
To understandthe details of the evolutionary process,one needs to gather as
much information

about the particulars of that system as possible, but the above
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outlined qualitative model can always help us to know how the system will possibly
changewhen the environmentchanges.
In the following bifurcation diagram (figure 4.5.2), the system is governed by
deterministic laws betweentwo bifurcation points. At the bifurcation points, the event
is decided by pure chance,althoughwe may haveknown all the possible states.

eý7olutionary

stage

Stable stage:govemed
by detenninisti,

Event: emergence
loss of structural stability
decidedby random factors

%.0. ". 000

Parameteraxis
Figure 4.5.2 Big Picture of bifurcation cascade

For a particular system, its observed state is only the actualization of one of
many potential attractorsthe systempossessesat that stage.Due to the irreversibility of
time, it has not got the chanceto revisit all thosepossible attractors. However, there
might be many other systemswhich havesimilar structuresand organizationsand were
previously at similar environmentwhen the environmentstartedto change.Becausethe
unpredictable, and uncontrolable factor of chanceshave played crucial roles in the
evolution of thesesystems,some of them have to settle down to one of the attractors,
some others to another. That makes that similar systemsevolve to different systems
after the bifurcation. For any particular system, its all possible new states
arepredetennined,but for all those systemsin the similar situation, it looks as though
"God does play dices". Various systems bifurcate at the same point to different
attractorsand they will move along different bifurcation branchesand arrive at different
bifurcation points the next time. Those systemsat different branchesin the.bifurcation
have different potential attractorsat different bifurcation points, but for systemswhich
move along the samebifurcation branch,they face the samepossibilities for their future
state at the same time: again they will bifurcate at that point under the influences of
chances: God is playing dice, again!
The above discussion of systemsevolution, especially that about conditions,
processes,the relation betweenchanceand necessityetc., is suitable for any evolving
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systems at any evolution stage.However, the routes of evolution, defined in parallel
with the bifurcation patterns found in DST, are more appropriate for describing the
intra-level evolution than inter-level evolution. During intra-level evolution, the number
of components of the systemis the sameand the inner dynamics of the system can be
described by the same family of dynamical equations. Systems evolution can be
'
adequatelydescribedby the bifurcation analysisasdescribedin DST. In the situation of
inter-level evolution, new components are added to or taken from the system. The
dynamical equationswhich describedthe previous behaviour of that system no longer
hold and new equationsmust be found. This inter-level evolution is characterisedby
systems genesis, the genesis of system at a new space-time level. Therefore, the
evolution continuum of systemscan be illustrated by the following diagram (Figure
4.5.3).
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Everyth ing Flows and Nothing Stays.

Herarclitus

-------------------------------------------------------------

Chapter 5
Evolving Systems 1:
Old Examples Revisited
5.1 Introduction
The universe, as we see it, is organized in a hierarchical way, or to be more
accurate, it can be perceived as being organized in a hierarchical way. At the
fundamental level, there are various "fundamental" particles like protons, neutrons,
electrons etc.. (there are still arguments about whether they are the most fundamental
ones or they are formed by some even smaller particles). From these particles, atoms
are formed. Atoms are the basic units which are kept invariant during chemical
reactions. Molecules are composed of atoms, either in the form of chemical compounds
(different types of atoms held together by chemical forces) or formed by the same type
of atoms, like oxygen molecules (02). The aggregation of some molecules, called
organic molecules, mainly composed of C, N, H and 0, can form a special type of
molecules called organic molecules. Biological macromolecules are formed by organic
molecules and they can be further "assembled" to form further complicated biological
entities which are usually expressed the forrn of life. These biological entities, or we
can call them biological systems, range from the relatively simple forms, like amoebae
and some other forms of bacterium, to the most complicated forms like our human
beings. A group of many biological systems, like animals, together with the
form
can
a larger system: a biological niche composed of some animals,
environment
plants, and geographic territories; a sociological community consisting a group of
people, social-political structure, and man-made products like houses, power stations.
Such a system in a very large scale are called either a ecological systern, or a
sociological systems. The planet earth we are residing on is such a big ecological
system, a "global village". Look beyond our earth, we can distinguish the solar system
composed of nine big planets and among them earth is one with moderate size. Further
to that, we have identified the galaxy, super-galaxy, and finally, the universe as a grand
feel
it
is
human
beings,
think
or
composed
of
every
entities
physical
which
we,
whole:

that they are existing asobjective entities.
We are living in such a hierarchically organized world and to understand it, of
which we are only a small but an important part, is one of our dreams. The ancient
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eastern mysticism regarded the universe as a dynamic whole: there is no past and
future, no human and non-human, no material and spirit and there is only the eternal
dynamic unit. This eternal whole is called Tao by Taoism, or similar names in Zen and
Buddhism. The ancient Greeks shared the same attitude towards the universe. There is

a famous saying by Herarclitus, an ancient Greek contemporaryof Lao Tzu in China,
that says "Everything flows and nothing stays". It implies that, for a long time, we
human beings have realized that we are living in a world that everything changeswith
the passageof time. To view how the world changesdiffers for different people at
different times. Typically, the ancient eastern mystic thought that the world was
changing in a cyclic fashion: the sameevent always comes back over and over again
while the eternal whole is maintained. Modern science, originated in the West only
three centuries ago, can help us to look at this problem from a "scientific" point of
view. Two voices echo two radically different view deduced.from this scientific
rationale. Biologists, especially evolutionary biologists, have showed how the
biological specieshave changed from some primitive forms to the present complex
ones. There is a progressive point of view implied in that theory. On the other hand,
thermodynamicshasclaimed that the universeis moving to its doomeddestiny: thermal
death with the entropy at its maximum. Both claims, the progressivechangesand the
thermodynamics' pessimistic point of view, have been supported by solid empirical
evidencesand scientific logics and it seemsthat both of them are right in general.How
can these two theoriesbe conciliated, which are obviously contradicting to each other,
to explain the realities that we ashumanbeingscan feel and face everyday?
In the first three chapters, a brief introduction has been given to current
scientific researchdevoted to the explaining of the changing world. It has been argued
throughout that the study of systemsevolution can helps us to pursue this goal. A
looking
by
is
described
its
behaviour
be
can
analysed
recognizedentity
as a systemand
into how its componentsare held together through interactions among them to form a
whole. A conceptual framework has been outlined to describe the conditions and the
general course of such evolution process.Chapter4 has put forward a formal model of
evolving systemsbasedon mathernaticaldynamical systemstheory. The basic ideas is
that an open, nonlinear, non-equilibrium system with microscopic fluctuations can
change its structure and behaviour when its environment changes. The state of a
dynamical systemcan be describedby one of the four types of fundamental attractors
jumps
is
hence
described
by
the
the
that
the
system
process
and
change of a system
Such
from
by
triggered
the
to
change.
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attractor
another
environmental
abruptly
in
An
levels
happen
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the
the
structure
of
universe.
at
all
evolution processes
attractor at certain level is an emergentattractor in the sensethat it is the result of the
interactions between sub-attractorsat one level below in this hierarchy. It has been
mentioned in previous chapters that evolutionary processes,in terms of systems
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identified
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levels,
different
systems
at
ranging
various
evolution,
physical systems like a hydrodynamic systems, through biological systems, like a
Hypercycle, to the socio-economic systems. In this chapter these systems will be
analysed according
developed.

to the conceptual framework

and the formal model so far

Some well known examples in hydrodynamic systems, chemical systems,
biological systems,ecological systems,sociological systemsand cellular automatawill
be used to show that the dynamical behaviour of these systems can be described in a
by
fon-nal
dynamical
form
based
the
systems
and
on
analysed
using
model
unified
theory. Some results are quoted directly from those particular fields and are just reinterprated here by using the terminologies, conceptual framework and formal model
developed in this study. In the next chapter about neural networks, a neural network,
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reported
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are
Further studies are suggested.
The following sectionswill be arrangedin this way: at first, a brief description
is given to the system in focus as it is usually described, the characteristics of the
system and its environment will be analysed: openness, non-equilibrium state,
nonlinear relations betweensystems'components,microscopic fluctuations within the
system, the interaction between systems and their environment and the possible
changesof the environment. Followed by such descriptions, the dynamical behaviour
formal
in
4.
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by
formal
developed
described
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descriptions will be specified according to the particular inner dynamics of particular
in
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global
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5.2

Evolving

Physical

systems

Discoveries that many very simple physical systems can exhibit amazingly
focus
have
force
behaviour
been
driving
the
temporal
the
of
and
complex spatial and/or
1989;
[Stein,
blooming
the
the
study of
currently
scienceof complexity
attentions of
1991; Jen, 1990]. These systems are usually open, nonlinear, non-equilibrium and
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situated in a changing environment and their dynamical behaviour can be discussed
within the framework of systemsevolution. Some systems, like a laser system and
some other electronic devices, are set up purposefully by human beings, but our
interest here is not the devicesthemselves,but the behaviour of the systems.For such
man-made systems,mainly mechanicalor electric/ electronic devices, the evolution of
temporal behaviour is of interest to us. For other physical systems, like Benard
hydrodynamic system, the evolving behaviour involves both spatial and temporal
aspects.Mathematical dynamical systemstheory (DST) basedon flows and ordinary
differential equations(ODE) is more appreciatein analysingthe temporalbehaviour,but
the spatio-temporal behaviour together can still be discussed within the scheme of
systems evolution.
Among various evolving physical systems, two examples are chosen for
is
One
from
the often-quoted, much studied
the
systems evolution point view.
analysis
but still not yet fully understood Rayleigh-Benard hydrodynamic system [Haken,

1983a]. The other is a laser system.
5.2.1 Benard Cells
The set-up of Rayleigh-Benardconvection experiment is very simple: a thin
(several millimetre thick) layer of viscousliquid is placed in a flatted pan ( more than
10 centimetres wide) and the upper side and lower side are contactedwith cooler and
hotter source respectively. When the system is heated from blow while the above is
kept exploded to cooler source,the dynamical behaviour of the systemwill changeas
the temperature varies and a variety of spatio-temporal behaviour can be observed
[Haken 1983a; Berge et. al, 1984]. The system can be illustrated as follows (figure
5.2.1):
output
coolting homogeneously

heating homogeneously

input
Figure 5.2.1 Benardcells experiment
Openness:Energy is importedand exportedthiough heatingand cooling;
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Non-equilibrium: The systemis apparentlyfar from thermodynamicequilibrium
due to the temperaturegradient within the systemand energy exchangecausedby the
gradient;
Nonlinearity: The interaction between the liquid molecules is governed by
complex hydrodynamicrules and this hasnot beenfully revealed.
Fluctuations: Liquid molecules oscillate all the time and there are also
environmental noise like the inhomogeneousheating, the inhomogeneity of the liquid
and the oscillation of theexperimentaldevices.
Environment: Although everything, except the layer of liquid itself, can be
counted as the environment of the system, the direct affect of the environment comes
from the heating and cooling source.The changeof environment is representedas the
changeof the temperaturegradient imposedon the system.
According to the very complex mechanism in fluid dynamics, the inner
dynamics of this systemcan be describedas:

aui

aui
jLP
Tt + ujý7xj = gcAT5t3 -P axi + I)V2Ui

DT
aT
T
+
ICV2
ujý7xj
=
Ft

(5.2.1)

aui

axi
Where:
xi: ith spatial coordinate;

uj: ith velocity field component; g: gravitational constant;

F-: coefficient of thermal expansion; AT/H: imposed temperaturegradient; p: fluid density;
T: fluid temperaturefield; P: fluid pressurefield; v: viscosity;
K: coefficient of thermal conduction; t: time.

The dynamical behaviourof the systemis classifiedas follows:
(1) At low temperature level, heat is transported by conduction.
Macroscopicallythe systemis in an homogeneousstate;
(2) When the temperaturegradient exceedscertain critical point, orderly
(the
known
heat
Rayleigh-Benard
well
cells)
and
appear
roll patterns
is transportedby convection;
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(3) Further increasingthe temperaturegradient,the fluid motion becomes
chaotic [Gilmore, 1981;Haken 1983a, Berge et. al, 1984].
The transformation from (1) to (2) is a genesisphenomenon: heterogeneous
structure emerge by association of formerly unconnectedmolecules, or order out of
chaos, as successfully argued by Swenson [Swenson, 1989a]. The appearanceof the
chaotic motion pattern from ordered cells is also a emergence(order out of order).
Despite the physical laws underlying this process, we can look into the structural
aspects by using the programme outlined above. According to this perspective, the
evolving behaviourof this systemcan be describedas intra-level evolution: the number
of components is unchanged (nothing added and nothing subtracted). The system
merely change its organization, i. e., how molecules are connected, to meet the
constraintsimposedby the changingenvironment.
The dynamical equation derived directly from fluid dynamics is a group of
partial differential equations. It is more complex than the typical systems studied in
dynamical systems theory (usually about ordinary differential equations). However,
under suitable physical assumptionsand approximations (which include scaling, the
introduction of dimensionlessvariables, imposing boundary conditions) and further
mathematical process of algebraic manipulations and truncations, the equations are
simplified to the well known Lorenz equation with XI, X29X3 representing some
collective variablesand a, r, b parametersreflecting the condition of the experiment:
d
jt'Xl

d
jt-X2
d
jt'X3

a (XI - X2)

Xl ( X3 -r) -

X2

XI X2- bX3

(5.2.2)

(It is undoubtedly an over simplified version. However, it is a version that can possibly
be handled by DST. For detailed discussion of the process of simplification, see
[Gilmore, 1981, pp562-565; Berge et. al, 1984, Appendix D]. It has beenproved that
this simplified model can not faithfully describe all the dynamical behaviour of the
hydrodynamic system,but it can serveto describethe essentiallyqualitative behaviour
of the system and, most importantly, it is analytically as well as numerically easy to
handle. The reasonwe still usethis simplified model here is that we are more interested
in the qualitative than the quantitativebehaviourand the Lorenz model can reflect these
qualitative changesof the system'sstructureand behaviour.).
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Using the proposed study scheme, the characteristics of the system are defined
by the attractors of the system. The system possesses point attractors, periodic
attractors and a chaotic attractor at different values of parameters. This reflects the
different dynamical behaviour exhibited by the system at different experimental
conditions, viz., steady state at low temperature gradient, honeycombs at moderate
temperature gradient, and chaotic motion at high temperature gradient. Point attractor,
periodic attractor, and chaotic attractor are the rough patterns which correspond to the
qualitatively different behaviour in categorise (1), (2), (3) respectively. Emergence is
observed when the system loses its structural stability and bifurcation occurs (figure
5.2.2).

One Point attractor

periodic attractor
with long period

2 point attractors
+1 chaotic attractor

strangeattractor
or 1 periodic attractor

strangeattractor
2 Point attractors

OV

C1

periodic attractor

C2

Ca

Cb

CP

Cq

Cy

parameterr

homogeneous
state

turbulence
convection rolls
and orderedcells

*:

The map betweendifferent attractors and different stateof (lie systentis not acurate when only
one papanietcr is discussed(for both the variables and parametersare collective variables in the
simplified model.)

Figure 5.2.2 The bifurcation diagram for Benard.hydrodynamic system
(After Berge et. al, 1984).
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5.2.2 Laser systems
Laser systemshave long beenusedas prototypesof self-organizing systemsin
Synergeticsby Haken [ Haken, 1983a,1983b]. 'Me coherent emission is actually the
result of the cooperative effects of a huge amount of laser active atoms and it is an
emergentbehaviourat the macroscopiclevel.
The ordinary set-up of a laser system consists of a set of atoms embedded in a

solid state matrix with mirrors at the two ends.Energy can be pumped into the system
and atoms are animated to emit light like a ordinary lamp. When the energy input
exceedsa certain threshold, coherentlasercan be observedas the output of the system:
the laser systemis in a new, highly orderedstateoat the macroscopiclevel. According
to our terminology, the state of the system is hence characterised by an emergent
attractor. The coherentemissioncan be stable,periodic, or even chaotic under different
environments. The system is at non-equilibrium state: atoms are excited to stay in a
stateat which they emit light. That meansthe systemis at a energylevel higher than the
thermal equilibrium stateat which theBoltzmanndistribution function applies.
The system is open becauseenergy is pumped in and light is en-dtted.

The system is nonlinear becausethe emission of light is governed by some
nonlinear law (Maxwell equations) and there is feedback light and energy from the
mhTors.

Fluctuationsstemfrom both the free oscillationsof the field in the cavity and die
6scillation of the reflecting mirrors.
To understand the behaviour of the laser system, we have to find its inner
dynamics, i.e., how the system'scomponentsinteract to eachother. This dynamics has
beenrevealedby the Maxwell equationsand Schrodingerequations[Haken 1983a].In
the simplest case,when Maxwell equationsand Schrodingerequationsare coupled and
only the first mode which goesunstableis preserved,we have the following fonn:
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dE
+gP
=
-kE
dt
dP
A
+
yLP
gE
= -,
dt
dA
dt

=-

(5.2.3)

y//(A - AO) - 4gPE-

where
E: the modeamplitude;
P: a collective variabledescribingthe aton-dcpolarization;
A: a collective variabledescribingthe populationinversion;
k, yyL, // : the loss ratesfor field, polarization and population respectively;
.
g: a coupling constant;
Ao : population inversion accordingpump mechanism.
Such a laser systemcan exhibit different dynamical behaviour under different
experiment conditions, i. e. in different environment. Roughly, the following
classification can be obtained[seeArecchi et. al , 1982,1987; Arecchi, 1988]
(1) y-L =k >>yll
There is only one type of attractors,i. e. point attractors,can be identified in this
equations and that corresponds to the coherenceemission in the laser system. The
techniques employed is the adiabatic elimination procedureand this method has been
also stressed in synergetics by Haken who has extended this idea to the general
44slavingprinciple" [Haken, 1983a,b].
(2) y_L>> k= yll
There are two typesof attractors,i.e. point attractorsand periodic attractors,can
be identified in this equations and they correspond to the coherence emission and
periodic emission in the laser systemrespectively.
(3) yL =k=, yll
The dynamical behaviour of this system is describedby a full 3-dimensional
equations and all sorts of attractors are feasible. Actually, it has been proved,
experimentally, that at least three type of attractors, i. e. point attractor, periodic
attractor and chaotic attractor, have been identified [Arecchi et. al, 1982]. The
appearanceof chaotic attractorsis known in laser physics as "coherencecollapse" and
the intrinsic chaos, due to the nonlinearity of the system, is blamed for these "bad"
behaviour of laser systems[Dente et. al, 1988].
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Arechhi has reported the experimental confirmation for the evolution of laser
systems [Arecchi et.al, 1982; Arecchi, 1988]. In some cases, the environment is
changingperiodically and that leadsto the complex behaviourof the system:the system
may evolve to chaotic attractors.In the analysis,this kind of stimulus is representedby
a periodic input (the parameter is a function of time).

For a specific laser system,the valuesof coefficients and the range of the values
of parameterscan be specified so that the "big picture" of bifurcations can therefore be
constructed. Like in the previous example and the one to be discusedin the following
section, the evolutionary behaviour of the system is made very clear: the bifurcation
diagram will be able to indicate explicitly how the systemwill evolve from one stateto
anotherwhen parameterschangefrom region to another.

5.3 Evolving

Chemical systems: Brusselator and Oregonator

The decisive breakthroughin the study of self-organizing systemsoccurred in
later 60's and early 70's in non-equilibrium thermodynamics with the theory and
empirical confirmation of the so-called dissipative structure in chemical reaction
systemsthat hasrevitalised the discussionof self-organizationand initiated the study of
systemsevolution in general.It has brought with it a generalconceptualframework and
new ordering principles underlying these processes (see chapter 3 for detailed
discussions).The theoretical studiesinclude the entropical analysis of thermodynamic
processesin near and far from equilibrium systems:in a near equilibrium system, the
evolution of a systemis governedby the minimum entropy production principle while
the maximum entropy production principle appliesto systemsat a far from equilibrium
state [Prigogine etc, 1972; Swenson, 1989a]. Empirical evidences that order can
effierge spontaneously in far-from-equilibrium systems came from the elaborated
chemical reaction system,the Brusselator,namedafter the inventors' institution. Later
on, a similar chemical system was discovered and named in the same way as the
Oregonator.
Detailed report aboutthe experimentalset-upof thesetwo chemical systemscan
be consulted with relevant references[Nicolis et.al, 1977; 1989]. The analysis of the
evolving behaviour, spatial-temporal rather than functional, can be conducted as
follows accordingto the programmeoutlined above(chapter4).
The Brusselator is a chemical system composed of reactants A and B, and
products D and E. The reactantsare constantlyaddedin and productsremovedout from
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this system and in that case the system is an open system. There are intermediate
products, X and Y, and the whole processof the chemical reactionis auto-catalytic and
cross-catalytic. The nonlinear interaction of these elements can be schematically
illustrated as follows (figure 5.3.1):

Y
it

(D

4j4
inputs

outputs
(D

x

A

Figure 5.3.1 The schematicillustration of the Brusselator

The Brusselatorfulfils the conditionsfor evolving systems:
It is open with input A, B and output D and E, and it also changesenergy with
the environment. It is apparentlyat a far-from-equilibrium state with the molecular
oscillations as microscopic fluctuations. The inner dynamics is nonlinear and it
is manifestedas the auto-catalyticandcross-catalyticloops during the reaction process.
The nonlinear relations betweendifferent elementsof the systemis clearly indicated in
the above diagram.
As we havestatedin Chapter4, the reactionis illustrated as follows:
A-X
B+X

Y+D

2X +Y

3X

X-E
The dynamical model for this chemical reaction can be described by the
following coupled nonlinear rate equation (with the same letters representing the
concentrationsof thosechemicals):
dX
A(B+I)X + X2y
=
dt
dY
=BX-X
dt

2y

(5.3.1)
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This is the standardfon-nfor dynamical systems.'Me mathematicalanalysisfor
this equation is relatively easy becauseof the simplicity of this equation. It is not
difficult to find that the system possessesa point attractor within the region [A, B:
A>O, b>O, B<I+A2). When the enyironmentchanges,the systemcan evolve to a new
ordered structure. It has been proved that with A as a constant, when B<1+A2, the
system will enter a state of regular oscillation through a Hopf bifurcation process
[Hassard et. al, 1980]. It is to say that a periodic attractor may emerge when the
sYsternpassescertain critical point [Prigogine, 1980].
Brusselatorprovides an example for the emergenceof ordered state in an open
non-equilibrium system. This can be theoretically proved and experimentally
confirmed. Further work has beendone to extend this example to a non-autonomous
cases. Tomita has studied the dynamical behaviour of the Brusselator with the
appearance of external stimulus [Tomita, 1986]. When the system is driven by
periodical external forces, the system can exist even more complicated dynamical
behaviour, such as the chaos.
It is assumedthat the input reactantA is changingperiodically. In the caseof a
sine function, the concentrationof A is changedto A+a Shimt. Then the dynamical
equationis:
dX
(A+asin(cot))-(B+1)X+
=
j-

t

dY

BX-X
=
Tt

X2y

2y

(5.3.2)

where A and B are remained as constant and a and co are adjustable parameters.
Numerical analysis about this equation has revealedthat there exist various attractors
for different choicesof parameters:point attractors,periodic attractors,quasi-periodic
attractors and chaotic attractors.When the environmentchanges,i. e., when the system
is moving from oneregion to anotherin the a-coparameterspace,the systemcan evolve
from one ordered state to another.The Bifurcation diagram is illustrated as follows
(5.3.2) [Tomita, 1986].
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(0

Figure 5.3.2 Parameter Space for periodically-Driven

Brusselator

P: periodic attractors (with different periods);
Pn: periodic attractors with periodic 21.
Q: quasi-periodic attractors;
C: chaotic attractors

The different regions in the parameterspacerepresentdifferent environment
conditions under which the systemhasdifferent states.When the environmentchanges,
i. e., when the parameterschangefrom one region to the other the system will evolve
from one state to the other at which its structure is compatible with the constraints
imposed by the new environment.It is apparentthat the description is purely structural
in
functional
that
than
the
such a way
although
we
could
changes
rather
argue
structure
that the system with the new structure is functioning more efficiently in the new
environment.
Similar to the Brusselator, there is another example in nonequilibrium
thermodynamics which has been employed to demonstrate that order can spontaneously
emerge in a nonlinear open system under suitable conditions and this chemical system
is usually called Oregonator. In this chemical system, the reaction mechanism can be

illustrated as similar to the Brusselator[Nicolis et.al, 1977].
k,

A+Y -4 X
k2
X+Y

-->

p

k34

B+ X --> 2X+Z
k.
5

2X

Q

k6
Z-4

fy
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There, A and B are reactantsand P and Q reactants.The rate equationswhich
describethe reactionmechanismcan be written as:.
dX
Ti

= kjAY

-k2XY

dY

Tt

= -kjAY

dZ
T=k34BX
t

-k2XY
-k6Z

+k34BX -2k5X

2

+ fk6Z

(5.3.3)

This is also of the standard form for describing a dynamical system.
Mathematical analysis about this equations, by the aggregation of the parameters, have
revealed that point attractors and periodic attractors exist for appreciate parameters.
These attractors have been proved to represent the actual state of this chemical systems
by empirical confirmations [Nicolis et. al, 1977]. Certainly, we can re-interprete these
results by using the formal model of this study, just as we have done for the
Brusselator. Further studies can also be carried out by introducing time-varying inputs,
like the periodic input of one of the reactants for example. It is highly possible that we
may discover more complicated dynamical behaviour of this chemical system, at least

theoreticallyif not empirically.
In die literaturesabout the studyof self-organization,anotherimportant example
is
the Belousov-Zhabotinsky(BZ) reaction [Nicolis
system
self-organizing
chemical
of
et. al, 1977; Haken, 1983a, Jantsch 1980 et. al]. Like the Brusselator and the
Oregonator,it is a chemical systemsexhibiting complex spatio-temporalpatternsunder
different environment constraints,it evolves over time. If it is said that the Brusselator
is more a theoretical elaboration of self-organizing system, and the Oregonator a
deliberately designed experimental system, then the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction is
regarded as a real discovery by chemists which has urged the scientist to seek a proper
explanations [Coveney et. al, 1991]. The BZ reaction and many variants have been
used as novel examples to show that ordered spatio-temproal patterns can
spontaneously come into existence in chemical systems. Many different ways of
explanation have been offered for these reactions. Many theoretical analysis and
experiments have been proposed. Recent development can be find in various sources
[Special Issue of Physica D, 1991; Skinner et. al, 1991]. We can certainly use BZ
reaction as a genuine example for the evolving systems found in nature. The general
conceptual framework and the formal model can be employed to describe and study the
evolving behaviour of this system.

Another equally importantexamplefor self-organizationphenomenain chemical
in
is
the
morpliogenesisprocess biological systems[Turing, 1952]. Turing has
systems
tried to use die well-known physical laws to explain how naturehascreatedpatternsby
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itself alone. In doing this, Turing hassuggestedthat the morphogenicprocessesmay be
understoodby describing the biological cells in terrnsof their chemical concentrations
which are coupled to each other through a diffusing process through the cellular
membranesand he showedthat chemicalscan vary their concentrationsto form spatial
if
patterns several substanceswith different diffusion rates react with each other. He
modelled the simplified diffusion-reaction process with some simple dynamical
equations and proved that there exists point attractors and periodic attractors in the
equations and they explain the different dynamical behaviour of the system and the
appearing of different forms [Turing, 1952]. Further mathematical analysis about
Turing model has been offered by Smale in 1974 [Smale, 1974]. In this case, our
formal model for evolving systemscan be applied directly to describe the evolving
process of this processalthough more detailed mathematical analysis about the more
complicated model needs to be carried out before we can strive to find the full
explanation of the morphogenicprocesses.It is worth pointing out that another line of
research has also been advocatedby other people like Thom whose study schemeis
also basedon mathematicaldynamicalsystemstheory. Actually, the developmentof the
elementary catastrophetheory was intendedfor the study of biological morphogenesis
and further developmenthave also beenreported[Thom, 1975,1986].

5.4

Biological

systems: hypercycle and quasi-species

The evolution of biological systemsis far more complex than the evolution of
physical systems. Compared with the relatively primitive, physically constrained
behaviour of somesystemslike the Benardhydrodynamic systems,biological systems
are especially remarkable for their capacity of self-repairing and self-maintaining to
Some
local
the
stability,
and
above
all,
capacity
of
reproduction.
people objects
restore
to use of the term "self-organization" to describe biological evolution [Landauer, in
Yates, 1988] while somelike Kauffman holds a strongview to support the adequacyof
the use of self-organization in biological systemsevolution. He argues that there is a
missed order mechanismunderlying evolution and the missing element is spontaneous
self-organization. He said that "Darwin did not know self-organization" and evolution
is a combination of natural selectionand self-organization,interacting in ways that are
both profound and not well understood [Kauffman, 19891.Examples, although not
based on empirical data or laboratory experiments, but mainly on mathematics and
computers,are plenty to supportthis view point. Among them is the origin of life itself
which have happenedas simple molecules organizing themselves to forrn a kind of
prin-ýtivemetabolism.
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One of this model of origin of life is the elementaryhypercycle model proposed
by Eigen and Schuster[Eigen et. al, 1979]. We have had a brief introduction about
hypercyclesin chapter3 and mentionedthat it is important not only for the study of the
origin of life, --- becauseit has suggestedhow the elementary metabolism which is
essential for life has come into existence through some basic chemical reactions by
using somemacromoleculesprovided by the primordial earth,but also becausethat the
theory of hypercycleshasput forward someimportant conceptsand ideasfor the study
of systems evolution in general. The mathematical treatment is very impressive for
mathematicaldynamicalsystemstheory hasbeenusedsuccessfullyto demonstratehow
those subsystemshave to cooperateto form an organizedwhole --- a hypercycle --- so
that they all can survive to serve as componentswithin the emerged new entity. The
formation and evolution process of these hypercycles, or autocatalytic reaction
be
in
brief,
can
re-formulated and reinterpretedby the evolution paradigm as
networks
mentionedabove.
The following reactorfor evolution experimentillustrates the conditions for the
emergenceof hypercyclenetworks (figure 5.4.1) [Schusteret. al, 1988].
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Figure 5.4.1 The dialysis reactor for evolution experiments[fonowing
Schuster and Sigmund, 1988].
The dilution flux ý is introduced in order to maintain that the sum of the
concentrations is constant and it can be controlled by ý.
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A simple catalysedreplication and mutation network consiststypically (1) some
macroscopic molecules called templates,denotedas Ij, which are to be replicated, (2)
catalyst denoted Ii which are templates as well; (3) substrates,materials needed for
replication, denoted as (S) and it is assumedthat their concentration do not change
during the courseof replication; (4) the product of the reactionsare different speciesof
autocatalytic reaction networks,denotedas Ik.
ne, basicreactioncan be illustratedas:
QkjAji

(A) + Ii + Ij -4

Ik + Ii + Ij;

i, j, k = 1,2, n
..

Qkj
Aji
and
are called mutation rate matrix and replication rate matrix
where
respectively[Eigenet. al, 1979;Boerlijstet al., 1991,Schnablet al., 1991].
The reaction system satisfies the following conditions:
Open and nonequilibrium:
The reaction system is supplied with necessary

materials: it is guarantied that the concentrations of substrates is kept constant
throughout the reaction.Accordingly, the systemis maintainedat a far from equilibrium
statethrough thesematter/energy/informationinflux and reactionshappeningwithin the
system.
Fluctuations: The moleculesare in constantmotions through the oscillations
at a more fundamental levels. Particular units within the macroscopic molecules are also
oscillating around their averaged positions and this is the essential factor for the
appearances of errors during the replications. By using the biological ten-ns,we can call
this the genetic drifts.
Nonlinearity:

The reaction is autocatalytic, and cross-catalytic and hence the
is manifested as these complex feedback and feedforward loops. It

nonlinearity
becomes more obvious when we start to look at the dynamical equations which
describe the reaction process.

With xi, i=l, 2, n representingthe concentrationsof Ii, the dynamics of this
..,
reaction can be describedas:
dxi
klxl-xl-l
ýxj
+
rix,
=
dt
n
Yxi
=C
i=l

ri= bi - di

(4.4.1)

where bi, di representingthe constantin the self-replicationprocess
bi

li -> 21i

and decay process
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d1

I-4
respectively.

Analysis about the dynamical equationshas showed that with N: ý 4, there are
only point attractorsrepresentingt1festeadystablestateof the replication system.When
N ý: 5, there may exist periodic attractors:the systemis evolving to a regular oscillation
state. In both the stable steady state and oscillating state, the constituents show
cooperative behaviour becausetheir concentrationsare controlled by the dynamics of
the system as a whole where no population variable vanish. In this way, through the
competition and cooperations between different units, new entity manifesting as
networks of these interacting units emerge as attractors at a higher level. These
attractorscharacterisethe emergenceof the elementaryhypercyclesin the processesof
self-reproduction in pre-biotic systems.The existenceof theseemergentattractors has
provided clear evidences for the necessity of hypercycle coupling between those
reacting units. Basedon this analysis,Eigen and Schusterarguedthat only the catalytic
hypercycles can fulfil the following conditions for the integration of informations that
makesthe evolution to biological systemsfrom the pre-biotic systemspossible:
1) Selection stability of each component due to the favourable
competition Nvitherror copies;
2) Cooperative behaviour of the componentsto integrate into the new
functional unit
3) Favourable competition of the functional units3 with other less
efficient systems.[Eigen et. al, 19791.
Although the evolving behaviour of the pre-biotic system can be described and
analysed from the structural point of view, the discussion of its implication in the real
biological terms is inevitably interpreted in the functional terms. While leaving the
further functional discussions to biologists or biochemists, we can still continue our
argument about the emergence of new orders through the self-organization process in
pre-biotic systems in terms of structural analysis.
The hypercycle

model was originally proposed to demonstrate that the
Darwinian evolution scheme (mutation + selection ---> evolution) applies even to the
molecules level in the prebiotic and early biological evolutions. This model has been
generalized to a model called "replicator system" which is included in a even more
general model called "reaction-mutation system" [Schuster et. al, 1983; 1988; Schuster,
1989]. The scheme uses the dynamical systems theory to reveal the complex dynamical
behaviour of the systems in discussion and our formal model and conceptual
framework can be applied adequately in the discussion. According to Schuster and
Sigmund, the general reaction-mutation mechanism can be described as:
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where Ik is an error copy of li under the catalysisof Ij.
The generalkinetic equationis:
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with the system in a similar condition as considered in the elementary hypercycle
model. A special case of this replication and mutation system is the replicator system
with the meaning of "replicator system" given by Schusteretc. The complex relation
between the constituentsof sucha systemis describedas:
dXk

dt

=

= Xk(fk(X1,

Xk

XN)
--9

k=l, 2,

CO

...,

N

k

(5.4.3)
where c. > 0, fk representing

the interactions

term for unit Ik and the ten-n f-,:IXkfk

ensures that the set of state variables (X1, ---, XN)
is invariant.

with Xk >0 and xj + ... + Xk

Cc,

The analysis of the dynamical behaviour of the general replication-mutation

systems is exceedingly complex for even moderatenumber N (say N=20). However,
analytic as well as numerical analysishave shown that in somerelatively simple cases
like N:! ý 10 and fk being some simple functions (constant, linear, or nonlinear with
quadric forms etc.), different types of attractors can be identified in the replicator
system model. 'flie caseof elementalhypercyclehasbeenanalysedby Eigen etc as we
have mentioned above. Some analysis, mainly numerical analysis, has demonstrated
that in the generalcases,all the four typesof elementaryattractorscan be found to exist
in the replication-mutation systemsand some recent results are particularly about the
identification of chaotic attractors in the system [Schnable et. al, 1991]. The results
have been surnmarisedby Schuster[Schusteret. al, 1988]:

is only point attractor
1) For hypercycle equation, fkj= fk 8j,
there
k-I ,
for n :54, stable quasi-species can be formed. For n ý! 5, the intra-
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level evolution is manifestedas the changefrom point attractors to
periodic attractors.
2) For general equations as above, there are point attractors, periodic
attractors, and also chaotic attractors. The routes of intra-level
evolution of this systemcould be any of those studied in chapter 4,
exceptthoserelatedto quasi-periodicattractors.
However, thesecasesare not exclusive, further work need to be carried out so
that a complete evolution diagram basedon the partition of parameter space can be
found. No doubt that further study to unfold the rich dynamical behaviour of the
system will help us to understand the evolution process in pre-biotic and early
biological systems.

5.5 Ecological

systems

Like neural network model, ecological systemsis also believed to provide an
appropriate platform for systems thinking and systemstheory [Schneider, 1988]. In
nature,biological speciesinteract with eachother throughcomplex energy-consumption
chains to form a whole called biosphere on the earth. Ecology studies the relations
between plants versus nature (absorption of sunlight, intake of water etc.), plants
behaviour
The
of an
plants
and,
animal
animals.
animal
versus
versus
versus plants,
interactions
biological
is
decided
by
these
the
species.
system
among
various
ecological
The study of ecological systemsby using systemsideas,methodologiesand techniques
becomesmore and more important since for such a complex system, with very large
spatial scale and time scale, we have to adopt a global thinking and to consider the
complex relations betweendifferent parts. The idea to consider ecological systemsas
evolving systemsis implied in the study of population dynamics, the co-evolution of
different species and the evolution of ecosystemsas a whole [May, 1980; Jantsch,
1980; Stenseth,1986].
The study of ecological systems has also enriched our understanding of the
behaviour of systems in general. In the study of systems evolution, substantial
contributions have been made by systems ecologists like Howard T Odurn and James J.
Kay [Odum, 1989; Kay, 1989]. Odurn has studied the relation between energy
transformation and the hierarchical structure of biological systems. Kay has proposed
that ecosystems will organize themselves to maximize the degradation of the available
work in incoming energy and that ecosystem will evolve and adapt to maximize the
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potential for the ecosystem and its component systems to survive. Nature evolves
becauseit abliors a (energy) gradient [Schneider, 1988; Schneider et. al, 1989]. All
these statementsor claims are consistentwith our discussionabout systemsevolution
and agreewith the Law of Maximum entropy production [Swenson,1989a].
The study of the population dynamics of an ecological system consisting of
different specieshas,in recently years,employedmathematicalDST to demonstratethat
different state of the ecosystemcan arise as a result of the complex ways the species
interact with each other in a changing environment [May, 1980]. To show that our
study schemecan be applied in the study of ecological systems,we use the example of
a system of predator-prey and changing resourcesand a system with three species
fom-ling a predator-prey-food chain. It can be shown that such a systemcan evolve to
different orderedstructuresunder different conditions.
The relationship of predator and prey can be illustrated as following by using
the influence diagram.of systemsdynamics(figure 5.5.1):

PD-D-

predator (PD)

PD-B-R

(ý7
Figure 5.5.1 interactionsbetweenpredatorand prey
PD-D-R: death rate of predator; PY-D-R: death rate of prey;
PD-b-R: birth rate of predator; PD-D-R: birth rate of prey;
K-R: the kill rate of predator;

The interaction between predator and prey can be described by the general
Lotka-Voterra. equations with limited natural resourcesN (with x, y the number of
predatorandprey respectively):
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dx
-j t = x( af(y)-RPD)
Ly

dt

= y(N-g(x)

-Dpy)

(5.5.1)

This systemhas been studied with different choice of functionsf and g (linear,
polynomial with different orders et. al). A lot of work has been done to analyse the
evolutionary behaviour of ecosystemsdescribedby this equationswith carious special
forms of f and g [Gardini, 1989; Hofbauer, 1981]. It has been shown that, under
different conditions, there exist point attractorsand periodic attractors in this system.
The change from point a point attractor can be analysedby using Hopf bifurcation
theory. If the resourceis not constantbut changeswith time, it can be proved that, at
least theoretically, apart from point and periodic attractors,chaotic attractors can also
be identified. [Toro and Aracil, 1988].
With the case of three species forming a predator-prey-food chain, the
interactionsbetweenthe different speciescan be shownas:
dx
f(y)
x(apD
Tt =
-DPD)
dy
t
T=

dz

t
T=

y(apyg(z) -b f(y) -DpD)
h(y)
z(N-aF ...d
-DFood)

(5.5.2)

The analysis of the model can be found in [Freedman and Waltman, 1985;
Toro and Aracil, 1988].
To construct the bifurcation diagram reflecting the evolution of ecological
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5.6 Socio-economic

systems: some speculations

The idea to view social systemsas evolving systemsis not new and it can be
traced back to the early debateabout social Darwinism [Pines, 1987; Anderson et. al,
1988]. Although social Darwinism has beenrejectedfor social and moral implications,
it is still debatable how the social systemsevolve. However, to consider the social
system as a self-organizing system was not only touched by the easternphilosophies
thousandsof years ago, as mentioned in chapter3, it has also beendiscussedrecently
from the systemspoint of view [Jantsch,1980,1981; Laszlo, 1989,1991]. According
to the conceptual framework developed in this research,we can have the following
analysisor speculationsabout social systems.
Consider any group of people, say a nation, as a social system, then it is
situated in such an environment which is the planet earth with all the creatureson it.
The component in such a system is each individual and the relations between them
include political, economic, social, and cultural. To consider the social behaviour and
economic behaviour of such a system, it is open in the sensethat it changesmatter
/energy / information through its social, political and economic relations with other
nations or countries. The microscopic fluctuations are manifested as the free will,
creativity, and socio-economicefforts of individuals. The inner dynamics is described
as die various complex relations betweenindividuals or groups of individuals in the the
various aspects of economic, social, political and cultural domains ( sociologists,
economists,and philosophersmany havedifferent views about the driving forces of the
changeof society). For the world asa total is changing,any nation as a social systemis
affectedby such a changingenvironment.
The state of a social systemcan be roughly describedas attractors becausethe
transient time when a nation is in a processof social transformation is short compared
with its history. It is very difficult to specify what kind of state is respecting to what
kind of attractor, but we can loosely differentiate various qualitatively different states.
To say that a social system is in a stablestate,or is describedas an attractor, it means
that the social, economic and political organization are stable and there is no radical
changeof the social and economic structure,althoughtheremight be economic growth,
government change et. al. It is also assumedthat the time when a nation is in war,
either with other nations or in civil war, is short. During war time, the social order and
economic structure are destroyed,but we tend not to define it as an "chaotic attractor"
rather regard it as a short transient. The tendencyin social systemsis that the integrity
of a society is to be maintained,not destroyed.
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About the emergence of social order, ancient Chinese philosophers had
perceived that it can only appear spontaneously [Fung, 1958; Yu, 1990; see also
chapter 3]. The doctrine of Taoists' philosophy "Through non-action, everything can
be done" can be explained as that if we let the systemto changeaccording to its own
inner dynamics, ordered structure.can emerge automatically Unfortunately, the old
sagesin ancient China saw only a socially and economicallyclosed system maintained
at a lower orderedstatewith low economicefficiency and simple social interactions.To
maintain a society in such a low ordered "point attractor" was the ultimate goals for
early rulers.
F. von Hayek has also praised the spontaneously generated social orders
[Zeleny, 19851.He argues that social orders, like laws and social conventions, are
neither invented by any person nor imposed by any political organization, they have
appearedspontaneouslythrough the passageof time. This is the explicit expression of
the idea of self-organizationin the contestof social systems.
Current situations in many countries are examples of the evolution of open
systems:societiesevolve to new order statethrough the economic,political, social and
cultural contact with outside world and the driving force is to maintain the societies as
organized integrities in the competitive and cooperative environment. However, the
new ordered state of any society can not be designed according to some model
countries, but only be the result of the complex interplays between the economic
factors, political structures,social conventions,cultural historiesof nations and external
influences. The emerging social ordersare transcendentalto any individuals or groups
of individuals, but the efforts of every individual are not doomed to be neglected. We
have witnessed the impacts of individuals in many situations of social evolution over
the past few years. Those are examples of how positive attitude of each individual
towards social evolution can influence the changeof societal systemsand the analysis
of theseexamplescan be supportedby the analysisof systemsevolution [Laszlo, 1987,
19911..
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Chapter

6 Evolving systems
Neural Networks

11:

6.1 Introduction
Neural networks model has been used as a model to study the function of
human brain for a long time [See the review by Anderson, 1988,1990]. The past ten
years has witnessedthe blooming of the study of neural networks and artificial neural
networks mainly for two purposes:as a model to understandhow the human brain
works, and as a computational system for information processing. For us here, the
neural networks model can serveasa prototype for the discussionof evolving systems
and our main concern is about the complex dynamical behaviour of neural networks
rather than their capacityfor information processing.
The reason to chose neural networks as a field to apply the developed
conceptualframework and formal modelis very obvious:
Firstly, the neural networks model implies the so-called connectionist
philosophy as discussedin chapter 3: the behaviour of the system results from the
connectionsof its componentsand it is emergent.What decidesthe emergentbehaviour
is not the properties of individual components,but how they are connected together.
This makes it very ideal for the discussion of properties of systems in general: in
systems science, the main concern is about emergentbehaviour, interaction between
subsystems, and the relations between properties of the system as a whole and
properties of its components.The strength of neural networks lies on the emergent
property of the whole -- emergentcomputation power in particular -- which is not
reducible to eachindividual neuron[Forrest, 1990].
Secondly,the dynamical behaviourof a neural network, natural or artificial, can
be described by dynamical equations.No matter whether it concerns only about the
activation dynamics, or the weight dynamicsor the mixture of both, mathematicalDST
can always be employed explicitly and state of a neural network can be analysed by
using techniquesprovided by DST.
Thirdly, neural networks are able to self-organize themselves to some stable
states by adjusting the connections between neurons [Kolionen, 1989]. The framework
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developed in this study about systems evolution can be employed to study the
behaviour of neural networks. The generalframework and formal model also suggest
that neural networks can be treatedas open,nonlinear systemswith a parametervector
representing the change of environment; therefore neural networks are capable of
evolution and they are also, in prinqiple, capableof evolving to more complicated states
like specified by periodic attractorsandchaoticattractors.
Finally, the results of theoretical analysis can be tested against the empirical
analysis or experimental study but here experiments are carried out on computers.
Numerical simulations have extendedsome work about the neural networks, like the
simulation of Hodgkin-Huxely model [Degn et. al, 1987]. Other results, like the
been
in
have
neural
networks,
existences of periodic attractorsand chaotic attractors
confmned by using electronic circuits [Kepler et. al, 1990].
It is not unnatural to regard neural networks as open and nonlinear systems
capable of adaptation and evolution as discussedabove. The dynamics of a neural
network can be classified into four different types:
(1) the activation dynamics:the stateof the neuronscan be-describedby
statevariableswhile weightsand inputs areregardedasparameters;
(2) weight dynamics: the strength of connection changes while the
topology of the network remainsthe same;
(3) the mix dynamics of both (1) and (2): the weights are adaptedwhile
running the activationdynan-dcs;
(4) the dynarnics of the network topology: the way which neurons are
connected is changing over time.

All the four casesdeal with the intra-level evolution of neural networks because
the number of elementsis not changed,and the dynamical behaviour of the systemcan
be describedby the samefamily of dynamical equations(probably except case4). The
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more complex attractors exit: periodic attractors and chaotic attractors have been
discoveredwhen the activation dynamicsis considered[Clark, 1989;Kepler etc, 1990;
Wang, 1991]. Chaotic attractor has also been identified when the weight dynamics is
discussed[van der Mass et. al, 19901.
From this point of view, any neural networks violating the symmetrical
connectioncondition is potentially ableto exhibit very complex dynamical behaviourno
matter how simple its architectureis. It has already beenknown that chaotic attractors
can be identified in neural networks with a number of neurons as small as 2 and as
large as around 30 [Clark, 1989]. 'Me following section will report two simple neural
nets which display various attractorsat different stages,and it is proposedthat further
work can be carried out to analysethe full bifurcation behaviour correspondingto the
changeof parametersin a wide range.
6.2 A 3-neuron cellular network
Cellular Neural Network (CNN) is a class of artificial neural networks (ANN)
proposed by Chua and Yang in 1988 [Chua and Yang, 1988]. It is made of a massive
aggregate of simple and regularly spacedcircuits, called cells, just like the cellular
automata. It is a neural network becauseit is made of, like any other artificial neural
networks, a large-scalenonlinear analog circuit which processessignals in real time.
CNN, with certain constraints in structure, like other ANN, such as symmetry, has
been used as a class of information-processing systems (pattern recognition, image
it
).
Here
has been used to demonstratethat even in a
analysis
etc.
processing, voice
very simple CNN, four distinct types of attractorscan be identified. According to the
general framework of systemsevolution , cellular neural networks, or neural networks
in general(physiological or artificial), can be viewed as evolving systemswhich exhibit
adaptive, evolutionary behaviourin a changingenvironment.

Architecture

and dynamics of CNN

In practice, the cells in a CNN are those common electronic linear/ nonlinear
circuit elements, like capacitors, resistors, linear/ nonlinear controlled sources and
independent sources. Like cellular automata, each cell is connected only to its
cells can be illustrated as follows
neighbours. A two dimensional CNN with 5x5

(figure 6.2.1).
( Theoretically, a CNN can have may dimensions,but usually only 2 or 3 dimensions
are considered).
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Figure 6.2.1 Architecture of Cellular Neural Networks

For a CNN is composedof electronic circuits, the dynamics of the CNN can be
described by laws of physics, namely Kirchhoff s Laws (KCL, KVL). According to
theselaws, an mxn CNN, the dynamicsof eachcell (ij) can be describedas:

1
=
-Kxij(t)
dt
CýXij

I

a(ij; k, l) yki(t) +

+
C(ij)EN(i, j)

Ya

b(ij; k, l)

uk, + uij

C(ij)r= N(ij)

1:!ýL5m, 1:!ýj: 5n;

(6.2.1)

where
N(i, j) is the set of all the neighbouring
cells connected with C(ij);
output equation: yij = f(xij) can be any sigmoind functions;
uij is the input for cell C(ij),

I :!ý i :!ý m, I :!ý j :!ý n; they can be either constants or

time varing functions;
Constraint conditions must be satisfied:
xij(O)

1,1

i !ým, I :ýj:! g n;

uij

1,1

i :5m, 1 :5j:! ý n;

Parameter assumptions:
a(ij; k, l) = a(k, l; ij)

I :!g i, k :!ý m, 1 :5j, l :!g n;

C>0, R>0.

Theseequationscan be non-nalizedas:
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dxc

+ xc(t) = acdYd+ bcdUd+ ic
dt

(6.2.2)

where the first term in the right handof this equationis the surnmativeof the effect
of the neighbouring cells (or neurons)after synapsis,the secondpart is the surnmative
of the effect of the neighbouringcells throughtheir inputs, the third the input to'cell c.
Output function:
yr = f(xc

( =a sigmoid function);

Constraintconditions:

I :!ý1,1uI<1.
Some properties, like the dynamic range and stability, have been discussed in
the original paper by Chua and Yang, and what is most useful in information
processing is a special class of CNN which has symmetrical connections. However,
what is of interest to us here is another class of CNNs which are simple ( with only few
neurons), asymmetrical, but exhibit very complicated dynamical behaviour.

A simple CNN exhibiting

complex dynamical behaviour

Consider a very simple case:thereare threeneuronsconnectedin a simple way:
the inhibitory effect from neuroni to j is as strong as the excitatory effect from neuron
to L Each cell has an input.
This CNN can be illustrated as:

S

S

S

gl(t)

g2(t)

g3(t)

Figure 6.2.2 The architectureof a 3-neuroncellular network
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The activation dynamics of this network can be described as:
dxl
f(xl)
*2)
+
x,
=s
-j-t
-b
dX2

dt

+ X2

f(xl)
+S
=b

f(X2)

+ gl(t)

-b

f(X3) + 92(t)

dX3
Ti

b f(X2) +S

+ X3

*3)

+ 93(t)

(6.2.3)

The dynamics of this system has both the output feedback and input control
mechanism.The output feedbackloops dependon the interactive parameters, b. The
feedback loops and the firing functionf, a sigmoid type function, reflect the intrinsic
nonlinearity of the system. The control mechanismrelies on the input signals which
inputs
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of the strong interaction betweenthe systemand its environment.
To analysethe dynamicalbehaviour,thereare numerouschoices:
a) The choice of the output function:
The output function can take various forms as long as it is a sigmoid type
function. Typical choicesinclude:
1
f(x) =ý(I x+1
X-1
f(x) = tanh(x) =e

x -x
-e

e'+e-'
And the first type is chosenin this study.
b) The choice of input functions:
There are even more choices of the input functions, but they can be usually
taken as constants or some boundedperiodic functions like Sin(x) or Cos(X) or the
be
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forms.
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the
can
and
constant
system
autonomous
combined
applied directly. However, it is very common to introduce periodic stimulus, so that
more complicated attractors such as chaotic attractors can be identified. This can be
found in the forced Brusselator model (chapter 4.3), forced nonlinear oscillators in
behaviours
inputs
do
if
lead
to
the
complicated
not
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constant
electric circuits,
[Ton-dta,1986; Thompsonet. al, 1986].However, even thesetime-varying inputs may
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and order of the system in focus. The systemchangesits organization in responseto
the changeof environment.Periodic inputs are consideredin this study to trigger many
complex evolutionary behaviourof the system.
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c) The choice of weights s, b.
The coefficients s and b represent the strength of intra- and inter- neuron
connections. They are the main concernin current study of artificial neural networks as
information processing systems,becausethe change of the weights betweenneurons
may allow a network to classify the input infon-nationaccordingly.Different connection
strength may give rise to the network as a whole different emergentbehaviour: this is
what exactly this study is meant to deal with.
For the dynamicalequationsare very much like what have beenstudiedin many
other fields: the forced pendulums, the periodically driven van de Pol equation, or
forced Duffing equation.It is expectedto find various attractorsfor various choicesof
output functions, or input signals, or structural parameters. Rich bifurcation diagrams
can be,obtainedif attractorscan be.detectedrespectingto all choicesof parameters.
As a matter of fact, four distinct attractors, namely, point attractor, periodic
attractor, quasiperiodic attractor, and chaotic attractor, have been identified in this
simple case:
Case 1 Point attracto
Compared with attractors like periodic attractors and chaotic attractors, point
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cases:
system
stable
neural
networks,
attractors
a
state.
that the systemwill rest at that point attractor no matter where it starts.For that reason,
the system has some sort of memories about the structure at the attractor and it is this
capability of memorizing that makesneural networksextremely appropriatefor the task
of information processing[Hopfield, 1982; 1984].
In this 3-neuroncellular network, many simulations have revealed that without
any input signals,there exist a point attractor for choicesof s=b. Zou and Nossekhave
is
b<
in
is
input
(s-1)12,
there
that
the
there
generalcases,when
no
signals and
proved
at least one point attractor[Zou and Nossek, 1991a].
Case 2, periodic attracto[
The implication of neural networks at periodic attractors for information
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clear,
many
of
such
networks
oscillating state
not
made
very
processing
have been identified [Wilson et. al, 1972]. In our study, periodic attractors have been
identified. Figure 6.2.3 is the phaseportrait of a periodic attractor identified for this 3neuron network, with
gi(t) = 0, i=1,2,3, b>s-1
(with different coefficients b, s, the amplitude of the cycle is different).
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Case 3, lieriod-3 attractor
A period-3 attractor has beenidentified in this model by introducing a periodic
signal. Figure 6.2.4 showsthe phaseportrait of a periodic attractor identified for this 3neuron network, with
gl(t)=sin(2nt),
s=3.5, b=2.7

92(t)=93(t)=O;

Case 4, guasi-Deriodic attractor
By introducing two periodic signals with different frequencies, a quasi-periodic
attractor has been identified. Figure 6.2.5 shows the phase portrait of a periodic

attractor identified for this 3-neuronnetwork, with
gl(t) =O, 92(t)=sin(2nt), 93(t)=cos(ý2nt )

s=3.5, b=2.7
Case 5. chaotic attractor
Through further "manipulation" with the input signals and parameters, a chaotic
attractor is found for this system (however, the influence from neuron X3 to X2 is Cut)The choice of parameter is

s=2, b=1.5
input signals
gl(t) =4. lsin(4ict), 92(t)=93(t) =0
The phase-portraitof this chaotic attractoris iRustratedin figure 6.2.6.
(see also [Zou and Nossek, 1991b].
What is missing in our study about chaotic attractor includes the calculation of
Lyapunov components and fractal dimension, the construction of Poincare section and
spectrum analysis. These means, including the construction of phase portrait and the
sensitivity analysis, are all important for the identification of chaos, as argued in the
extended appendix 1. However, we suppose it is not necessary to do all these test to
justify that one attractor is actually a chaotic attractor, although it is surely very useful.
What has been done here about the chaotic attractor of the 3-neuron cellular neural
network is not more than what were done for the discovering of Lorenz attractor by
Lorenz in 1963 : phase portrait and sensitivity analysis [Lorenz, 1963]. Of course, the
other tests can be carried to reveal various other aspect of this chaotic attractor: what is
its fractal dimension, what does the Poincare section look like, what is the biggest
Lyapunov exponents etc..
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The same kind methods are employed in the following
complex behaviour of a coupled Wilson-Cowan Nets.

6.3

Coupled Wilson-Cowan

section to study the

Nets

The Wilson-Cowan model, proposed in 1972, concerns a pair of neurons
among them one is excitatory and one is inhibitory [Wilson et. al 1972). The
connection of them can be illustrated in Fig 6.3.1.

-C4

cl
C3

-C2

Figure 6.3.1 A Wilson-Cowan Net
The excitatory neuron, representedby E, and inhibitory neuron,representedby 1, are
connectedin such a way that the inhibitory neuron always inhibit the neural activities:
not only itself, but other neurons connectedwith it. The excitatory neuron excite all
neuronsconnectedwith it, as well asitself. It is believedthat all nervousprocessof any
complexity are dependentupon the interactionof excitatory and inhibitory cells [Wilson
and Cowan, 1972].
The activation dynamicsof this network can be describedas

dE
T,T t -E + (k -r E)S,(c, E-C2'+P)
tcc
dl
I+ (ki-riI) Si(C3E-C4'+Q)

where
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(6.3.1)

E: the firing activity of the excitatory neuron at time t;
I: the firing activity of the inhibitory neuron at time t;
C11C21C31C4: connection strengths, all are positive constants in this model;
Si, Se: sigmoid-shaped firing functions;
P, Q: input to the excitatoryand inhibitory neuron respectively, in this study,
they are constants, not time varying;
,rig k, ki, r, ri : constants.
With S(x) = 1/(I+ exp(-a(x-0)) - 1/(a+exp(aO)), with a and 0 depending on
whether it is an excitatory or an inhibitory neuron. It has been proved, through phase
plane analysis and numerical analysis rather than finding analytical solution, that point
attractors and periodic attractors exist corresponding to different constant stimuli
[Wilson and Cowan, 1972]. With two pairs of such neurons being connected as in
figure 6.3.2,

CP21

1

Ei

C1
E2

1(

-%%%
P2

CP21

C3

-C2

C3

-C2

Qi

Ql
Figure 6.3.2 Coupled Wilson-Cowan Nets

more interesting behaviour is expected to be observed.The dynamical equation is
written as:
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dEj
(k,
+
=
-E,
-rEI)S,
ýe dt

(cl[EI+CP2, E2]-C211+pl)

dIj

dt

(ki-rill)
+
-11

dE2
-E2
dt

+

(k. -rE

Si(C3E,

-C411+Ql)
Ell -C2,2+P2)

2)Se(ClIE2+CP12

d12
dt

(k
Si(C3E2-C412+Q2)
+
-12
i-ri12)

(6.3.2)

where CP12, CP21 , are coupling strengths between two excitatory neurons (when
CP21= Cp, it is a symmetrically coupled).
2v

Our study has shown that two types of complicated attractors can be found in
this system, i. e., periodic and quasi-periodic attractors. (The choices of some
parameters follow Wilson-Cowan paper as: cl= 16, C2=12,C3=15, C4=3, a.=1.3,
ai=2; 0, = 4, Oj= 3.7, re= ri =1; some other parametersmay be chosen in the further
studies)
Case 1: mint attractor
Again, point attractors are trivial cases in this model. (say, with coupling
Cpl2=CP21= 0.05, and c= 13, c --4, c =20, c4=2, a, =1.2, ai=5; 0, = 2.7, Oj= 3.7,
123
r, = ri =1).

Case 2: periodic attracto
When

inputs

are chosen as Pi=1.3,

P2=0.5, QI=Q2=0;

CP12=Cp2l= 0.05, a periodic attractor can be identified

coupling

strength

as shown in figure 6.3.3;

Case 3: Uuasi-12eriodic attracto
When input to E2 has been changed to P2=1.5 while others remain the same as

in case2, a quasi-periodicattractorhasbeenidentified, as the phaseportrait showing in
figure 6.3.4.
Further discussionabout the complex behaviourof this model can be carried by paying
attention to chaoticattractors.Periodic input can also be considered.
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6.4 Neural networks as adapting and evolving systems
As having been demonstrated, neural networks, if not symmetrically connected,
may possess different types of attractors. The dynamical behaviour of neural networks
can be analyzed by adapting the conceptual framework and formal model developed in
this study: as open, nonlinear, non-equilibrium systems, neural networks can evolve
from one state to another, with the change of influences from environment. The focus
is about the nonlinear dynamics of those systems: it reflects the inherent complexity and
order of evolving neural systems. Most current study about neural networks are centred
around the emergent computation power of symmetrically connected systems. The
discovery of complicated dynamical behaviour of neural networks demands serious

attention [Skardaand Freeman,1987]
Large-scaleneural networks can be constructedby connecting many blocks of
small networks of which each is characterisedby one of those complex emergent
attractors. In the generalcase,DST is useful but may not be enough for analysing the
behaviour of neural networks with a large numberof neurons.
In this study about evolution of neural networks, the conceptualframework and
fon-nalmodel developedso far have beenapplied.The detectionof the stateof a neural
network at a certain time relies on the computer simulation, i. e., finding out attractors
by comparative numerical simulations. In principle, all the techniques and skills in
studying dynamical systemsas mentionedin appendix 1, such as the Hopf bifurcation
analysis, Lyapunov exponents,Poincaresectionetc., can be employed in the analysis,
especially in detecting chaotic attractors.However, the construction of phaseportrait
by comparative numerical simulation is also a reliable means. In this study,
computations were tried in both PCs and Sun work stations. To construct the phase
portraits of the systems,the 4th order Runge-Kutta algorithm has been employed. In
both the CNN and Wilson-Cowan models, to obtain a phaseportrait about the system
starting from a particular point usually takesaround 20 minutes on PCs (386) with 30
000 iterations. It only takesabout 10-20secondson a Sun Sparc-2station. To obtain a
complete"big picture of the bifurcation cascade") needs thousands times of such
simulations. To get some analytic solutions certainly helps to reveal the evolutionary
behaviour of a systemover a wide range of parameters,but it is not always possible to
have analytic solutions. To assist numerical simulations, intuitive knowledge about
possible bifurcation patternsis of greathelp.
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To calculate Lyapounov componentsor to constructthe Poincare may require
even bigger memories and faster speed(as mentionedin many referencesabout those
examples cited in chapter 5). To carry out intensive computation, the efficiency of
algorithms should also be considered.
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Chapter

7 Conclusions and Further
Studies

7.1 Conclusions
To summarise,the following resultshavebeenachivedin this study;
1. A conceptualframework for systemsevolution
Among many other systemsconcepts,the conceptsof emergenceand emergent
properties have been stressedand they are regardedas the most fundamental concepts
in systems science [Checkland, 1981; 1989]. It is argued that the defining
characteristics of a system comes from its emergentproperties -- it is the emergent
properties that give the identity of wholeness to a system. It is the emphasis on the
wholenessthat makessystemssciencedifferent from classicalsciences.
The entity of an organized whole is described by an attractor. Attractors and
emergentattractorshave beendefinedverbally and formally. By employing the concept
of emergent attractors, the complex dynamical behaviour of nonlinear dynamical
systemscan be explained
The ideas of self-organization and. evolution of open systems have been
synthesizedand developedto the idea of systemsevolution. It is acceptedthat systems
evolution is defined as the processby which a systemchangesits structurequalitatively
to maintain as organizedentity in a changing environment. A structural description of
the systems behaviour has been adopted: the evolution is described as spatial and
temporal changeof the system's structure. On reviewing all the important schools of
thought of self- organizatio n and self-organizing systems, general conditions for
systemsevolution to occur are proposed.This generalconceptualframework is firmly
basedon the idea of open systems.
2A formal model for evolving systems based on mathematical dynamical
systems theoKy

The argumentabout systemsevolution is basedon the structural description of
systems. Hence the mathematical dynamical systems theory has been employed to
advance our discussion. Recent development in mathematical DST has provided us
with convenient and powerful tools for describing the dynamical behaviour of open
systems.
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In this study, a formal model has been outlined to describe the behaviour of

dynamical systems.The concept of attractor hasbeenformally defined and it is argued
that there are four types of fundamental attractors, i. e., point attractor, periodic
attractor,quasi-periodicattractor andchaotic attractor,that can describethe stateof any
dynamical systemsat any level. Another key concept, i. e., structural stability, is also
defined basedon the conceptof attractors.Evolution is thereforedefined when an open
in
its
described
loses
is
The
structural
stability.
process
evolution
a similar
system
of
in
bifurcation
dynamical systemstheory.By using the results of mathematical
a
as
way
DST, several possible evolution patterns are proposed which depend on how the
system losses its structural stability.

3. The application of the conceptual framework and the fonnal model to the
description of the evolution processof various systems.
This is one important part of this study, although not the main part. Examples
from various disciplines have been used to demonstrate the applicability of the
conceptualframework and the formal model. Among them are Benard hydrodynamics
experiment and laser systems in physical systems, Brusselator and Oregonator in
chemical systems, elemental hypercycles in biological systems, predator-prey-food
chain in ecological systems,cellular neural networks in artificial neural networks, and
some speculations about social economic systems. In most cases, we take the
advantagesof using the reportedresults in thosedifferent areasand only re-interpreted
them by using the conceptualframework and the formal model. In the study of artificial
neural networks, we have constructeda novel examplebasedon the concept of cellular
network and applied our framework in studying the evolution processof the elaborated
system.Another novel example is the coupledWilson-Cowan nets. Only the activation
dynamics of a 3-neuron cellular network and Wilson-Cowan nets have been studied
although other examplesare mentionedand commentedupon. Various attractors have
been identified under different conditions and the evolution process of the system in
focus has beendiscussed.Resultsof numerical analysisare given. In detecting chaotic
in
it
has mainly relied on numerical simulations and
the
proposed
example,
attractors
this reflects the constraints of the mathematical techniques available to us. Further
studiesalong this line of researchare suggested.
The whole study scheme stressesthe implication of the dynamical systems
theory in the study of the dynamical behaviour of open systems.In many cases,the
effort to understandthe evolution behaviour of a system is severely restricted by the
means of mathematical techniquesavailable to us at this stage. Fortunately, modem
for
has
technology
provided
us
a
alternative
analysing the
computation
useful
qualitative behaviour of the system.It is worth mentioning that in tile caseof a chaotic
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and accepted.
The construction of a general conceptual framework for systems evolution
basedon the idea of attractors aims to provide a way of understandingthe dynamical
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The
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very
useful
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universe.
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hence
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us to resolve the confusions so often encountered
systems
ideas.
expressing
systems
when
The formal model is not claimed to be universally applicable. However, it is
very useful when we are dealing with natural systems where the dynamics of the
system is well unders tood. As a matter of fact, the current study of the so called "the
science of complexity" relies heavily on the mathematical DST and from that point of
view, the formal model, which itself is based on the mathematical DST, is applicable in
most of these cases [for references about the study of the science of complexity, see
Stein 1989, Jen 1991, etc. ]. There are reasons, through those examples in chapter 5
in
framework
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developed
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believe
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to
the
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model
and
study can be employed in many cases to analyse the complex dynamical behaviour of
in
is
in
least
It
that
admitted
our study so far, the
systems.
most
cases,
at
many open
strength of this study schemes lies in its descriptive power rather than its predictive
power. It can only show which direction systems evolution will follow along, but not
the exact state that a system will evolve to. It is not a genuine surprise because
evolution is, essentially, unpredictable.

'fliere is anotherlimit for this formal model: it can, at best,only be employed to
for
dynamics
behaviour
the
the
time
the
of
evolution
of
system
a
of
where
study
period
the system can be expressed by the dynamical equations. In this study, this evolution
process is defined as "intra-level evolution".

When the systemarrives at anotherevolution state,the dynamics governing the
behaviour of the system changes and the dynamical equation which describes the
dynamics is no longer held. Events break laws suitable for the system at a particular
stage.Whenever there is a evolutionary event, the old laws are violated and new laws
must be found that can adequatelydescribethe behaviourof the systemat the next stage
of evolution. This involves systemsgenesis,and the law that directs systemsgenesisis
called "flic law of maximum entropyproduction".
A global picture of the evolution processcan not be obtained by only looking
the evolution at one level which is governedby a particular law. The "big picture" of
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the evolutionary cascadein chapter4 is patchedby looking the laws at different stages
of the evolution continuum.
7.2 Further

Studies

7.2.1 SystemsScience:a new domain of research
The laws of physics are believed to be the most fundamentallaws that govern
the universe. It has beenproved that there are only four types of fundamental forces,
i. e., gravitational forces, electromagneticforce, nuclear strong force and nuclear weak
force, existing in the universe. The materialsthat make up the universeare also limited
in types, with not more that 120 different atoms. How could these four fundamental
forces, acting on such a limited set of materials governed by some limited number of
physical laws, give rise to such a huge amount of forms and organizations in this
universe?Can physicstell us everything about this process?
Physics, both the Newtonian classic physics and relativistic physics, is based
on the reductionist philosophy. In searching for the laws of the nature, things are
broken into piecesand propertiesof a systemare reducedto its elements.Reductionism
stressesthe entity rather than relation, staterather than process,and universality rather
than variety. [Toffler, 1984(in Prigogine et.al, 1984].This reductionists' point of view
had been already facing seriouschallengeswhen it came to addressthe phenomenaof
life long time ago [Jantsch on the historical account of Vitalism and the holistic
thinking, 19801.It has long beenrealized, or disputed,that life can not be explained by
the laws of physics alone. The study of biology can not be reduced to the study of
physics. At most, the laws governing the biological systemare compatiblewith laws of
physics [Yates, 1988].
In the long journey struggling to find a proper theory for biological systems,
vitalism was proposed: biological systemsare teleological [reviewed by Bertalanffy,
1968]. Holism was outlined: life is holistic and it is incomprehensibleby looking at
those parts that fon-n a biological system [Smuts, 1926]. Then came the open systems
point of view of Bertalanffy and Schrodinger: for the former, biological systems are
regarded as open systemswhich are purposeful. The goal-seekingbehaviour of these
systemscan be explained by a generalterm which is applied to any open systems,i. e.,
the term of equifinality [Bertalanffy, 1968]. For the later, the phenomenaof life can be
explained as entropic processesof open systems:the growth and developmentprocess
of biological systemscan be describedas a generalprocessof which a systeinchanges
to a higher ordered state when the negentropy from the environment exceedscertain
critical point. The processof life is characterisedby both "order out of disorder" and
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"order out of order" [Schrodinger, 1944]. Through the study of self-organization, the
effort to searchfor the laws that can explain the myth of life continues. Parallel to the
striving for the understandingof biological systems,efforts have also been devoted to
the discovering of fundamentallaws and principles that can bridge the gap betweenthe
laws of physics and the laws for the life science.It has beenwidely regarded that the
contribution from the study of dissipative structure is a significant step towards that
goal. Among others, include also the synthesesof thermodynamics and Darwinism
[Weber, 1988, Wicken, 1987], the thought implied in the Random Boolean networks
of Kauffman [Kauffman, "Darwin did not know self-organization"]. However, we are
still not able to sayhow far we have to go before we can achievea better understanding
of biological systemsbasedon the basiclaws of physics.
The striving towards a better understanding of biological systems has
contributed a lot in a unique way to the development of a new way of thinking: the
emerging of systemsthinking and systemssciencein the twenty century [Smuts, 1926;
Bertalanffy, 19681.The uniquenessof this contribution has come from the unique
characteristics of the phenomenonof life. To understandthat, an open systemspoint
view must be adopted.It is not surprising that, as generally agreed, one of the most
prominent funding father of systemstheory or systemssciencein general, Ludvig von
Bertalanffy, came as a biologist. Among many contributions concerning the basic
concepts,principles, and mechanismsdiscoveredor perceivedby him about systemsin
general, the open systemspoint of view is certainly an important one [ Bertalanffy,
19681.
In accordancewith the systemsideasdevelopedin biology, systemsideashave
been developed independently, or coordinately, in many fields, such as economics,
mathematics [Rappport, 1984; Wiener, 1948], psychology [Miller, 19781,
neurophysiology [Ashby, 1952], and some other field like systems engineering,
systemsanalysis , operationalresearch[Churchman 1979, Ackoff, 1973], philosophy
etc. [Buckley, 1968].
Although numerous papers and books have been published in the field of
systemsscience,a lot of researchand teachinginstitutions have beenestablishedfor the
study of systems science, a handful of academic societies have been formed for
systems. science, national or international conferences, annually, bi-anually or
trianuanlly, were held under the titles concerning systems and systems science, a
question as simple as "what is a system" or "what is systemsscience" is still a difficult
one for any systems experts to answer. It is not surprising that many scientists,
especially thoseworking in the traditional researchfields like mathernatics,physics and
chemistry et. al, are still very scepticalabout systemsand systemsscience.
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As Checkland pointed out recently, systemsscienceis still in a primitive stage,
even more primitive than it ought be [Checkland, 19911.To some extent, it is more
adequateto say that there is a field or researchcalled systemsresearchrather than a
sciencecalled systemssciencebecause,asa science,systemsscienceis still lack of the
fundamental concepts,laws, principles etc that can clearly define the domain, method
and progressesin this field. Although the word "system" is more popular than any
other words nowadays, it has been argued that this has actually destroyed the rich
meaning of this concept [Checkland, 1991]. Some other people like Klir has argued
that systems science is a new dimension of science which differs from the classic
sciencesin the way that it concernsthe relationsof the componentsof an entity which is
perceived as an organizedwhole [Klir, 1985b].
As shown in the previous chapters, it has been advocated to use ideas of
emergenceand emergentattractorsto explain that a systemis an organizedwhole which
is composed of some interconnectedcomponentsand the wholeness is the result of
those components. A system is one that is recognized as a system and it is
characterisedby some emergentproperties.It is arguedthat any systemswhich can be
recognized as a system may be describedand characterisedby an attractor. Emergent
attractors are actually used to describethe stateof any systemsexcept a system at its
thermodynamic equilibrium. By using the term of emergentattractor, the property of
emergencehas beenstressed.
Someone may say that there is no such a sciencecalled systems science, but
only many researchfields related to the study of the organized entities as a result of
relations between many parts. It is right to some extent. However, if we regard the
study of various systems related problems from a system's point of view as an
emerging scientific researchfield and admit that it is still to be yet maturated, we can
rightly call this new domain, at leastloosely, systemsscience.The corm-flonground for
those studies can be adequately summarisedand titled as "systems thinking" which
mainly concerns the properties of systems. Systems thinking is in contrast to the
mechanistic thinking implied in those classic science represented by physics: it is
essentially holistic. Therefore, it is also arguedthat the emergenceof systemsscience
represents the emergence of a paradigm: systems thinking is in contrast to the
reductionists' mechanistic thinking. Systems thinking and mechanistic thinking is
complementaryto eachother and they are both very important for the full understanding
of the universe.
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The need for systems thinking came not only from the need for a better
explanation of biological systemsas mentioned above, but also from the need to deal
with complexity facing our humanbeings: large-scaleengineeringproject, integrated
development of economy and society, complex environment problems involved
ecological systems as well as human society etc. Systems science is a science for
dealing with the complexity [Flood et. al, 1988].
Systems scienceis yet to be well established.For the further development of
systemsscience,work that needsto be done includes not only the fundamental studies
about the basic concepts,general theories, universal laws, and underlying principles,
but good practice in applying theseideasto tackle complexity facing us in die real world
[Checkland, 1991; Flood, 1990]. The current study schemesuggestedin this research
is an attempt to understandthe evolution processof opendynamical systemsby looking
at the structural aspectsof various systems.Systemsevolution is a generalproperty of
open systems

7.2.2 Systems Evolution: a property of systems

Open systems are usually situated in environments which are themselves
changing. Due to the structural coupling between a system and its environment, the
changeof environmentmay trigger the changeof the systemso that the systemcan still
be maintained as an organizedwhole. Phenomenologically,it seemsthat the changeof
the system is causedby the environment or startedfrom outside. As a matter of fact,
there is always microscopic fluctuations within the systemwhich are constantly trying
to break the system's stability. The environmentcan only serveto amplify the internal
interconnections
that,
through
the
so
complex
of the system's components,the
noise
microscopic fluctuations are strongenoughto break the system's stability and give rise
to the systema new structure.This new structuremust be compatiblewith the structural
constraint from the environmentdue to the coupling relations betweenthem. From this
point of view, it is fair to say that environmentactsas the selectionforce for the change
of the system.This processis what we call systemsevolution in this research.
The dialectic relations betweenthe impact of the environment and a system's
inner dynamics must be stressed.Although systemsevolution is essentially internally
driven, as saysby "order through fluctuation", not externally imposed, the importance
of the "triggering" of the evolution by the change of the environment should not be
neglected.This can be betterexplainedby the formal model proposedin our study.
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Systemsevolution happensat every level within the hierarchical structureof the
universe, but the biological evolution is essentially not equivalent to the concept of
systems evolution in the general sense.Biological evolution is different from the
evolution of other natural systems,like the formation of chemical waves, in a radical
way: the evolution of biological systemsis basedon self-reproduction.The evolution is
characterised by one unique property of biological systems: "good" traits are
inheritable. In the terms of systemsevolution, biological evolution include "order out of
order".
However, the study of self-organization and systems evolution for general
systems has revealed that the force of self-organization is still working in biological
evolution. Kauffman has once commented about the current study of biological
evolution by saying the Darwin did not know self-organization. He arguesthat "selforganization" is the missing order principle in explaining biological evolution and to
reveal this is the contribution from the study of systemsevolution.
From a general systems point of view, every open system, under suitable
conditions as mentionedin chapter3,4, can evolve to a new orderedstateso that it can
still be maintained as a systemin a changingenvironment.The entity of any systemis
describedas an attractor.Through the notion of emergentattractors,it can be explained
is
different from classic science by resorting to the emergent
systems
science
why
properties of the system. Also through the notion of emergent attractor, it can be
established that systems evolution is the general property of open systems. It is
believed that the study of systemsevolution helps to understand systems and other
systemsideasat a fundamentallevel.
Systems evolution is more a general view towards the understanding the
dynamical behaviour of open systemsin general than a concrete theory to study any
particular systems.To analysethe complex behaviour of any systemrelies essentially
on the understanding of the dynamics of that particular system in a particular
environment while the study scheme in our research can only provide a general
guideline to how to look at the problem from a structural point of view. It also relies
heavily on the mathematical and computational means available to fully reveal the
complex behaviour of nonlinear systems by detecting various attractors at various
situations.
7.2.3 New Hope From DynarydcalSystemsTheory
It has been admitted that the whole research programme about systems
is
dynamical
is
for
based
theory
on
mathematical
systems
which
very
useful
evolution
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studying structure and structural change. The strength of mathematical DST, especially
with its recent development in nonlinear dynamics analysis, for the study of systems
evolution seems to lie on the following facts:

The bifurcation process, tbrough which one type of attractor is replaced by
another, can serve as a prototype of emergentphenomenafound in any evolutionary
process. As argued in this study, for understanding self-organizing systems, or
evolving systemsin general, Dynamical Systems Theory (DST) seems to provide
with:
1) the notion of "attractor" which can be usedto describethe stateof any
systemsqualitatively
2) simple geometricmodelsfor systems'complexbehaviour;
3) a completetaxonomyof attractorspossessedby dynamical systems;
4). DST provides a classificationof bifurcation patternsthat can help us
to explain the evolution route of systems.
5) a mathematical rationale for the complex systemsto evolve along a
particular evolutionary path among different choices ( see also
Abraham, 1988).
The hope aroused by the development of DST is not just about those as
mentioned above, it also provides us insights, techniques to analyse the complex
behaviour of various systems, natural and artificial, and help us to understand the
complexity implied in this universe. The later is emphasisedin current trend of the
science of complexity which has beenrigourously advocated by some scientists and
research institutions [see reference about Santa Fe Institute study of science of
complexity 1989-1992,but there the main concernis about the complex behaviour of
natural or man made physical systemswhich can be dealt with by using DST and the
focus is about the discovery of chaotic attractors ]. Systems evolution is one of the
complex behaviour exhibited by many opensystems.Systemsscienceis also a science
of complexity, but it is not limited in the complexity of physical systems, but
encompassesa broad spectrum of systemsincluding human activities [Flood et.al,
1989; Klir, 19911. To develop a well-e stablished systems science will help us
understandthe complex world, both the natureand our human beings.

7.2.4 Connectionist model and Neural Networks.
In chapter 6, it has beendemonstratedthat neural networks can be treated as
adapting and evolving systems,and the study schemeestablishedin this study can be
applied to analysetheir complex behaviour.There are many problems which needto be
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considered in future studies, both in systemsevolution and in understanding neural
networks.
The first is more technical. In chapter 6, various types of attractors have been
identified in both the CNN model and the Wilson-Cowan nets, but the complete
bifurcation diagrams have yet to be constructed. This requires intensive numerical
simulations which are both time consuming and resource consuming (high speed
computers and large storage capacity are essential). However, this work is worth
doing. The constructions of the complete "evolution cascade" will enrich our
understandingnot just those two networks, but other networks in generalas well.
The second is more philosophical. The myth of the computation power of
neural networks lies in that it is the emergentbehaviourof th&networks: it is formed by
connecting many neuronstogether,but the global behaviourof the network as a whole
is irreducible to its components.How did it happen?Although the "emergentproperty"
is the right word, but it can not tell much about how actually emergent properties
emerge. Can we find a way to connectcomponents,not necessarilyneurons,to give a
system the desirable "emergentproperties"?Will the connectionist model help to find
more efficient way of "systems design", so that some machines as well as human
organizationswith good "emergence"can be obtained?It is hopedthat systemsscience
and classical sciencestogethercan provide the right answer.
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Appendix

AM

Dynamical

1. Dynamics: the geometry of behaviour'
systems and. flow on manifold

Al. 1.1 Flows on manifold
In chapter 3, a critical review is given to various schools of thought of selforganization and it is noticed that exceptsimilarities betweentheir conceptualfoundations,
they also use the samemathematicaltools in analysis,Le, mathematicaldynamical systems
theory. It is no longer a coincidenceif having bornein mind that those theories about selforganization are dealing with the dynamical spatial-temporal behaviour of open systems
and, dynamical systems theory, in its early or modem forms, has been served as the
mathematics of time in sciencesever since Newton. Hirsh, in a paper in 1984, gives an
excellent review about systems, dynamics, origin of science and the use of dynamical
systemstheory (or dynamical reasoning)as the mathematicsof time in sciences[Hirsch,
1984]. He arguesthat to determine the dynamicsfor various systems,which are the rules
for determining the statesof systemswhich correspondat a given future time to a given
dynamic
is
is
"once
is
it
the task
the
and
state,
a
central
problem
of
science,
given,
present
of mathematical dynamical systemstheoiy to investigatethepatterns of how stateschange
in the long run". The developmentin dynamicalsystemstheory over the past twenty years
makesit possible for us to understandthe complex long run behaviour of those systemsof
which their dynamics are known to us while the finding of the dynamics remains the main
problem in sciences.
A dynamical systemis one that its statechangesin time, and a mathematicaldynamical
systemconsists of die spaceof statesof the systemtogetherwith a rule called "dynamics"
which determineshow the statechangesin time. Primarily, there are two different types of
dynamical systemsin mathematicsaccordingthe time stepsinvolved. If the time changes
continuously, these systems are called "continuous dynamical systems". When the time
takes discrete time step, they are "discrete dynamical systems". Discrete dynamical
dynamical
"continuous
by
discreterizing
the
systems
systems are not merely
obtained
systems" and they have particular properties in their own and must be studied separately
in somecases.Definitions of both continuousanddiscretedynamical systemswill be given
in this section.
For the discussion of continuous dynamical systems, the state space is usually a
Le
differential
Euclidean
certain
structure,
a
manifold, and the
space
with
generalized
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dynamical system is defined as a flow on such a manifold. The definition of a C'
dynamical systemcan be given asthe following:
Definition

A1.1.1

(Continuous

space (Cr differential manifold),

dynamical

systems) Let X be a topological
X
is
(Cr
If
T
a
continuous
map
map).
-->

RxX

satisfies:

(1) 9 (0, x) = x, for any xeX;
(2) (p (s+t, x) =y (s, (p (t, x)), for any s, t c: R, x c=X
then (p is called a COflow (Cr flow) or a CO dynamical system( Cr dynamical system).
It haý beenproved that any Cr vector field on a compact Cr differential manifold
can generatea Cr flow [Guckenheimeret. al, 1983].
A discrete dynamical system consists a sequence of homeomorphism or
diffeornorphism and it can be defined as:
Definition A1.1.2 (Discrete dynamical systems) Let X be a topological space
(CI differential manifold) and Z the set of integers ý: ZxX
X
is
a
->
homeomorphism(Cr diffeomorphisi-n),if ý satisfies:
(1) ýo (x) = id(x), for any xeX;
1(
k+l(
(2) ý
x) =ýk. ý x), for any k, I c- Z, x (=-X,
then ý is called a discrete dynamical system (a C' discrete dynamical system) which
consistsof the sequenceof homeomorphismor diffeomorphism.
The relationship between the flow (continuous dynamical system) and discrete
dynamical systemcan be describedasfollowing:
For any continuous dynamical system T, a discrete dynamical system ý can be

generatedby discretesampling for a period of c:
0-2=(ý-2,

c,

00=id,

ol=T",

02=T2T,

On the other hand, for a given discrete dynamical system, it may not be necessarily
embeded into a continuous dynamical system [Smale, 1967]. This demonstrates that
discrete dynamical system contains some properties which can not be studied by
continuous dynamical systems [Aulin, 1987]. However, it has been proved that any
discrete dynamical systemsgeneratedby a sequenceof diffeomorphism.can be connected
with a flow through appropriate"suspension"[Smale, 1967; Cuckenheimeret. al, 1983].
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A1.1.2 Differential equationsand dynamical systems
In practice, a dynamical system is usually closely connected with a differential
for
is
One
dynamical
that
that
reason
mathematical
systems theory was originally
equation.
a branch of ordinary differential equations --- it is widely accepted that it was sterned from
Poincare's qualitative study of dýfferential equations. What is more important is that
differential equations have long served as a means to study the dynamical process of natural
systems, the trajectories of the movement of plants in astronomy, for example. The
importance of differential equations in the history of science has been echoed by many
people and among them, Lie said:

"Amonthall mathematicaldisciplinesthe themy of diffel-entialequationsis
the most imponant... It fin-nishes the explanation of all those elemental
manifestation of natin-e which involves time." [Sophus Lie as quoted by
Hirsh [1984]
As it can be seen in following sections, mathematical dynamical systems theory,
growing up from the study of differential equations, and latter with the influence of
differential topology, study mainly the qualitative behaviour of dynamical systemswhile
differential equationsconcernsmore aboutquantitativeaspectsdynamical systems.It is not
only an important and active field of study itself, it is also a very important means for
studying differential equations. As far as the study of the qualitative properties of a
dynamical system is concerned, autonomous differential equation and mathematical
dynamical systems theory are about the same thing. Formally, or mathematically, a
dynamical system (flow) on a Cr differential manifold corresponds to a differential
equation (vector field) on the manifold and the other way around.This can be easily shown
as follows.
Suppose(p,: X -ý X is a Cr dynamical system on X, and x c- X. Define

(t,
(pt(x)
(P
x)
x(t)=
=
and a vector field f:

X -> X as :
I,
f(x) =ý (pt(x)
dt
=.

then we have the following differential equation:
dx/dt = f(x)
(x)
its
initial
being
the
(p,
curve
condition
x(t)
solutions
which
satisfies
with
=
t=O -> X(O) = (P(O,X) = X0

On the other hand,given an autonomousdifferential equation
dx/dt = f(x)
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on a manifold X and supposethat the conditions for solutions' existence,uniqueness,and
continuity are met. Denotex(t) the solution of the equationwith the initial condition:
t=O

-->

X(O)

= Xo EE X.

For any teR, xeX, define T,(x) =T (t, x) =x(t) =x then it is easy to prove.that:
(1) (pt(x)= (p(t, x) is continuousand differentiable on X, and
(2) Tt(x) satisfies

(a) (po(x)=x
(b)

T', t(x) = (P,( (PL(X)

(P,O(pt(x)

then we have y being a CO flow (Cr flow) or a CO dynamical system ( Crdynamical
system) on X.

In the case of nonautonomous differential equations, they can always be
transformed into autonomous equations with an additional dimension and hence its
solution can generatea flow on a manifold. For partial differential equations,there is not a
general procedure and universal method to yield a dynamical system (in the mathematical
sense). However, some types of partial differential equations as often encountered in
studying natural systems, like "reaction-diffusion" equations, their solutions satisfy
sufficiently strong theoremsof existence,uniquenessand continuity and hencecan generate
a dynamical system.

In all the following discussions,autonomousdifferential equationsand flows on a
manifold are regardedas the samething. They are all models about the samedynamical
process in focus. Qualitative properties of those dynamical systems can be studied by
adaptingeither the point of view of differential equationor flow on manifold. Usually, limit
sets,Poincaresectionetc. are defined in terms of a flow (pton a manifold and the structural
stability, bifurcation etc. of a vector field f= d/dt (y) ( which defines a differential
equation) on the samemanifold.

A1.2 Problems about dynamical systems: stability

and structural

stability

A1.2.1 Invariant sets

A dynamical systemin thereal world can, in principle, be modelledby either a flow
on a suitable manifold (state space)or describedby a group of differential equations.The
dynarrdcal behaviour of the flow, long run behaviour of individual orbit, its stability etc.
can be representedby somespecial setsof points in the statespace.This leadsto concepts
like invariant sets,stability, structuralstability etc. studied by dynamical systemstheory
.
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For a flow yt: X -ý X, t c= R, the map I(x):
trajectory of x r= X. Its image is called the orbit:
O(x) =( x(t) It c- RI

X --> X, t ->

x(t) is the

set: ) A set A E- X is said to be invariant under
R, i. e. T, (A) 9 A.
the flow T if T, (x) c=A for each xe A and all t E=DefMition

A1.2.1

(Invariant

Clearly, the orbit O(x) of any point x is an exampleof an invariant set.
Definition A1.2.2 (Wandering set and non-wandering set)
(a) Wandering set Y((P):
13
Y(y) =fx
W x, V tGR => (p,(W) r) W=01
-4
(b) Non-wandering set n((p):
n«P) =1x1VW3X,

31t1> to >o =* (Pt(W)n W:; e:0}

Both wandering setY(y) and non-wanderingset fl((p) are invariant sets,but Y((P)is an
92(y)
X
is closed. Any point in Y(q) or Q(T) is called wandering
open subset of
while
point or non-wanderingpoint respectively.
Wandering set and non-wandering set characterisethe global structure of the flow
on manifold, Le they figure out those special points on manifold which either be.carried
away or stay where they are along the flow. We are also interested in the direction of
movement of individual orbit, Le the long run behaviour of the trajectory of x, hence we
define the limit set of the orbit of x.

Definition A1.2.3

(Limit sets)

(a) a-lin-dt set L,, (x):
L(jx)=f

3fti}-i-,
ylyc=X,

cR, jimtj=-0o=>.
i-)-

Umyt.(x)=y
I-)- II

(b) (a-lin-tit set Lc,(x):
L (x) =f
..

i=
c R, Um ti = oo => lim (p,i (x)=yý
y1 yEEX, 3 Iti 1j-,
1-)ý
i--)-

It is easy to seethat both u.- and co-limit setsare invariant under flow T, and they
belong to the non-wanderingset:
L, (x) C- Q((p) for any x c=X.
La(x) C- Q(T),
These limit sets are very important in the study of the qualitative behaviour of
dynamical systemsand we go further to describe some of their subsetswhich are often
encounteredin the study of vector fields or differential equations.
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Definition A1.2.4 (Stationary point or equilibrium
xOc: X which satisfies:
R.
(pt(xo) = xo for all t E=then xO is called a stationarypoint or equilibrium of the flow.

If there is a point

In the caseof a stationarypoint, xO= L,, (xo )= Lw(xO).Denote all E the set of all the
equilibria of the flow and the E is a closed subsetof X.
Definition A1.2.5 (Periodic point and periodic orbit)
If there is a
point xO c- X and there exists a T>O such
that (pt.,
= xO for all t r= R
-T(xO)
then xo is called a periodic point for and the minimum of T is called the period of xO. In
this case, 0( xO) is called a periodic orbit (or cycle) when it is not a stationary point.

Obviously, we can seethat 0( x0 )= La(xo )= L(, (xo). Both the set of equilibria
and the periodic orbit are limit sets and what is more interesting is the way they are
approachedby the trajectoriesof thosepoints which is in the neighbourhoodof them.
Definition

A1.2.6

(Stability

of equilibria)

Denote xO cz X is an

equilibrium of flow (p,then
(a) xO is stable if for every neighbourhoodV of xo in X, Le, xO(-=V (-=X,
there is a neighbourhoodV1 V suchthat for every x r= V, , (pt(x) V for all t C=R.
(b) xO is asymptotically stableif xO is stable and V, can be chosenso that for
every xe

VI, (p,(x) -->xo. as t-)oo.

When an equilibrium is asymptotically stable, we call it a fixed point or a point
attractor. It attractssomeneighbourof itself. Generally,an attractorneedsnot to be a point,
it can be a cycle or even a torus on a surface. Attractor of a dynamical system can be
defined in the generalterms.
Definition

A1.2.7

(Attractor)

Let A be a sub-set of X,

UDA

is a

S,
if
A
A
(U).
is
A
the
nLo
and
;?
yt
an
attractor
of
system
of
with
called
neighbourhood
only if it satisfies the following properties:
(1) Attractivity: for every V with V z)A, we have VD (pt (U)

for all sufficiently

large t;

(2) Invariance: T, (A) = A, for all t;
(3) Indecomposibility: if there exist anothersuch set A' satisfying (1) and (2) and
A:: )A', then A'=A.
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These attractors are subsetsof the limit sets of a flow and they represent some
important types of invariant sets.The attractivity implies that they are somelocal centreson
the manifold and to which the trajectoriesof someneighbourhoodpoints are approaching.
They are locally stable and are actually corresponding to the state of a real dynamical
systems which are the only meaningful and observable ones in real world. We can
differentiate different attractors which representdifferent state of dynamical systems,Le
point attractor representing stable equilibrium, periodic attractor representing periodic
oscillations and chaotic attractor representing chaotic behaviour. They can be
mathematicallydefined and described.Much efforts have beendevotedto the finding of the
set of non-wanderingpoints, amongthem, attractorsare more interesting than others.
Example
Denote (p = eAt is a flow on X=R2, and it defines a vector field F=A and hence
generatesa differential equation
d/dt (X) =AX
A=(
where

(a, C)T, (b, d)'I)

The non-wandering points of the flow, which change when a, b, c, d change,can
be characterisedasthe following (figure A1.21):

Det
Sinks (attractors)
Tr<O, Det >0

Scources (repellors)
Tr>O, Det >O
I

Spiral Sinks
A<O, Det >0

C')

Spiral Scoures
A<O,Tr >0

0

Nodes
A>O,Tr>O

Nodes
A>O, Tr<O

Saddl6s
Det<O

Figure A1.2.1 The taxonomy of limit sets of the 2-dimensional linear
dynamical system(Tr = Tr A= a+d; Det= DetA= ad-bc;A= (Tr)24 Det)
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There is no other limit set like periodic orbit or aperiodic orbit in linear dynamical
systems, but even though, when the dimensionsof the dynamical systemsbecomehigher,
the taxonomy of the non-wandering points is more difficult. This is nothing comparing
with the difficult in finding the limit setsfor nonlinear dynamical systemsand many work
remains to be done.
A famous global theoremconcerning the existenceof a period orbit of dynamical
systems on a 2-dimensional manifold and the taxonomy of non-wandering points of a 2dimensional nonlinear flow.
Theorem (Poincare-BendixsonTheorem [Hirsh and Smale, 1974])
A non-empty, compact limit set of a flow on the plane, which contains no fixed
point, is a closed orbit.
There is no general results concerning the location of periodic orbit in higher
dimensional systems.

A1.2.2 stability and structuralstability
Those invariant sets,especiallyattractors, are important for understandingthe long
run behaviour of a flow on manifold. There is anotherconceptwhich is in the centre of the
study of dynamical systems, Le, the structural stability of a flow or vector field. For
convenience, we use vector F=d/dt ((pt) rather than flow yt in our discussion about the
structural stability.
Definition A1.2.7 Equivalent and topologically equivalent: Two Cr vector fields,
F, 0 are said to be Ck equivalent (r ýýk)if thereexists a Ck diffeornorphism h which takes
orbits O(F) of F to orbits O(G) of G. That is to say, for any x and tj, there is a t2 such that
: h(Ft, (x)) = Gt2(h(x)). When k=O,we say that F and G are topologically equivalence,
Definition A1.2.8 Structural stability: A Cr vector field F on a manifold X is
(5e=Ck (X)), F and
structural stableif for any sufficient small Ck perturbationsG=F+8
G are topologically equivalent.
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( or, there exists a neighbourhoodN of F in Ck (X), N r= Ck (X), such that for
N, F and G are topologically equivalent.)
every G E=Structural stability is a much talked topic and is still one of the most important
problem in mathematicaldynamical systemstheory. The discussioncentres on the criteria
for deciding whether a flow, or a vector, is structurally stable and whether structurally
stable systemsare densein the spaceof dynamical systems.It has beenproved that the set
structurally stablesystemson 2-dimensionalcompactmanifold is open and dense[Peixoto,
1962]. It is not true for dynamical systems on manifold with dimension *2!3. [Smale,
1967]. For 2-dimensionaldynamical system,a generalresult has beenproved by Peixoto.
Theorem [Pexoto, 1962].
Let (pis the flow on 2-dimensionalmanifold X, T (or its vector field F) is structural
stableif and only if it satisfiesthat:
(i) all equilibrium arehyperbolic;
(ii) all closedorbit arehyperbolic;
(iii) there are no orbits connectingsaddlepoints.
(where a limit set is hyperbolic meansthat the eigenvaluesof the vector field at that point
(set) is not equal to 0).
Although the conceptof structural stability is one of the key concept in our formal
model of evolving systems,mathematically,it is not perfect for discussionof the stability
of dynamical system: structurally stable systemsare not densefor all finite dimensional
compactmanifold. One can traceback to the definition of equivalencerelation on which the
concept of structural stability is based.New definitions of equivalencerelation lead to new
types of of stabledynamical systemsor stablevector fields. The ultimate goal is to have the
definition restrictive enoughto permit classification of the stable ones,but, at the same,to
have the stable vector fields genetic, that is, the intersection of a countable sequenceof
open densesets.Much of the researchin finite dimensional abstractdynamical systemsin
the last twenty years has been devoted to this general problems [Smale, 1967; Peixoto,
1973]. One of the advancesmaderecently is by Zeeman which defines an e-equivalence
hence e-stability as an alternative to structural stability. It is argued that the the new
definition has a numberof advantagesover structuralstability, one of them is that (F--)stable
systemsare densefor on any finite dimensional compactmanifold. For the definition of 6equivalence is basedon the Fokker-Plankequation, it is particularly aimed at dissipative
nonlinear systems,including thosewith chaotic attractors[Zeeman, 1988b].
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A1.2.3 Vector fields with parameters
The property of structural stability is the characteristics of individual dynamical
system and it reflects how robust the system is under the external perturbations. It is of
vital importance especially when we use a vector field on a manifold to describe a
dynamical process.If the vector field is structurallystable, then the model can faithfully, to
certain extent, describe the behaviour of the modelled system, or otherwise, it may be
totally wrong to use it as a model. The importance of the structural stability of the
dynamical model, or a vector field, which is employed to model a dynamical system, is
emphasizedby Arcil [Arcil, 1986].
From the practical point of view, a dynamical system is usually exposed to a
changing environment (asas discussedin chapter2 and 3). In the model, the impact of the
environment to the behaviour of the system is usually representedby a parameter or a
parametervector ýt. As theseparametersare varied, changesmay occur in the qualitative
structureof the systemfor certain parametervalues.This changeis called a bifurcation and
it is closely relatedwith the loss of the structuralstability of the system.
With the appearanceof a parametervector, the dynamical systemtakesform like:
d/dt (x) = F (x)

(x, t) r= XxR, g r= V (V is a subsetof Rn' )
,
and the flow is then representedas

(x)
(pl,(x,t) = ýpýt,
t

When there is a parametervector appearingin the vector field, a family of vector
fields or flows are obtained. Invariant sets, like equilibria, periodic orbit etc. can be
defined, but it has to take into accountparameterX and thoseinvariant setsmight not be.the
same for all g E: V. This leads to the concept of bifurcation.
F,, is a family of vector fields on a
ni)
is
is a parameter vector. When
V
(V
R
X,
and ýt (=a subset of
n-dimensional manifold
the field is not structurally stable at certain Xo (-=V, we say that the vector fields (or
Definition A1.2.8

(Bifurcation)

dynamical system)bifurcate at X0and X0is called a bifurcation point.
The definition of bifurcation is based on the concept of "structural stability",
structurally stability of a dynamical system is usually analysed by detecting bifurcation
points. Various methodsare proposedto find the bifurcation point of vector fields and it is
known that theremore numericmethodsthen analyticalmethodsin bifurcation analysis.
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As an example, considering dynamical systemsdescribedby the following oneparameterfamilies of vector fields on X=V=R.
(a) F( x)= g- X2
(b) Fg( x)= gX - X2
(e) F X) =- (l+ g) X2
1l(
The set of equilibrium can beeasily obtained analytically by setting Fjj( x) = 0. The
phase portrait of these systems and their bifurcation diagram can be illustrated as the
following (figure A1.2.2):
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(a)

Y

(b)

V

(c)

-40-

direcflon of the vector fields
stableequilibra (attractors)
unstable equilibra (repellors)
semi-stable equilibra (saddles)

Figure A1.2.2 Bifurcation diagram for vector fields (a), (b), (c).

This is the simplest caseabout the local bifurcation of dynamical systems.When the
system has a higher dimension, the bifurcation diagram can be very complicated. Apart
from some special case,there is no analytic solutions for a general bifurcation problem,
like
(repellors)
bifurcation,
through
there
attractors
appearing
especially when
arecomplex
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bifurcation to periodic attractors and chaotic attractors. In that case, it has to largely depend
on the numerical techniques to find out bifurcation points and new attractors. This
numerical method is even more than "convenient" and "important" when there is a
bifurcation to a chaotic attractor. It is the an important method that can helps to identify the
appearance of a chaotic attractor, because there is no analytical representation of a chaotic
attractor. Various local bifurcation patterns will be discussed in section A 1.4

A1.3 Invariant

Manifold

A1.3.1 Invariant manifold
For the equilibrium is the only limit point of a linear dynamical system, the global
behaviourof sucha linear systemdependson the propertiesof its equilibrium which in turn
are decided by the matrix describing this system,like the example of a linear flow on the
plain [see the above section ]. In a high dimensionalsystem, to decide the stability of the
equilibrium becomesmore difficult, but, in principle, it can be done analytically. 'Mere is a
whole body of knowledge about linear systems which provides numerical as well as
for
techniques
the stability analysisof the system's equilibrium [D'Azzo et. al,
analytical
1987]. It is the foundation of linear control system analysis and design and it relies on
matrix analysis.
A nonlineardynamical systemcan exhibit more complex behaviourthan a linear one
can do. It usually has a very complicated non-wandering set which, especially with its
subset called "attractors", prescribes the long ran behaviour. The phase space, or the state
manifold, is divided into different regions, which we call the basins of attraction, and in
each region the system is attracted to an attractor. Depending on where the system starts,
the system's long run behaviour is determined by the type of attractor in that basin. On the
boundary of a basin, which is called a "separatrix" and is usually a saddle-like limit point
(sets), the behaviour of the system is decided not by a attractor, but rather than by whether
it is on the stable manifold or the unstable manifold ( see the following definition).
Therefore, if we want to give a global picture of the behaviour of a system on the whole
state manifold, we must look into different local attractors in different attracting basins
separated by some usually complicated separatrices. This is a sharp contrast with the a
linear dynamical system where its behaviour is decided globally by its equilibrium point.
When there are external parameters, the behaviour of a nonlinear system becomes even
more difficult because the change of parameter can lead to bifurcations. It is known from
the above section that bifurcation means the loss of structural stability and the behaviour of
the system can change qualitatively.
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In dynamical systems theory, geometrical methods are employed which discuss the
global structure of systems [Palis and Melo, 1982]. However, there are few global results
in dynamical system theory which can be applied in the study of nonlinear dynamical
systems arising in practical fields of research .A more practical method, which has been
adopted by almost all the applied niathematicians in application, is based on a procedure of
linearization. It is employed to study the local property of a system by linearizing a
dynamical system in the neighbourhood of a limit point, or a limit set (in most cases, it is a
fixed point) and then use the result of linear systems analysis. The following theorems
guarantee that the procedure of linearization is valid in studying the local property of the
system.

For a non-linear flow (pton X, thereis a correspondingvector field f which gives the
usualdifferential equation x= f(x), xc=X. An equilibrium (or fixed point) x of the flow
is given by f(x*) = 0. Then the linearization of X= f(x) at x* is a linear dynamical system:
y= Df(x*) y

where
af,

DF(x*)

I I x-, *
axj ij--l

is the Jacobianat the fixed point

T
and y= (yj, ..., Yn) are local coordinates at x* on X.

Definition A1.3.1 (Hyperbolic point)
An equilibrium x* of a flow (p,(fieldf ) is said to be hyperbolic if no eigenvaluesof
Df (x*) has zero part.
With a hyperbolic equilibrium x*, the nonlineardynamical systemcan be simplified
at that point locally to a linear flow.
Theorem (Hartinan- Grobinan (Guckenheirneret. al, 1983])
Let x* be a hyperbolic fixed point of x'= f(x) with flow T, on X. Then there is a
neighbourhood N of xI on which (pis equilvalent to the linear flow exp(Df(x*)t)x.
With this theorem the local behaviour of a nonlinear dynamical system can be
studied by looking into an equivalent linear flow whose behaviour is quite well known
[Hirsch and Smale, 1974]. The following theorem says more about the system's local
behaviour.
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Theorem (Invariantnianifold)
Let Tt be a flow on X with a hyperbolic fixed point x

Then on a sufficiently

X, thereexist local stableand unstablemanifolds:
small nerghbourhoodN of xxENc::
V, (x )=I xE X (p,(x)'-->
)+001
x*
as
x
--0c
loc(X

)=f

XEEX1

(pt(X)

x asx--ý-ool

Eu
dimension
Es
of and for the linear vector fleid DF(x*) and tangentto them at
of the same
x
These theoremsenableus to study the behaviour of nonlinear dynamical systems
locally by resorting to its local equivalence of linear flows which is relatively easy to
handle (there are well established techniques for linear flows and the whole body of
knowledge dependsheavily on the matrix analysis).By patching togetherall thosepictures
about the system'slocal behaviour,the global behaviouris clear.
A1.3.2 Centre manifold theorem
In the hyperbolic case,the local behaviourof a nonlinear dynamical systemcan be
studied by a linear one, as we discussedabove.In the non hyperbolic case,the problem is
getting harder.By extendingthe ideaof invariant manifold theoremto the local behaviourat
non-hyperbolic fixed points of nonlinear flows, a centre manifold theorem is obtained.
Without loss of generality,assumethat the fixed point being dealt with is at the origin.
Theorem (CentreManifoldtheorein)
The origin is the fixed point of aU

flow on X and f is the corresponding

vector field. Let A= Df(O) and divide the spectrumof A into threeparts, (y,

cy.with:

cis=1X1 ReX < 0}
ci,
au={X

X1 ReX = 01
lReX>OI

Let the generalizedeigenspacesof (7,,cy, and (7,,be Es,Ec, and Eurespectively.Then
tangentto Es and Eu at
there exist Cr stableand unstablelocal manifoldsWlscand Wu10C
0 and a Cr"' centre (local) manifold W'I, tangentto Ec at 0. The manifolds Wls(,,,Wc,
and Wul.c are all invariant for the flow (pt.The stableand undtablelocal manifolds are
neednot be.
unique, but WOjOc
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In general, the centre manifold theorem isolates the complicated asymptotic
behaviour by locating an invariant manifold, centre manifold, tangent to the subspace
spannedby the generalized eigen spaceof eigenvalueson the imaginary axis. It is very
important and useful in situations where bifurcation occurs.Actually, the centre manifold
provides a meansfor systematicallyreducing the dimension of the state spaceswhich need
to be considered when analysing bifurcations of a given type. It underlies the well
developed bifurcation theory, Le, Hopf bifurcation theory. [Marsden and McCracken,
1976] and Carr [ Carr, 1981].
Apart form its technical usefulness, it is also implied that the behaviour of a
dynamical system can only rely on a few factors at a critical point. This has been used as a
rigourous support for Haken's "slaving principle" in synergetics [ Haken, 1983a; 1983b].

The invariant manifold theorem,especiallythe centremanifold theoremprovides us
with an important tool tool for studying the complex behaviour of nonlinear dynamical
systems,particularly in the appearanceof parameters.The analytical as well as numerical
analysis of a nonlinear dynamical system through linearization procedure is rested on a
solid mathematical theory. Although there are many casesthat can not be tackled by this
method, for example,in the caseof chaotic behaviour,it at least enablesus to solve part of
the big problem.

AIA

Limit

sets: definitions

and descriptions

A1.4.1 description and classification of limit sets

A. equilibrium or fixed point
As stated in Hartman-Grobman theorem, the local behaviour of a nonlinear
dynamical systemat a hyperbolic point can be studiedby its linear equivalence.In the case
of 2-dimensional dynamical systems, typically systems on the plain R2, the global
behaviour of a linear dynamical systemsis very clear and so is the local behaviour of any
plain dynamical systemsat a fixed point. Referring to the 2-dimensional linear dynamical
systemdiscussedin sectionA 1.2, the behaviourof the systemis decidedby the property of
its fixed points. When the fixed point is hyperbolic, it belongsto one of the three distinct
types: point attractor (asymptotic stable),point repellor (unstable),saddlepoint ( attractingby
depending
the matrix
the
the
the
of
system
given
on
signs
of
eigenvalue
while-repelling)
A. In the degeneratecase,it is a centre. They can be illustrated in the following figure.
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In higher dimensionalmanifold, it is difficult to visualize thesethreedifferent kinds
of hyperbolic fixed point, but an attractorcan be connectedwith the attracting behaviour of,
that fixed point, a repellor with the repelling behaviour,and the saddlewith the attractingand-repelling behaviour of the system.For any nonlineardynamical systemson a manifold
with any dimensions, they exhibit the same attracting, or repelling, or attracting-andrepelling local behaviour in the neighbour of equilibria depending on whether the fixed
points are attractors,or repellors or saddlepoints. To decide the type of a fixed point, what
needsto be done is to find the signs of the eigenvaluesof its Jacobian at that equilibrium
point. This is describedin the following theorem.
Theorem [Hirsch, 1984] Let xO eX

be an fixed poilit of a vectorfieldf on X,

a) C the spectrum of the linear operator Df (xo) on the tangent space Xxo, then

(a) IfReX<0forall
(b) IfRe; L>Ofoi-all

Aea, thenxoisapointattractor;
; Le(Ytizeiixoisapoititattiactoi,;

(c) IfRe2, <Ofoi-soiiielecyaitdRe2,

<Ofoi-othei-s, tlieitxoisa

saddlepoint..

It is obvious from Hartman-Grobmantheoremand the classification of fixed point of
discussedin figure A1.4.1.
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B Limit

cycles

For a nonlinear dynamical system on a manifold M with dimension21, the above
equilibria do not exclusively describe its local behaviour. It is often encountered that the
system may have a complex nonwandering set which consists a periodic orbit or even a
chaotic orbit. They represent the complex asymptotic behaviour in a sufficient small
neighbourhood of those limit sets. In practice, the cyclic movement, or oscillation of a
system is observed. In dynamical systems theory, such kind of oscillation behaviour is
defined as a periodic orbit, we have already given the definition in mathematical terms in
section A1.2. Similar to the classification of fixed points, we have three distinct periodic
orbits, i. e., periodic attractor, periodic repellor, and saddle-like periodic orbit (in manifold
with dimension ý! 3). They can be illustrated as:
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periodic repellor

periodic attractor

Figure A 1.4.2

saddle-likeperiodic orbit

Periodic orbits

When it is a straightforwardprocedureto find a fixed point and to decide its type
(subject to the difficult of solving algebraequationseither analytically or numerically), it is
a difficult task to find the periodic orbit. It is by equally difficult to find out whether a
known periodic orbit is attracting,repelling, attracting-while-repelling. As a matter of fact,
a great deal of efforts has beendevotedto the analysis of the existence,stability, and type
of periodic orbit of a dynamical system.The most successfulcaseis when the dynamical
systemis describedby a vector field which is a polynomial of the statevariables. For plain
dynamical systems(systemson R2),somespecialtechniqueshave beendevelopedto detect
the periodic orbits [Guckenheimeret. al, 1983].
There is also an elegant theorem concerning the existence of a periodic orbit in
dynan-dcalsystemon any manifold andit is called Poincare-Bendixsontheorem[seesection
A1.3]. Theoretically, it can be usedin any situation. However, there is no similar theorem
for dynamical systems with dimensions higher than 3. There is a delicate method for
finding a periodic orbit and it is basedon conceptslike "Poincare Section" and first return
map and we will discussit in the following section.
Hopf bifurcation theory has also been widely used in locating periodic orbits. It
provides analytical method for finding the periodic orbit as well as a index for its stability
and it can be applied in a wide range of systemsas long as there is a Hopf bifurcation.
[Marsden et. al, 1976].
C quasi-periodic

orbits

A typical quasi-periodic orbit is one on the torus surface T2. It is the combination
(Cartesion product) of two periodic orbits with different periods and the ratio of thesetwo
periods is an irrational number.The behaviour of such a quasiperiodic orbit is a bit more
peculiar than a periodic attractor: it moves on a surface of a torus and it never re-passes
what it has passed.It is wanderingon the surfaceand it covers every point of that surface.
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A quasi-periodic orbit exhibits someregularities becauseits behaviour can be decomposed
to two periodic behaviour. It also exhibit some singularities because it is not exactly
periodic: althoughit may come very close to its previoustrajectoryit neverpassesexactly a
point it passedbefore. For thesereasonsit is called a quasi-periodicorbit.
A quasi-periodicorbit, especiallythe one on T2 which is usually called "a torus", is
a favourite for mathematiciansworking on abstractdynamical systemstheory where it is
easy to construct and its properties are very interesting [Smale, 1967]. When a dynamical
systemis representedas a diffeomorphism, a torus is an elegantexamplefor demonstrating
generic propertieslike structural stability, transversalityetc.. Haken has reported that such
quasi-periodic orbits do exist in practical systems(see, [Haken, 1983b], et. al.).
For somepeople, quasi-periodic orbits are grouped together with chaotic orbits as
"aperiodic orbits" (or "aperiodic attractors").It is, however,in this study that quasiperiodic
attractorsand chaotic attractorsare treatedas two different typesof attractors.

I

torus attractor
(asymptoticstabletorus)

torus repellor
(unstabletorus)

Figure A 1.4.3 Quasi-periodicorbits
Poincare section is one kind of the techniqueswhich can be used to identify quasiperiodic attractors.Another one is the Lyapunov spectrum which we will introduce in the
following section.

D chaos and chaotic attractors
Chaos, or chaotic attractor, is a very popular topic nowadays. It refers to the
phenomenathat dynamical behaviour of a detenninistic system is in any practical sense
unpredictableand its quantitativebehaviourhasan extremesensitivity to initial conditions.
There is a very good introductory book on chaos by Gleick, although it is not so
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mathematical [Gleick, 1987]. Another interesting introductory paper is by Shaw [Shaw,
1981]. For a more mathematical discussion about chaos, see Guckenheimer and Holmes

[Guckenheimer et. al, 1983].
The best way to get a feeling aboutwhat a chaotic attractorlooks like is still to look
at examples. There are several "classical" examples of chaotic attractors, i. e. Lorenz
attractor, Rossler attractor, in flows and Smale's Horseshoe, Henon attractor for
diffeomorphism [Shaw, 1981; Cvitanovic, 1989; Holden, 1986]. In a less restrict
mathematicalform, a chaoticattractorA can be defined asfollowing:
Definition Al. 4.1 (chaotic attractor)
A is an attractor of a dynamical system,we call Aa chaotic attractor if and only if
the asymptotic behaviour of the systemin the neighbourhoodof A dependssensitively on
the initial conditions.

figure A1.4.4 A chaotic attractor

To find out that whetheran attractor is chaotic or not, there is almost non rigourous
analytical techniquesexcept in a very special casewhere a Smale Horseshoecan be found
[Zeeman, 1988a].In most cases,we have to rely on numerical analysis which can provide
us some infon-nation about the attractor. These numerical-analysis-dependentmethods
include construction of Poincare section, calculation of Lyapunov exponent, and
calculation of fractal dimension and power spectra(Fourier spectrum)[Berge et. al, 1984;
Eckmann and Ruelle, 1985].They will be discussedin the following section.

A1.4.2 Description of limit sets
To detect and describethe limit set of a nonlinear dynamical systembecomesvery
difficult when the limit set consistssomecornplicated orbits like periodic orbit or chaotic
orbit. When Many methodsstressingnumerical analysis,like using Lyapunov exponent,
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calculating fractal dimension (for chaotic orbit), have received attention over the past ten
years. Here we give a brief introduction of four of the most used methods finding and
describing periodic, quasi-periodic, and chaotic orbit.

A.

Poincare section

The principle underlying this methodis fairly simple: to constructa diffeomorphism
from a flow and analyse the behaviour of this diffeomorphism. This can be defined in
rigourous terms.

dim

Definition A1.4.2 ( Cross section
Let (pbe a flow on M with vector field F and supposethat I is a submanifold with
dim
M
=
-1 satisfying:
(1) every orbit of T meetsY, for arbitrarily large t>Oand t<O;

(2) if xEY, then F(x) is not tangentto 1.
then I is said to be a crosssectionof the flow y.
Let y (=-I and there are many t>O and t<O satisfying (pt(y) Ez-1. Denote c(y) be
the least positive time for which (pt(y)(y) e 1, then we can define a Poincare map as

follows.
Definition A1.4.3
(first return map)
The first return map, or PoincareMap, P:

P(Y)= (pt(y)(y)
,

is defined to be:

I
yc=

By construction P is a diffeornorphism and it can be used to study the properties of

flows in a manifold one higher dimension. As a matter of fact, an point attractor of P in Y,
corresponds to a periodic attractor in the phaseportrait of T on M. When the Poincare
section has a complex structure,the underlying dynamical systemhas a more complicated
behaviour [Berge et. al, 1984]. Actually, this method is also used for finding out other
complex limit set of dynamical systems.This can be illustrated as follows (figure 1.4.5):
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Poincaresectionfor a periodic orbit:
a point
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Poincaresectionfor a quasi-periodicorbit:
a closedcurve

Poincaresectionfor a periodic orbit

an irregular shapewith many accumulatingpoints

Figure A1.4.5 Poincare map

This method is also elegant in theory, but there are difficulties in practice. One of
the difficulties is that not every flow hasa crosssectionhencethis Poincaresectionmethod
is not always valid [Guckenheimer et. al, 1983]. Another problem is that since the
definition of the Poincaremap relies on the knowledge of the flow, Poincaremap can not
de computedunless generalsolutionsof the correspondingdifferential equationshave been
obtained. It is a severe restriction for using this method. However, there are other
techniques developed to extend this method by marring it with other methods. They
include:
(1) the useof perturbationandaveragingmethodsto approximatethe
Poincaremap [Guckenheirneret. al, 1983]
(2) numerical analysis[Eckmannand Ruelle, 1985].
While the first one relies on mathematically

proved perturbation techniques, the

Poincare
is
based
generating
on
not-so-rigorous
numerical
method
second one
which
section through data processing. Both of them have been used in nonlinear dynamics
analysis of complex physical and engineeringsystems[Thompson and Stewart, 1986; et.
al].

(Fourier
spectrum)
spectra
power
In abstract dynamical systems theory, the Poincare section method enjoys the

B:

beautyof theoreticalelegancewhen it is employedto deal with lower-dimensionalsystems,
but it is not convenient to use in situations where the explicit solution of a differential
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equation is not known. It is even worse when only a time series is given. Fortunately,
there are some methodsdeveloped to cope with these problems and one of them is the
study of Fourier spectrumor "power spectra".
Fourier spectrummethod has long beenusedto extract useful information from a
experimentally provided time seriesof dynamical systemsin various fields and it is very
successful in some caseswhere regular (periodic) oscillation and irregular (aperiodic)
oscillation must be differentiated [Berge, 1984].When the oscillation is a superpositionof
oscillations which differ in amplitude,period, ratio of harmonicsetc., Fourier spectrumcan
provide the necessaryinformation to describethe oscillation. Here in our discussion, this
method is employed to analysethe dynamical behaviour of a system from its time series
often generatedexperimentally.
The Fourier transform in continuousand discreteform are quite familiar to us [See
any text book]. Through these transform, a time series can be transformed into another one
called "Fourier spectrum" which is believed to convey information for the detection of the
system's behaviour.

It has been proved that different kinds of Fourier spectra correspond to different
oscillation behaviourof a dynamical systemcorrespondingto a time seriesstudied [Berge
&
1984;
Eckmann
Ruelle, 1985].The resultscan be summarised.as:
al,
et.
(1) If there is only one fundamental frequency and a few harmonics in the
Fourier spectrum, the oscillation is periodic and hence the system has a
periodic orbit there (if the orbit is an attractor as well, the system has a

periodic attractor).
(2) If the spectrum has several peaks representing different fundamental
frequencies, the oscillation is quasiperiodic and hence the system has a

quasi-periodicperiodic.
(3) If the spectrumis continuous,it indicts that the osciflation is chaotic and
hence the system posses a chaotic orbit.

Thesecan be illustrated in figure A 1.4.6.
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one foundementalfrequences)

t

Fourier spectrumfor quasiperiodic orbit:
severalpeaks
representingfundemental frequences
No

t

Fourier spectrumfor chaotic orbit:
continuousspectrum

t

figure A1.4.6 Fourier spectrum for different oscillating orbits.

While Fourier spectrum method is powerful in detecting complex limit sets like
periodic and chaotic orbit, it can not be usedto detectfixed points (although it is relatively
easy to find fixed points). Many work has been done in Fourier spectrum analysis and
many numerical algorithms have beendevelopedto implement it in computers.In general,
it is very good for detecting oscillating orbits and it is one of the often usedmethod to find
out a chaotic orbit. However, it provides no information about how such orbits look like on
phaseplain which are very important in studying a chaotic orbit.

C Lyapunov

Exponent

Another well developed and often used method for determining the limit sets of a

dynamical system is Lyapunov exponent method. It is based on the so called "ergodic
theory" of dynamical systems . The basic idea is that there is a topologically invariant
quantity called Lyapunov exponent (or characteristic exponent) which reflects the
expanding or contracting property of a trajectory on phaseplane [Eckmann and Ruelle,
1985].
The Lyapunov exponent, or a Lyapunov number is the average exponential rate of

divergenceor convergenceof near by orbits in phase[Shaw, 1981]. It is usually employed
to characterizethe divergence of trajectorieson an attractor of a dynamical system. When
the exponent is negative, the trajectory is contracting hence the associated limit set is
attracting. Any systemcontains at least one positive Lyapunov exponent is defined to be
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where
x
...
is the norm (not necessarily Euclidean
Rn corresponding to the eigenvalues: 5 e of A., and

TheseX() are called the Lyapunov exponentof the dynamical system.
These Lyapunov exponents are related to the expanding or contracting nature of
different directions in phase space. When the exponent is negative, the trajectory is
contracting along that direction. When it is positive,it is expanding.A attractoris a limit set
to which any trajectory around it is contractingin all directions. In such a way, the various
type of limit sets of a dynamical systemis connectedto Lyapunov exponents.In three
dynamical systems,this relation can be illustrated asfigure A1.4.7
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Figure A1.4.7 The Lyapunov exponentsand various attractors.
Compared with the spectrum method, Lyapunov exponent method provides the
information of a trajectoryin the phasespace.Again, we needintensive computationto find
out the exponentsin the casewhen the time seriesof a dynamical systemis presented.To
determine the Lyapunov exponent from a time seriesknown experimentally is one of the
active researchfields related to nonlinear dynamics [Wolf et. al, 1985]. For the meansto
detect and describechaotic attractoris so scarce,to calculatethe Lyapunov exponentis the
most used method.With the appearanceof a positive exponent,we know for sure that the
systemis in a chaotic stateand a chaotic attractoris hencefound.

D Fractal Dimension
The study of chaos is connected with a new field of research called "Fractal
Geometry" although the latter is in a wider senseregardedas a new geometry for complex
forms or dynamics. The concept of fractal dimension and "fractal geometry" were
introduced by a FrenchmathematicianMandelbrotfor die study of complex form originally
found in complex iteration maps like the Julia map [Mandelbrot, 1983]. It is basedon the
concept of "Hausdoff dimension" and has then been generalized to measure various
complex forms, notably forrns with the property of self-similarity.
The fractal dimension of a set in a metric space.is related to the concept of "capacity
dimension" and "Hausdoff dimension". They can be defined as follows.
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Let A be a subsetin a compactBanachspaceX and the natural metric to useis the.
one defined by the norm. SupposeA can be coveredby the minimum numberof N(r, A) of
define:
baHs
Then
of
r.
we
radius
open
InN(r, A)
diMK(A) = lim sup
ln(l/r)
r--)O
as the capacity of A. It is also called the capacitydimension of A.
If we denoteby (Ya covering of A by a family of sets(YKwidi diameter
dK = diamdk:5 r A, we write
Cc
n-ý (A) = inf

I

cc

We call Mc(A) = lim mo'(A) the Hausdoff measure of A in dimension a, and
r
r-40
dimH A= supla: MÜ'(A) Al

is defined the Hausdoff dimension of A.
It is easyto seethat for every compactsetA, the following inequality holds:
dimH A: Eýd'MK A
When

dirnH A= diMK A, we call it afractal

dimF A=

dimension

of set A, i. e.

dimH A= diMK A

In general, the fractal dimension of a set is in agreement with the usually Euclidean

dimension, Le, a straight line has dimension 1, the plain has dimension 2. However, they
(this
integer
is
fractal
dimension
the
the
an
set
necessarily
sameand
of a
not
are not always
is why it is called "fractal dimension"). For a set with complex structure, like the Cantor
set, the fractal dimension is ln2/ln3 [Farmer et. al 1983] while the Euclidean dimension is
0. Actually, the full strength of the fractal geometry lies in the fact that the property of
being non-integer makes it in a particular position for describing of chaotic attractor of
nonlinear dynamical systems[Eckmann&Ruelle, 1985;Stein, 1989].
Fractal dimension is topologically invariant. It is usedas a quantity for the description
limit
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TableAl. 4.1 Fractal dimensionsfor different limit setsof 3-dimensionalsystems

limit set

fractal dimension

fixed point

0

periodic orbit

I

quasiperiodicorbit

2

chaoticorbit

(Lorenz attractor)

2<d<3 (2.07)

To calculate the fractal dimension of a limit set is the way to detect the type of that
limit set and it is of vital importance for the detection and description of chaotic attractor.
Apart from fractal dimension, there are many other dimensions defined for the description
of chaotic attractor, like the information dimension, Lyapunov dimension at. al.. A great
deal of effort has been devoted to this subject and the calculation of fractal dimension form
part of the core of nonlinear dynamics [Mandelbrot, 1983; Eckmann et. al, 19851.

So far in this section, we have given the definitions and descriptions of different
limit sets possibly possessed by nonlinear dynamical systems. They describe the
asymptotic properties of the trajectories of a systemand prescribe the system'slong run
behaviour independentof the initial conditions.

A1.5 Local bifurcation
A1.5.1 Local bifurcation
The complex behaviourof a dynamical systemis locally decidedby its limit sets,in
particular by four distinct attractors: point attractor, periodic attractors, quasiperiodic
attractors and chaotic attractors. However, many systems with practical interests are
affected by some external parameters.When these parameterschange, the limýit set or
attractors will change and hencethe long run behaviour of the system. It is known from
section A 1.3 that this is called a bifurcation.
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Those limit sets are defined locally, so are various bifurcations. To discuss the
bifurcation
in
dynamics,
local
the
patterns
often
encountered
study
of
nonlinear
various
assume the the dynamical system is specified by a field vector f on manifold X and

describedas:
dx/dt =f (x, g)

(ý, 9) C=XxC,
X is a n-dimensional.manifold and g is a parametervector on a r-dimensionalmanifold C.
When the parametervector g is in a spacewith dimension ':a 2, it is usually very
difficult to analysethe bifurcation exceptin a very special casewhich will be discussedin
the following section. In our discussion here, assumethat C =R, i. e., there is only one
parameter.
Further supposethat discussion is restricted to to fixed point bifurcation, Le the
bifurcation happenson the set of fixed points:
L=I (xo, go) :f (xo, go) = 0)
It is already known that a fixed point bifurcation happens at (xo, go) when the
Jacobian of f, Jxf (xo, go) at that point has zero or pure imaginary eigenvalues.When
there is a simple zero eigenvalues,the bifurcation is called a elementarybifurcation. When
there is a pair of pure imaginaryeigenvalues,it is called a Hopf bifurcation.

A1.5.2 ElementaryBifurcations
Let us first considerthe caseof a simple zero eigenvaluewith correspondingright
eigenvector(pand left eigenvectorNf,we assumethat
f (XO' VO) 0, Jxf(xO'MY 0'
1.
=
=
=
there are following local bifurcation patternsat the bifurcation point (xO, VO). [Langford,

11(p
11

1981; 19831.
A Saddle-node bifurcation
Assumethat in addition to the condition (--), we have:
a =-VJIf (xo, go) #0, b-=VJ,,,f (xo, go) (p(p:PL-0
Then in the neighbourhood of (xo, go) there exists a unique branch of solutions of the
for
(
is
form
discussed.
The
for
dynamical
the
p(r))
the
x(r),
solution
of
system
equation

small r in R, given by:
0(r2)

ýt(r) = po +
,

0(r3)

r2(-b/(2a)) +
This is called a saddle-nodebifurcation and the bifurcation diagram is showed in Figure

x(r) = xo + r(p+

A 1.5.1 (a).
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B Transcritical bifurcation
Supposethat the systemhas a trivial solution (x(g), g) for all ge R. Without loss
(-ý),
have:
in
Q.
denote
Assume
to
the
that
addition
condition
we
x= xo
of generality, we
c =-NfJ.,jjf (xo, go)T:P60, ba VJ,, f (xo, go) (pT #0
Then in the neighbourhood.of (xo, go) there exists a unique smooth branch of nontrivial
solutions ( x(r), g(r)) of the form:
x(r) = qo + 0(r2) , ýt(r) = po + r2(-b/(2c))

+ O(r2)

This is called a transcritical bifurcation and the bifurcation diagram is showed in Figure
A 1.5.1 (b).

C

Pitchfork Bifurcation

If the vector field f satisfies die symmetry condition:
Sf (X, g) =f (SX, R)
and SýL=-g

is
is
f
(the
frequently
is
X
S
linear
that
the
case
an odd
encountered
operator
on
where
function.). Togetherwith the condition (*), we assumethat:

c -=VJ,,,,f (xo, go)(p;,60, d =-VJxxxf(xo, go) (p(p(p
;,-0

Then in the neighbourhoodof (xo, go) there exists a unique smooth branch of nontrivial
form
(
the
[I(r))
x(r),
of
:
solutions
O(r4)
0(r2)
+
+
+
P(r)
po
r2(-d/(6c))
x(r) = r(p
=
,

This is called a transcritical bifurcation and the bifurcation diagram is showed in Figure
A 1.5.1 (c).
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Figure A1.5.1 three elementary bifurcation patterns

The stability of the new branch of solutions after thesedifferent kinds of elementary
bifurcation can be decided by somestandardtechniquesof eigenvaluesanalysisof matrix,
like the Lyapunov-Schemit method [Langford, 1983]. These bifurcation patterns can be
describedin the following normal forms:
saddle-node

g±

transcritical

gX ± X2=0

pitchfork

ýIX ± X3 =0

X2 =0

A1.5.3 Hopf bifurcation
When there is a pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues, a qualitatively different
bifurcation pattern can be observed which is called Hopf bifurcation. It is about the
bifurcation through which a fixed point gives birth to a periodic orbit [Marden and
McCracken, 1976; Hassardet. al, 1981].
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Hopf bifurcation is the most studied and most well known local bifurcation. It
happens in a dynan-dcal system with one parameter when a pair of imaginary eigenvalues
goes across the imaginary axis. This bifurcation is believed to be responsible for the
appearance of oscillation behaviour in a wide range systems, like in a chemical system
(Brusselator), mechanical system, hydrodynamics, biological system ecological system
,
economic system [Hassard et. al, 1981; Zhang, 1989; Guckenheimer et. al, 1983].

There different vision aboutthe Hopf-bifurcation theoremand herewe give theorem
in a recipe-like fon-n [Hassardet al, 1981]:
Theorem: HopfBifurcation (A Recipe-Sunimmy[Hassard et. al, 1981])
Supposea differential equationdescribedby a vectol-fi-eldfwith a singleparalneterv:
dx

Tt =f(x,11)
thefollowing oiteria can be usedtofind a Hopf bifurcation anfind out the stability, period of the1
1. Find the equilibriun (or eqldlibria) x* (y) of the vectorfield by setting:f(x,, /.I) = 0, and th(
the eigenvaluesof the Jacobianinatrix:

1.
e
Ay)
(ij
I,
Y)
=
cj(
.
and order them according to ReX, ReA, 2ý 2ýReAv.
:ý

2

...

2. Find the critical value p. such that Re;Ll(yz) =O. If
(a) A, and. X2are a congugatepair (,11(y) =A2(p))fory
(b) Re.Vj (g,,)

in an open intervalilicludin,

0,
ý--

(c) InzX, (/Ix) 0 0, and
) <0U
(b) Re),,
p(ll.

=3, ..., 71),

then there is a periodic orbit appearingin the neighbourhoodof px.and we say that there
hopf bifurcation.
3 There are tivo different kind of bifurcations:
(a) ifx. (px) is an attractor, then,there is a pedodic attractorfor pe (11. ll)for sonm
x,
this is called a supercritical hopf bifurcation.
(b) if ifx* (px) is a centrewith maginal stability, then, there is a periodic repellorfor
pe (y", yx)foi- somey" < lix and this is called asuboitical hopf bifurcation.
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(There are formulas for the periodic orbit and the period and index for the stability of
,
the periodic orbit, see [Hassardet. al, 19811)
The supercritical and subcritical Hopf bifurcation can be illustrated in figure A1.5.2

(0)

ý,,!
Ite

9<

9<

;, ýý

PC

R

-(a-

P-C

9> 9C

supercritical Hopf Bifurcation

It = P-C

9>

11C

suberitical Hopf Bifurcation
Figure A1.5.2 Hopf Bifurcation

The Hopf bifurcation is called a subtlebifurcation becausethe amplitude of the periodic
orbit is a continuous function of the parameter.There are other bifurcation patterns where
the amplitude of the appearingperiodic orbits not continuous over the parameterand it is
called an catastrophic bifurcation [Abraham, 1985; Thompson & Stewart, 1986]. Such
catastrophic bifurcations, like "explosive" bifurcation [Zeeman, 1982] and "dangerous"
bifurcation [Abraham, 1985] have been observedin a wide range systems, especially in
engineeringsystems[Stewart et. al, 1986].

A1.5.4 Other bifurcation patterns

The above mentioned bifurcation patterns, include the Hopf bifurcation are the
fundamental local bifurcation patterns in nonlinear dynamical systems. For a moderate
nonlinear system with one or two parameters,there are many other bifurcations which are
more complicated [Langford, 1983;Hak-en,1983b;Abraham, 1985; Stewart et. al, 1986] .
Except in some very special case, there is usually no analytical solutions for these
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bifurcations. Especially when there is the appearanceor disappearanceof a complex
attractor, like a quasiperiodic attractor or a chaotic attractor, it is usually not possible to
resort to analytical techniques for the bifurcation analysis,not mention the analytical forms
of the new branch of solutions.
One well-known path of bifurcation leading to the appearanceof a chaotic attractor
is through "periodic doubling cascade" [Feigenbaum, 1983; Thompson and Stewart,
1986]. During this process,a periodic attractorwith period 1 bifurcates so that to give birth
to a periodic attractor with period 2. The new periodic attractor undergoes a further
bifurcation, when the.parameterchangesfurther, to a periodic attractor with period 4. The
process goes on and on, and usually a periodic attractor with a period 2n bifurcates to a
periodic attractor with a period 2111. When die systemreachesa accumulatingpoint, there
appearsa chaotic attractor. This "period-doubling" processhas been observed in various
situation, and in the case of a map, it has been proved that there is a universal constant,
called Feigenbaumconstant, governing this process[Feigenbaum,1983].

Al. 6 Catastrophe Theory
A1.6.1 dynamical systemsxvith a potential function
As mentioned in the above section, except in some special cases like Hopf

bifurcation, there is no universally applicable analytical solutions to the bifurcation
problems.Bifurcation analysisbecomesmore difficult in the following case:
(1) In a system with dimension;-:!3, there might be many different attractors and
hence there are many possibilities that the bifurcation can occur. When a bifurcation
leading to the appearanceof periodic attractors or chaotic attractor occurs, it is usually
impossibleto have an analytical solution.
2) When there is more than one parameterin the system,bifurcation becomeseven
more difficult and we have to take accountof the changeof all of the parametersof which
the changeof eachof them can lead to complex bifurcationpatterns.
Of course,when the dimension of a systernis high and also the parametervector is
have
dimensional,
become
In
to mostly
that
things
case,
we
almost
multiple
unmanageable.
dependon numerical simulation [ Thompson and Stewart, 1986]. Every system has to be
treated individually and the bifurcation analysis usually means tentative computer
simulations on large and fast computers.
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In a very special case when the dynamical system is a gradient one, there is a well
developed theory to analyse the bifurcation from point a attractor to point attractors when
several parameters change simultaneously. This is called the elementary catastrophe theory,
or catastrophe theory in general.

Catastrophetheory was originally introduced in early 70's as "a new mathematical
tnethodfoi- describing the evolution offorins in nature" [Zeeman, 1977], and Thom goes
further to claim that it "... has to be consideredas a theory of general nwiphology" (Thom,
1975]. From the dynamical systemstheory point of view, catastrophetheory studies the
qualitative behaviourof dynamicalsystemswith severalexternalparametersbut where only
point attractors are considered.For elementarycatastrophetheory, it deals with a special
kind of dynamical systems,i. e. gradient systemswhich can be described by a "potential
function" V of state x and parameter g, Le, V(x, ýt). Here the states x lie in some
Euclidean spaceand g asa variable in a lower dimensionalEuclidean space(dimension :Eý.
4). The qualitative behaviour of such a dynamical systemis describedby its equilibria set
and it changes when the parameter vector changes.Elementary catastrophe theory has
classified that when dimension of g :!ý 4 thosef have sevenlocal canonical forms which
describe the qualitative changeof the systemdependingon the change of thoseparameters
[Thom, 1975; Zeeman,1977].
In Thom's seminar book, catastrophetheory is based on the idea of dynamical
systems theory and the theoretical analysis is centeredabout structural stability, generic
property, transversalityetc. while elementarycatastrophetheory is treated by others from
the point of view of singularity theory [Poston et. al, 1978; Smale, 1978]. In Thom's
book, catastrophetheory ...... is not a nzathentaticalthewy, but a whole body of ideas" and
its philosophical and methodologicalimplications go far beyond a new mathematical tool
[Thom, 1975; Zeeman, 1977]. However, here we discuss catastrophe theory, to be
accurate,elementarycatastrophetheory,within the framework of dynamical systemstheory
and it serves as a body of mathematical knowledge which deals with the bifurcation
behaviour of a specialkind of dynamical systemsconcerningonly their equilibria, or fixed
points.
Denote a dynamicalsystem by a vector field f and it is describedby:
dx/dt =f (x, g)

(X, g) GXxC,

X is a n-dimensionalmanifold and g is a parametervector on a r-dimensional manifold C.
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It is gradientif and only if thereis a function V: XxC -> R such that
f(x, g) =- gi-ad V(x, g)
(p is regardedas constant)
.
where grad V(x, [t) is the gradient of V(x, g), called the potential function, which is
defined as:
grad V(x, ýt)

aa
ý-V(x,
X,In

ý-V(X,
X-

This is possible only a very strict condition is met, Le.:
axj

axi,

where fk is the k th element of f. This is a severelimit to the application of elementary
catastrophetheory in bifurcation analysisof dynamicalsystems.
Apart from the elementary catastrophetheory which deals with the bifurcation of
equilibria of a gradient system,Smalehasproved a theoremconcernedabout the structural
stability of gradient systems.
Theorem [Smale, 1961 (seeSmale, 1967)]
Gradient systemsfor which all fixed points are hyperbolic and all intersections of
stableand unstablemanifold transversal,are structurallystable.
This is one of few theorems about structural stability of dynamical systemswith
any dimensions.

A1.6.2 Elementary catastrophe

Under this circumstance, the behaviour of a gradient dynamical system can be
analysedby looking a family of functions:
V: XxC-ýR
where: X is the statespace,dim X=n;
C is the parameterspace,or control space,dim C=r and it is called die codinzension
of V. In elementarycatastrophetheory, r<4.
The catastrophemanifold M is a subsetof XxC defmedby:
I
(x,
I
M=f
DV(x, [t)=O
g)
The cawstrophe inap X is the restriction to M of the natural projection
7c:

for which:

xxc->C

7c(x, p)=g
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The singularity set S is the set of singular points in M of X,
singular, Le:
I(x, g) 1(x, g) c=M, rank(DX) <r1

at which, X is

The bifurcation setB is the imageX(S) in C:
B=IgIg
X(S) CI
E=The bifurcation setB is the set on which the number and nature of the equilibria of
the system change. It lies in the parameter space, Le control space C and when the
its
loses
it
boundary
bifurcation
the
the
the
that
of
set,
system
so
crosses
parameterchanges
structural stability. The state or behaviour of the system changesqualitatively, hence a
bifurcation occurs. The usually case is that the system jumps from one state to a
qualitatively different one and a bifurcation from one point attractor to two point attractors
(plus an unstable equilibrium) can be observed.This can be illustrated by the following
fold catasn-opheand cuspcatastrophe:
(1) Fold catastrophe
The potential function of a gradient dynamical system can be reduced to the
canonicalform as:
13
Va=V(x,

The catastroPhemanifold:
Id
Va(X)
M=f (x, a)
TX
(x,
a)
=I

xe R, aeR

+ax,

a)=ýx

I

X2

=01

+a=Ol

The bifurcation set in the control spaceis:
(x, a) E=-M and

d

Va(X) =
2
dx

=f 01
It is easy to show that when the parametera changesfrom positive to negative, the
systemwill changefrom a statewith no minimum potential to a stateof minimum potential,
Le a point attractor.The bifurcation diagramcan be illustrated as follows:
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fold M

a

0

PON-

bifurcation set B

Figure A1.6.1 Elustrationof fold catastrophe
This can be comparedwith the fold bifurcation discussedin section A 1.3.It a quite
trivial case in elementary catastrophe theory. Others are more complicated.

(2) Cusp catastrophe
The potential function is a fourth order polynomial of state variable x with two
control parameters (a, b). It can be written in the canonical form, through the standard
procedurecalled "universal unfolding", asfollows:
Vab =

V(x, a, b) =1x
4

4+

aX2

+ bx,

x(=-R, (a, b) eR2

We say that function V has corank 1 and codimension 2. According the

outlined procedure,we can detectthe catastrophemanifold M, bifurcation setB
etc as follows.
Catastrophemanifold:
M=1

(x, a, b) 1 -ý- Vb(X) =01
dx

1
=( (x, a, b) X3+ ax +b = 01
The singular set of M is:
s=1

d2
1
(x, a, b) (x, a, b) c: M and ýx2 Vab(X) ý--()l

1
(x,
a, b) X3+ ax +b=0
={

and 3X2 +a=OI

Thebifurcationsetis:
B=X(S)=icjm(S)=J(a,

I(x,
b)
a, b)ESI

I
3+
2=0}
(a,
4a
27b
b)
=f
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Comparing with the fold catastrophe, the cusp catastrophe exhibits many original
properties which lies the full strength and originality of elementary catastrophe theory. This

is mademore clear by looking at the catastrophesurface.
1) Modality and inaccessibility
Look at the catastrophemanifold (or catastrophe surface) which represents the
equilibrium of th system.There is a folding part correspondingcertain values of parameters
a and b. There the potential function has more than one local minimum point which means
that the physical systemhas many possible distinct states.Some of them, like those points
in the middle surface of the folding region, are inaccessible by the system (which are
correspondingto maximum potential points).
(2) Catastrophe:suddenjump
When the parameterschange across the boundary of the bifurcation set in the
control space,the systemcan changeabruptly from one equilibrium stateto another:either
jumps from a point in the lower spaceto one in the upper spaceor vice versa. It can be
observedin physical systems,like the Zeemancatastrophemachine,or social systems,like
the outbreak-of war, that tiny changein the forces or motivations lead to abrupt change in
behaviour [Zeeman,1977].This is where the name "catastrophetheory" comesfrom.
(3) Divergence
It is easy to seethat starting from two near points near the origin the system can
move towards different part of the catastrophesurfacewhich implies that the system stay
in two distinct statesbecauseof the small difference in the initial condition. It can explain
that why a small, negligible factor can lead to a totally different stateeven the environment
is almost the same(that meansthe parameterchangesthe sameway). However, divergence
here is different from the effect of random factorswe are going to discuseslatter.
(4) Hysteresis
The behaviourof the systembecomesvery interesting when the parameterschange
to cross the bifurcation set. We can see from figure A1.4.2 the following phenomena:
jumps
increases
in
B,
lower
to
the
the
cross
parameter
a
system
surface
and
when
moves
suddenly to the upper surfaceat a bifurcation point, but the systemwill not jump from the
upper surface to the lower one at the same point. The whole process is not strictly
reversible.
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Figure A1.6.2 Mustration of the cuspcatastrophe
Those are the propertiesof gradientdynamical systemsrevealedby the elementary
catastrophetheory. In those more complicated elementarycatastrophes,like swallowtail,
butterfly et. al, thesephenomenacan also be observedand described.
It has been proved in elementary catastrophe theory that there are only seven
canonical catastrophes for all those gradient dynamical systems with not more than Al

parametersand theseforms can be summarizedas:
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Table A1.6.1 SevenElementaryCatastrophes

Catastrophe

numberof
parameters

fold
cusp

swallowtail
butterfly
hyperbolic
ellipic
parabolic

1
2
3
4
3

_

numberof

Universal Unfolding

statevariables
13
ýx -ajx

1
1

x

532

1

3x

1

6432
ýx -ýajx

2

aIx - a2x

aIx -ja2x -a3x
-ýa2X -2a3X -a4X

33
xl+xi+alxlx2+a2X,
3222

3

42

xl-xlxi+al

(xl+x2)+a2x I+a3x2

2422
XIX2+X2+alxl+a2X2+a3X,

42

+a3X2

+a4X2

Among all the sevenelementarycatastrophes,cusp catastropheis the most studied,
well understood, and most important one. It has a solid physical system as its prototype,
e.g the Zeeman catastrophe machine [Poston and Stewart, 19781.It exhibits all those
characteristics of a gradient dynamical system that a catastrophemodel can reveal. This
cusp catastrophe model has been used in a wide range of systems including behaviour
systems,social systems[Zeeman, 1977;Postonand Stewart, 1978]. There has been many
controversiesabout the applicability of catastrophetheory in behaviour and social sciences
and further doubts have beenarousedabout the originality of catastrophetheory in general
[Smale, 1978]. However, the application of catastrophetheory in the physical systems,
engineering systems in particular, is well justified [Poston and Stewart, 1978; Gilmore,
1981]. Here in our discussionof dynamical systems,we use it as a body of mathematical
knowledge which can be usedto analysethe bifurcation of gradient systemstheir behaviour
are affected by more than one parameter.The idea of catastrophetheory asit is presentedin
Thom's original book "Structin-al stability and Motphogenesis" goes beyond that: it
provides a general framework for studying any dynamical process by using dynamical
systems theory. This reflects, latter on, in Abraham's "morphodynamics" and the whole
vision of modem mathematicaldynamical systems.This is the philosophical, theoretical
and methodological foundation of this study. The concepts of "structural stability",
"attractor" is generalizedto describedthe stateand the dynamical processof systerns.
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A1.7 Global

bifurcation

For nonlinear dynamics with external parameters, there are various forms of local

bifurcation patterns,as can be seenfrom the abovesections.The global behaviour of such
a system depends not only on where the system starts (the initial conditions ), but also
which region the parameter is in. When the parameter changes over a wide range of
values, it is possible that various local bifurcationscan be observed.To pasteall theselocal
bifurcation diagramstogether,we can have a picture of the global bifurcation patternsover
the whole range of the parameter[Abraham&Shaw, 1985; 1988].
With such a global bifurcation picture, the time evolution of the structure of the
system becomesclear and it is known that what the stateof the systemmight be depends
on value of the parametersin the parameterspace.To get sucha global bifurcation picture,
it needsto work out all the local bifurcation patternsand it is by no meansa easyjob. As
mentioned above, there are still many work to be done before all the local bifurcation
patterns are known to us. Among all theseproblems,bifurcations leading to quasiperiodic
in
attractorsand chaotic attractors needmore attention.For the lack of analytical tech-niques
those situations, we have largely rely on the intensive and tentative computer simulations.
Various numerical methodsand many new algorithms have been developed to detect the
limit sets. The above mentioned methods, i. e., Poincare section, Fourier spectra,
Lyapunov exponent and fractal dimension have been used widely in achieving this goal.
The power of thesemethodshave beendemonstratedby someresearchers,like Thompson
and Stewart who use computationaltechniquesas a main meansfor the study of nonlinear
dynamics [Thompson et. al, 1986;Thompson,1989;Thompson et al, 1990].
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